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NonlinearCompensationTe(:lmiqu¢,s
for

Magnetic Suspension Systems

David L. Trumper

Dept. of Electrical Engineering

Univ. of N. Carolina at Charlotte

Charlotte, NC 28223

1 Introduction

In aerospace applications, magnetic suspension systems may be required to operate over large variations

in air-gap. Thus the nonlinearities inherent in most types of suspensions will have a siguificant effect.

Specifically, large variations in operating point may make it difficult to design a linear controller which

giw,s satisfactory stal)ility and performance over a large range of operating points.

One way to address this I)rol)lenl is through the use of nonlinear compensation t:'chniques such a._

fe,.tll)a,'k linearization. In the last decade, this area has seen a great, deal of researdl efl,,rt among system

theorists [6], [7], [8], and has been successfidly used in flight control applications [9], but has yet to be

widely used in the area of magnetic suspensions.

Not_lin_:ar compensators have received limited attention in the magnetic suspension literature. Ill

[11] t.h(_ coutrol system design for suspension of a I-ton, 4-passenger vehicle is presented. A flux sensor

is located on the pole-face of the suspension magnet. A minor feedl)ack loop is closed on flux which

linearizes the dependence of magnetic force on position. The force goes as the square of flux. so an

additional square root linearization is required. The idea of using an analog multiplier to compute the

ratio i/x is mentioned, which would allow elimination of the flux sensor, ltowever, this technique is

reported ms prone to drift and noise, and was al)andouded. This flux-fi'edback scheme is described in

more detail in [12]. In [13] a nonlinear correction law is used to correct, the inverse square law mag_:et

behavior in a flywheel suspension. The nonlinear compensation is iml)lcmented with analog multiplier

and square root circuits. Microprocessor-based linearizing transformations are reported in [14] in Ihe

context of a demonstration system.

In recent years, progress has be¢-n made in the theory of nonlinear control systeH_s, and in the. s,_b-

area of fi'e(ll)ack linearization, ilere, [6] is of fimdanmn|.al importance in that it presents the conditi_,ns

und,'r whi(h a ._yst.en| may be linearized. In [7] these results are globally extended, and in [8] the the.,ry

is d(wel()ped for nmlti-input/multi-output systenLs. In a subsequent section the results of [6] are applied

to a third order suspension example, llowever, for a simple system, it is often possil)le to construct

the linearizing tr;ulsformatious by inspection. We start then by demonstrating the idea of feedback

liheariz_diotl using a second order suspension system. In the context of tim second order susp¢'nsion,

sampling rate issues in the implementation of feedback lincarization are examined through simulation.

The sysl_ml which is studied is presented in the next section.

2 Nonlinear Suspension Model

ltl lifts section, the open-loop (lynamics for a simple on(,-(legree-of-freedom suspen._ion :_re presented. ' his

sy._lem exhibits the _'ssential issues faced in the (lesiglt of tractiw: type suspensions, that is, SUSl)_ ms

which operate as variable r,'luctathce devices. The example is drawn from [10] pgs. 22 23, 84-813, _nd

193-200. The only change is that th(' system is iuw'rted such that gravity acts t,:, open the air-gap. J his

system is ._hown in Figure 1.

The delails of the electromagnetics are worked out in [10]; for the present purposes, the imporl _nt

details are the coil voltage

2wdltoN 2 di 2wdt4oN"i dx
v_ - + i I_ (1)

go+x dt (go+x) 2 dl
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_ml the force on the phmger

f_ = -wd/_oN 2 _ + Mg - fd, O' > O) (2)

where the first term is the electromagnet force, the second term is tile gravitational force on the plunger,

and the third term is a disturbance force acting on the phmger in the direction the electromagnet force.

'rh,_ nonmagnetic sh'ew" is a.ssunmd to exert no frictional forces on the plunger.

If we define

_t _- Vc

C = wdt_o N2

X 1 = X "-I" gO,

then the state e(luations f,,r the open-loo I) suspension are

(xl > go)

JC1 = X2

- M T, + g- A-7

"i - ix2 Rxli xlu
x l 2(' + ,-7_-].

(3)

2.1 Second order system

If the coil current is a.,;sumed to Iw the control input, then /.lie snspellSlOl| stair,, e(luati, ms arc r,.dnced

t() s_,¢olld ,)rder.

•irl = x2

= -A-7 T, +'J-A-7

'lhcsc equations will adeqmd, ely too,tel the system if the coil current is controlled by a high-bandwidth

current loop with sufficiently high w)ltage-drive capabilities, in applications, it is most typical to drive the

coil with such a current loop, as this essentially eli,ninates the dependence of position-loop performance

upon the electromagnet coil resistance and inductance.

3 Linearization of second-order suspension

Th,_ t)a._ic id,'a of f,_edb,tck lincarization is to delim' I.,'ansformations t)lt I.h,! states and input(s) such

that the honlinear systeln al)pcars linear and Ol)erating-I)oint invarial|l in l.erlHs of 111(! transformed

representation. Then a co,llroller can I)c designed for the transtbrmcd variables. This allows tim closed-

loop system stability to be made independent of operating point.

For the second-order equations (4), a transformation on the input is all that is required to lincarize

th0 system. This transformation may be derived by inspection without using any formal mathematical

machinery; this is the appr,_ach taken in [11], [12], [13], and [14]. That is, if the coil curr,,nt i is made to

vary _k_;

i=xl_/ _,'" (5)

th_'n the suspension is globally linearized in terms of the new inl)ut v. The notation f(,r the auxiliary

inI,Ht v h:_ been chosen to match the notation in [6].

Sl,ecifically, sHI)st.itul.ing from (5) into (4), the system state equations I,ec,,mc

_1 = 2"2

fa (6)
k._ = v + g hi
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These equations are linear, with an input v, and disturbance terms g and fa.

llere, v is a signal internal to the compensator which may be thought of as a setpoint for acceleration

in the direction of increasing airgap. In operation, the signal v will be computed within the compensator,
and constrained to be less than or equal to zero. Since the magnet call only supply accelerations in the

direction of decreasing air gap it would not be physically meaningful to ask for acceleration in the

direction of increasing air gap by setting v greater than zero. Thus the term -v in (5) will always be

greater than or equal to zero, and the square root will yield a real number.
The plant appears linear in terms of the new input v. This compensation of the nonlinear term does

not however stabilize the plant. To stabilize the system, the nonlinear compensator is preceded by a

linear compensator. The resulting closed-loop system is shown in Figure 2. The compensator may be

thought of as having two parts, a nonlinear compensation section and a linear compensation section. It is
the function of the nonlinear section to implement (5) in order to adjust i as a function of xt and v, such

that the acceleration of the plunger is equal to v. It is tile function of the linear section to specify the

value of v as a function of the error between the position setpoint and the measured position such that

the linearized plant is robustly stabilized and has good disturbance rejection and settling time properties.

The signal v forms the connection between the linear and nonlinear sections of the compensator.
This combination of linear and nonlinear compensation sections stabilizes the plant such that the loop

dynamics are independent of operating point. Such operating point independence is the main advantage

of using a nonlinear compensator. Note that as viewed from the input to the nonlinear section, the
incremental relationship between v and zl is equal to 1Is _, independent of operating point. Thus, the

linear compensator can be designed to control a double integrator via standard linear techniques. If it is

desirable to reject static disturbance forces with no position error, then the linear compensator can be

designed to include an integral term. This integral term will adjust the value of v to balance gravity and

any low-frequency components of the disturbance fd.

In applications where large excursions or disturbance forces are anticipated, the additional complexity
of the nonlinear compensation approach is justified. The major caveat is that we are assuming that the

suspension model is accurate. For the electromagnetics an accurate model can readily be developed, and

thus nonlinear compensation techniques are applicable. The nonlinear compensation technique was used

in the construction of a class demonstration system which is described below.

4 Classroom demonstration implementing linearization

In the Spring of 1988, the author constructed a single degree of freedom levitation system for use a.s

a classroom demonstration which implemented the nonlinear compensation technique described in the

previous section. As developed there, if the plant state e(luations are given by (4), then applying the

n:mlinear compensation law (5) results in a system which apl)ears to be linear in terms of the intermediate

signal v. The demonstration system uses a high-bandwidth current-drive to regulate the electromagnet

current, and thus (4) is applicable.
In the demonstration system, a one inch steel ball bearing is suspended below an electromagnet

consisting of 3100 turns of #22 magnet wire wound on an 1 inch diameter by 4 inch length steel core.
The coil current is controlled by a Bose-type switching regulator, with a half-scale current switching

frequency of 10 kHz, and a full scale current of 2 Amperes. The operating point current is about 0.4

Amperes at a typical operating point air gap of 1 cm. The system is digitally controlled by an 8088/8087-

based single-board computer and data acquisition system at a 400 llz sampling rate. The control law

for the nonlinear compensation section uses (5) to linearize the magnetic force relationship. This allows

the stability of the closed-loop system to be essentially independent of the operating point. The control

law for the linear compensation section is then developed via classical techniques applied in the discrete-

time domain. The position of the ball is sensed optically, and nonlinearities in the sensor output versus

position are compensated for in software.
In order to apply the nonlinear compensation technique, an accurate model of the plant is required.

For the classroom demonstration, this model is developed by measuring the force on the ball as a function

of current and position. This measurement is accomplished by using a balance beam for measuring the

magnetic force on the ball. A 1 inch ball bearing is glued into one end of an aluminum balance beam

of rectangular tubular cross-section measuring 1 inch wide by 0.75 inches d('cp by 12 inches long. The
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beam pivots at the center on a thin wire which is held by fixed side supports. Balance pans are hung

from the beam on both sides of the pivot midway between the pivot and the ends of the beam. These

pans are used to add or subtract weight carried by the suspension. At the end of the beam opposite the

ball, a micrometer is positioned to push against the beam and thus provide a position reference.

The idea here is that the ball glued into the end of the beam can be placed into suspension and the

beam thus provides a handle by which the force applied to the ball can be varied. This is accomplished

by putting weights into the balance pans on either side of the pivot. The beam is made of aluminum, and

thus does not interact with the electromagnet at low frequencies. At the ball end, the beam is made thin

so as not to interfere with the optical measurement. The ball is attached to the bottom of the thinned

end of the beam such that it interacts with the optical sensor in the same fashion as a freely suspended

ball.

The force relationship (2) was well fit by the experimental data with the parameters C = 4.43 ×

10 -4 Nm_/A u and go -- 0.25cm. The mass of the hall is 67 grams. These parameters are used in the

nonlinear compensation law (5). The only deviation from the relationship (2) is at high currents (> 1A),

where the effects of magnetic saturation are apparent.

The optical position sensor is constructed as follows. A 24 volt, 5 watt incandescent lamp is used as

the source, and a piece of cadmium sulfide photo-cell is used as the sensor, in what is a standard position

sensor for magnetic suspensions. Using the balance beam described above, the sensor output is measured

for a number of ball positions. When the shadow-line cast on the sensor is in the central region of the

sensor, the sensor output is essentially linear with ball position, llowever, as the shadow-line approaches

the upper or lower edge of the photo-ceil, the sensor _nsitivity begins to decrease. This nonlinearity in

the relation between ball position and sensor output is corrected in software in the section of code which

inputs the sensor voltage. The corrected position measurement is then linear with actual ball position.

It is this corrected position measurement which is passed to the rest of the control loop.

The position sensor was found to have several defects which limit the system performance. First,

the incandescent bulb output decreases significantly as a fimction of time. This is believed to be due

to the evaporation of the filament. Material driven off of the filament is deposited on the inside of the

gla_s envelope, thereby decreasing the bulb brightne_. The second problem is that the cadmium sulfide

sensor is sensitive to any light falling on its surface, independent of the source. Thus ;unbient lighting is

indistinguishable from the light emitted by the bulb.

Both of these effects cause problems in the nonlinear compensation law (5) and in the correction

of the sensor nonlinearities. First, the decrease in bulb intensity and any changes in average ambient

light act as offset terms which drive the system to incorrect points on the sensor correction curve and

in the magnet nonlinearity correction law (5). This offset deteriorates the system stability. Secondly,

the ambient ligl_t has a large component at twice the power line frequency, especially in rooms with

fluorescent lighting. This signal at 120 tlz acts as a large noise source which causes error motions in the

ball position.

The above problems can be solved as follows. First, the light source needs to be made more constant

with time. This can be achieved by using a more specialized incandescent bulb, or by switching to a

semiconductor light source such as an infra-red light emitting diode. The ambient lighting offset and

noise problems can be solved by either or both of two approaches which are classical. The first is to make

the system narrow-band. Commonly available IR diodes emit a relatively narrow-band optical signal;

laser diodes are narrower. In this case, an optical l)and-pass tilter can be placed in front of the sensor, so

that only the emitted frequencies are sen_d, and the ambient lighting is greatly attenuated. The second

approach is to switch the light-source on and off at a high frequency and use synchronous detection to

reject signals which are not at the same frequency and ph_Lse as the source. The frequency of switching

must be made much higher than the cross-over frequency of the position control loop, perhaps on the

order of 10 kltz switching frequency. This rate is easily within the capabilities of available electro_fics.

The results derived in the previous section for the noulinear compensation laws assume that these are

implemented in continuous time. For discrete-time implementation, the issue of sampling rate becomes

important. This issue is investigated in the next section.
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4.1 Sampling rate issues

Due to the complexity of the transformations it is most likely that a Imearizing compensator will be

implemented in discrete time. As an introduction to one issue involved in discrete-time implementation,

the effect of sampling rate on the second-order suspension system (4) is investigated by simulation. For
this example, the suspension parameters have been been given the values developed for the class demon-
stration system described above. These values are M = 67 grams, and C = 4.43 x 10 -4 Nm2/Amp 2.

The system is simulated assuming a nonlinear compensation law of the form (5). The four graphs

shown in Figure 3 indicate the system behavior when a net 0.05g acceleration (v = -0.05 in (5)) is
specified. The lines labelled 'ideal' show that if the nonlinear compensation was perfectly implemented,
the force on the ball would be constant, and the graph of velocity vs. time would be a straight line.

ttowever, with any finite sampling rate this is not the case. Tile system is open-loop unstable, and

uncontrolled between sampling instants. Thus it 'runs away' during the interval in which the control
current is held constant. The graphs show the result of this process for sampling rates of 1 kHz and 200

Hz. To get reasonable behavior, it can be seen that a sampling rate on the order of 1 kHz is required.
In the class demo, due to computational speed limitations a 400 Hz sampling rate is used. This is found

to be adequate as long as the ball is not allowed to approach too close to the pole face.
Another way to look at the effect of sampling rate is to examine the system behavior under closed-loop

position control. To this end, a linear proportional plus lead compensator is designed in discrete-time to
stabilize the nominal plant which would result if the nonlinear compensation were perfect. That is, in the
ideal case, the nonlinear compensated system appears as a double integrator independent of operating

point. In the finite sampling time implementation, the quality of this approximation deteriorates as the
air gap closes. ]'his can be .seen in Figure 4 which displays simulated step responses for the closed-loop
system at four nominal operting points and for the two sampling rates. Note that the system with 200 Hz

sampling goes unstable at the 0.5 cm and smaller air gaps, whereas the behavior of the 1000 llz sampled
system only begins to deteriorate when the air gap approachs 0.3 cm. The unstable response for 200 tlz

sampling is not shown for the 0.3 cm air gap.

This example shows that the practical implementation of iinearizing transformations may require
very high sampling rates. Also, what may be considered a satisfactory sampling rate depends on the

range of operating points which are encountered in system operation. Certainly, the issue of discrete-time

implementation merits further study.
Experience with this simple nonlinear compensation system provided the impetus toward an under-

standing of feedback linearization techniques in more generality. A description of the application of
feedback linearization to the third order suspension system is given in the next section.

4.2 Linearization of third-order suspension

For more complex plants it may be difficult to develop linearizing transformations by inspection. The

results of [6] provide a general approach to this prohlem. A good introduction to these ideas is presel_ted
in [4] and [5]. These references assume no more than an undergraduate background in control theory

and are thus a good place to start for someone new to this area.
Without reviewing the results from the above references, if the plant satisfies a controllability con-

dition and a condition on the existe,ace of solutions to a set of partial diff_'r_:ntial equations, theu trans-

formations zl = Tl(x),...,zn = Tn(x),v = 7_+t(x,u) cau be constructed such that in the z-v space
the" system appears linear, llere, x is the state-vector of the nonlinear system, z is the state-vector of

the linearized system, and n is the system order. Ihk,ler th_'se transformations, the nonlinear system is
mapp_d to the controllability canonical form

d

dt z,_ 1

Zn

(z)(o= +
Zn 0
0 1

v. (7)

For the system (3), the required conditions are satisfied, and the results of [6] yield the linearizing

transformations zl = zl, z_ = z2, z3 = -(C/M)(i/xt) '2, and z4 = -ff--_(Ri - u). Thus the system
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appears linear in terms of state varibles zx, z_, and z3, and with a properly redefined input v. The

states zl and z2 are simply the original position and velocity. State z3 is the acceleration applied to

the suspended member. Thus it makes physical sense that the suspension will appear linear in za. The
suspension force happens to vary nonlinearly with the untransformed state and input, but Newton's law

guarantees linearity in terms of a transformed state varible which is proportional to acceleration. In an
implementation, the voltage drive u must be computed in terms of v:

Mxlv
u = -_ + in. (8)

i

Since v drives the derivative of z3, we can think of v as being a setpoint for the slope of the acceleration.
Note that the coil resistance voltage drop iR is directly added to the input u.

Thus we have found a set of linearizing transformations. Ilowever the transformations are not unique.
Direct substitution will verify that the transformations Tl = x_, 7"2 = 2ztx2,

and

2Ci 2
T3=2x_ Mx, (9)

6Cx_ i 2 2i

T,- M_ +_(m-u) (10)

though more complex than the first set, do indeed globally linearize the system. Actually, there are
an infinity of such transformations which linearize this system. This is a consequence of the natur . of

nonlinear systems. It is clear however that the first set h_Ls the greatest physical meaning, and (bus

would be chosen in any practical context. Note also that in the first set the transformed state z3 need
never be computed. This is so because the system is linear between the transformed input v and the

original position state variable xl. Further, note that the input transformation (8) depends only upon
position xl and current i. Both of these quantities may be readily measured.

5 Conclusions

As we have seen in the magnetic suspension examples, the technique of feedback linearization i_ of
great utility in designing control loops for nonlinear systems such that the closed-loop systems are well-

behaved despite large variations in operating point or disturbance forces. Sampling rates for discrete- ime

implementations have been shown to be critical, especially at small air gaps. For practical applicat,ons,
the most important area which we have overlooked is that of robustness with respect to plant modeling

errors. This is an area which has also been a topic of current research [5]. In [3] it is noted that the
electromagnet nonlinearity results in nonlinear cross-coupling terms in the control of five degrees of
freedom of a precision linear bearing suspension. Thus it will be advantageous to implement nonli lear

compensation laws for this and other multivariable suspension systems.
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Abstract

The control of systems with unknown dynamics aud unpredictable disturbances has raised some challenging

problems. This is particularly important when high system peforman,e is to be guaranteed at all times. Recently,

the Time Delay Control has been suggested as an alternative control scheme. The proposed control system does

not require an explicit plant model nor does it depend on the estinaation of specific plant parameters. Rather, it

combines adaptation with past observations to directly estimate the effec......__tof the plant dynamics.

This paper formulates a control law for a class of dynamic systems and then presents a su_cient conditioff for

control system stability. The derivation is based on the bounded input-I,,mnded output stability approach using

Lo_ function norms. The control scheme is implemented on a five degrees-,.(-freedom high speed and high precision

magnetic bearing. The control performance is evaluated using step respon_,.,, frequency responses and 4isturbance

wy.ction properties. TiLe experimental data show an excellent control perf, .finance despite lhe system complexity.

1 Introduction

Some classicaJ control methods deal with well known linear time-invariant systems. In many applications, however,

some relevant part of the system maybe unknown, time varying, or nonlinear. Controlled systems are thus often

limited to operating in only a small portion of their available range. For example, serve motors must operate in

the linear part of their range for accurate control. Restrictions such as these have led to the developm, xxt of control

techniques that deal with such complexities.

Several types of modern control strategies have been dew, loped to deal with nonlinear, time-variant _ystems. One

of the first methods to accommodate nonlinear systems was Model Reference Control. This technique employs a

model of the system and uses the difference between the model response and the plant response as the input signal to

the plant [18]. The model is either a physical model or a simulated system on a computer. Although i! has no wtriable

I)aram_'l.ers, it is very useful for either specifying desired performance or for the observation of unaccessable states.

A drawba_:k in this teclmique is that it requires knowledge of the full dynamic model and system limit:,lions. When

perfect cancellation of the system nonlinearities is not achieved due to imperfect modeling or inaccur_,te parameter

values, the dynamic performance of the plant may be degraded to the poiut of closed lo(:p instability ['22].

Another advanced technique is Adaptive Control. An adaptive system measures a certain index of performance

which is a function of tile inputs, states and/or outputs of the system. From the comparison of the mea.sl,'red index of

performance with a set of given ones, the axtaptation mechanism modifies the parameters of the controller or tile set of

given ones [4,14,16,211. q here are several classes ofadaptive control. A very common variation uses a desired reference

model as a basis for coral)arisen and is termed Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC). In the direct MRAC, no

attempt is made to identify the plant parameters. Controller parameters are directly updated. In Self-Tuning control,

plant model parameters are identified/modified and the controller action is automatically updated according to a
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lix_'d r_'glll;d,_r _l,t._i_,l. Anoth,l.r ;q_,pr_:whg,.nerat,_._ tho ,f'-ntr..I ;,,orion it= part by an ;td;tF,I,iw. fl.,.dforw;_rd r,_.mlroJl_r
which "'lwh:wes" a._the "inverse" o1"tl.' plant [22]. All adaptive' ,controllers ._hare the di_thJgui_hiug feal_Jr_,of @_t,'m

identification followed by variation of parameters to maintain desired performance. A drawback of adap_ ation is that

it is generally slow aJld computationally intense. Often the environment changes faster than the system, causing
performance degradation or even instability. Other references on adaptive control include [8,9,11,12,19,20,24].

Other control methods, such as Variable Structure Controllers, take totally different strategies to achieve stability
in nonlinear systems. This type of controller utilizes state feedback in a control law which switches _he structure

of the closed loop system between trajectories which may themselves be unstable or marginally stable but when

combined by the control law in a switching technique, result in a system which is stable. A method of swih:hing
called "sliding mode", described in [23,26,27,37], arranges the switching so that ideally th,_ system remains on one of
the switching lines (or surfaces) as it "slides" stably toward the origin of the phase plane, l_eal systems, however, take

time to switch trajectories, resulting in periods of infinite frequency, or no control, as the system switches from one
trajectory to another while attempting to remain on the switching line. This high frequency chattering undesirably

excites high frequency dynamics.
Systems which are capable of recognizing the fanfiliar features and patterns of a situation and which use past

experiences in behaving in an optimal fashion are called Learning Systems. A learning system, when pr,.sented with
a novel situation, learns how to behave by an adaptive approach. Then if the system experiences the same situation,

it will recognize and behave optimally without going through the same adaptive approach. An advantage is that
the system need not be identified in every environmental situation, making the response time faster under situations
that have already been learned. A drawback is that such systems often require repetitive trial and error to bring
them into an operating state [1,25]. A large list of references on methods of control mentioned above can be found

in [13] and [17].
Another method, Time Delay Control (TDC) proposed in references [30,31,32,33], depends neither on estimation

of specific parameters, repetitive actions, infinite switching frequencies, or discontinuous control. It employs, rather,
direct estimation of the effect of the plant dynamics through the use of time delay. The controller uses the gathered
information to cancel the unknown dynamics and disturbances simultaneously and then inserts the desired dynamics
into the plant. The TDC employs past observation of the system response and control inputs to directly modify

the control attiolm rather than adjust the controller gains. It updates its ,,llservation of the system eve_ y sampling
period, therefore, estimation of the plant dynamics is dependent upon the s,K,pling frequency. The TDC has a similar
feature as the learning control algorithm prop_ed in reference [10]. This learning comrol algorithm is applicable

for nonlinear systems with linear input action. It updates the control aclion in each learning trial by comparing
the state derivative of the actual trajectory with that of the desired reference trajectory in the previous trial. Time

Delay Control differs from this approach in that the control action is updated at each instant based on recent past.
This paper uses the concepts developed in references [30,31,32,33] to explore the potentials and limitations of the

TDC approach.
The TDC control algorithm leads to systems that have a similar form to that of time delay systems. These systems,

which are also referred to as time-lag or retarded systems, are systems in which time delay exists between the cause

and effect. In time delay systems, these delays arise as a result of delays existing in the hardware components or

computation [5]. In our case, the time delay is a feature of the control algorithm. The mathematical formulation for
such time delay systems leads to delayed differential equations. A special class of these equations are referred to as

integral-differential equations which were studied by Volterra [29]. Volterra was the first to study such systems and
developed the theory to investigate the consequences of time delay. Several other researchers have contributed to the

development of the general theory of the Volterra type. Reference [15] provides several references of contrib_Jtors to
delayed differential equations including historical perspective of control theory and developments of time delay.

The Time Delay Control was originally formulated in [30] for a class of nonlinear systems with linear input action.

The control algorithm has been applied to robot manipulators and servo systems with v,_ry satisfactory results even
under large system parameter variations and disturbances [30,31,32,33,35]. Stability and convergence analysis was
also performed for linear SISO systems [34].

This paper formulates a control law for a class of dynamic systems with nonlinear inl,ut action and then presents
a sufficient condition for control system stability. The derivation is based on the bou,ded input-bounded output

stability approach using Loo function norms. The control scheme is implemented on a live degrees-of-freedom high

speed and high precision magnetic bearing. The control performance is evaluated using step responses, frequency
responses and disturbance rejection properties. The experimental data show an excellent control performance despite

the system complexity.
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2 Time Delay Control

in this paper we are concerned with a class of systems described by the following differential equations,

x(t) = F(x, t) + G(x, u, t) + D(t) (])

where x(t) E _.'* and u(t) E _r are the system state vector and control input vector respectively. F(x, t), G(x. u, t)

and D(t) are vector functions with appropriate dimensions and represent respectively known dynamics, unknown

dynamics and disturbances. The variable t represents time. [n order to transform the sy. _tem into a familiar form,

Equ.(1) can be written as

X(t) = F(x,t) + H(x,u,t) + Bu(t) (2)

where the new term H(x, u, t) is defined as

H(x,u,t) = G(x,u,t) + D(t)- Bu(t) (3)

and B is a matrix to be selected by the designer. A reference model that generates the desired trajectory is chosen

as a linear time invariant system,
xm(t) = A,,_x,.(t) + B,,_r(t) (4)

where x,,_(/) (E "P_'_ is a reference model state vector, r(/) E R- r is a reference input. A,n and 13,,_ are constant

matrices with appropriate dimensions.

The class of systems considered in this paper includes systems that satisfy a matching condition. [t was shown

in references [30,32,33] that systenm in a special cat,onical form satisfy the matching condition. These systems can

be partitioned as follows

[-] I-x.... ; F(x, t) = ...

xr Fr(x,t)

[0] I0]H(x,u,t) = ... ; B =

where the partial states are xq E l¢.n-r,xr E "R.r,x, = [X_+I,Xr+2...,Xn] ! E _'_-_. The vector functions have the

following dimensions F_(x,t), H,(x,u,t) E Tgr,B E P_"×_ and B_ E "R: ×_ is of rank r The matrio_s involved in

the reference model of Equ. (4) are also partitioned in the same manner,

A m io,I,] [o1-.- _ Drrl _---

where I_ E .£(,,-_)x(,_-_), A,_, _ "R: xn , Bm_ E _x_ , B_ E _.x_ and r(t) E _. Furthermore assume a feedback

matrix K of the form,

[o]K= K;

where K E _n×,_ and K_ E _r'_'_. The objective is to generate a control action u that. forces the error to vanish

according to
6 = (Am + K)e = A_e (5)

The control action that combines past observations with adaptation for systems describ,d by Eqn. (2) is given by

u(t) = B+[-x(t - L)+ F(x,t - L) - F(x,t)

+A,,_x(t) + n,,,r(t) + nu(t - L) - Ke(t)]

(_)
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wheretileparameterL represents the time delay [30,32,33], the error vector e is defined as the difference between

the plant and the reference model state vectors,

e = x., - x (7)

The term B + is the pseudo-inverse matrix defined as B + = (BTB)-IB v. For the special canonical form consi I,_red

B + is given by

-I

= (B_'D.)-t[0"[i_] = BT'[0"L] : [0'B_ -l]

[onl]

The control action now reduces to

u(t) : BTl[-_k,(t - L) + F_(x,t - L) - F_(x, t) + Am_x(t)

+B,u(t - L) + B,n_r(t) - K_e(t)] (8)

Note that this control law is a special case of a general algorithm which uses convolutions for estimating unknown

system dynamics [36].

The objective of this research is to he able to control such systems and guarantee performance despite tile presence

of large dynamic variations in G(x, u, t) and large unexpected disturbances in D(t).

As described in [31], each term in Equ.(8) has tile following meaning: (!) B_ "l, cancels the control matrix B_, (2)

the term -F(x, t) - i(t - L) + F(x, t - L) + Bu(t - L) attempts to ca_tcel the undesired known nonlinear dynamics

F(x, t), the unknown nonlinear dynamics and the unexpected disturbances H(x, t), (3) the term Amx + Bmr inserts

the desired dynamics of the reference model, and (4) tile error feedback term -Ke adjusts the error dynamics. Thus

this controller observes the current state, the state derivatives (estimates) and the inputs of the system at time t - L,

one step into the past, and determines the best control action that should be commanded at time t. The scheme

used in the time delay control is reminiscent of numerical methods used t,, _olve differen'ial equations.

3 Stability Analysis

3.1 Error dynamics

As indicated in [32,33], the stability of such control systems using time delay depends on the delay parameter L, the

control gains K, the speed of the response of the plant and the speed of response of th," reference trajectory. The

method used to perform this analysis is based on the bounded input bounded output stability procedure. In what

follows, we discuss the stability analysis for two situati(ms pertaining to whether the control distribution matrix
rill

is constant and known or unknown. In order to perform the stability analysis, we formulate tim governing equations

for the error dyt_amics. First using the control action of Equ.(8), the plant eql_ations of r'3qu.(1) become

=

X$

Fdx, t) + Hdx, u,t) + [-x_(t- L) + F_(x,t - L) - F_(x,t)

+B_u(t - L) + A,,,_x(t) + Bm_r(t) - K_e(t)]

H_(x, u, t) - H_(x,u,t - L) + Am_x(t) + B,_,r(t) - K_e(t)

The previously defined error e of Equ.(7) is now governed by

e(t) = (A,_ + K)e(t) + H(x,u,t- L) - H(x,u,t) (9)

where the second and third terms are forcing functions due to the unknown system dynamics and unpredictable

disturbances.
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Rewriting Equ. (9) as

wherP

and

e(t) ----(Am + K)e(t) + p(t)

p(t) = [ ° ]P_(/)

(10)

p,(t) = H,(x, u,t - L) - H_(x,u,t)

One may _k dw question: what conditions does tile vector p(t) have to satisfy for 1he system to be stable? A

snlficient condition for stability will be derived in the next section.

3.2 Sufficient conditions for stability

This section presents a general solution to this multi-input multi-outp tt control problem We will use the bounded

input-bounded output approach based on Lop norms in order to deri, e sufficient conditions for stability. We now

consider the gow;rning differential of the error as given by Equ.(10) an I its correponding time responso,

//e.(t) = e(A-+K)te(0) + e(A'+K)'t-_p(r)dr

We will use II(.)rll to indicate the norm of the time trancated functioq (.) and 11(.)11,fo_ the ind_cea, _atrix norm.

Taking the norm of the error [28],

Ilerll < II (e(A'+K)t)r II, Ile(0)ll + sUPtE[0,TI fg II.'(A''' FK)('-')ll,llP(r)ltd_

<--II (e(A'+K_t)T I1' Ile(0)ll + IIPTIIsup,_t0.r] .t0 [I''' A'+K'('-')lf/dr

The desired error dynamics given by (Am "4"K) are always chosen to be asymptoticaliy stable. This implies that

there exist finite positive constants nt, A such that

lletX'+K)('-')ll, __Sme-X(t-') Vr, t > r

which implies

suptEt0,Tl fo Ile(A'+K)(t-_)ll¢tr -< supt_10,rl -_(1 - ¢-'_') -.... -y

II(e(A_'+K)')rlh = snp,6t0.Tlll(e(A'+K_')lt,

< suPtE[0,T] me -'_t = m

'Ih(>refore, th,: norm of the error is bounded

where

II_TII -< ,* + _IIPTII (11)

m

o, = roll ,'(o)11,/_ = T

1, order to be more specific on tlmse stability conditions, we need to expand the forcin_; term p(t). _,\',_ can rewrite

p,(t) xs
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p,(t) = H,(x(t- L),u(t - L),t - L) - H_(x(t), u(t - L),t)

+H_(x(t), u(t - L), t) - Hr(x(t), u(t), t)

[l[p(t)]rll = If[p,(t)]rll < It[H,(x(t - t),u(t - L),t - L) (12)

-H,(x(t), ,,(t - L), t)]rll

+tt{H,(_.(t), .(e - L), t) - H.(_(t),,.(t), tl rtt

Assuming that the function Hr(x, u, t) is contimlous am] differenfiable, the Mean Value Theorem yields [6]

II[H,(x(t - L),u(t - L),t - L) - H,.(x(t),u(t - L),t)lr[I

II[H.(x(_), u(t - L), t) - H.(x(t), ,,(t), t)]TII
(14)r.,T "1

<

where (_ G (t - L,t) amt 6 e (u(/- L),u(t)).

Equations (13) aad (14) involve terms in x and u. To express them in terms of el the following expressions are

used,

OH, OH,. OH, OH,. Ore.
0"--'_ + ("O_x x = _ + "_'-x xrn - '"_'x e (15)

u(t) - u(t - L) = B_-l[-x.(t - L) + F.(x,t - L)- F.(x,t)

+A.,.x(t) + B._.r(t) - K.e(t)]
/10)

= n71[-x,.r(t - L) + 6.(t - L) + F.(x,t - L) -- F.(x,t)

+ic.,.(t) - (A,,,. + K. )_(t)]

since +_ = x,_, - Xr ttJld xm,-(t) = A .... x,,(t) + B,,,,r(t). Substitutiol, of (13), {14), (15) and (16) in (2) and some

algebraic manipulation yields,

IIp_ll _< I1_-_,+ °-_-_,_,,,IIL+ II_II,L IleTII

+11-_. B;'(A... + K.)II,IleTII

+lla-_u n;'tl, I1_11

+II_U;-'II, II[_'.(x,t -- L) - Fr(X,t)lTII

(:7)

where _ G (t - L t). S,,bstituting Equ. (18) in Equ. (17) yields

(18)
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I]PTH _ CI + C2 HeTII + ¢3 [[eTH

where the constants el, e2 and ca can be identified as

(19)

=10Hr t [ 0F, 0F" ]c_ -ff._--n7 II, L II._F. + --ff_'-_'_,,,11+ I1,_,,,-(0 - ,c,-,,,.(t- _'.)II

OHr OHr x,.
+ L 11--5- + _ II

:-, = II_BTt(Am,+K')II'

0Hr 0Hr B_ l cgHr Br I 0Fr
<_ = II--SZ'xII, L + II _ ,- I1_+ 11--5_-_ - II, 11"-'_711_L

We will assume later th,t the terms in the right hand side of the three equations listed above are bounded and hence

the parameters ct, c2 and ca will be bounded. The norm of the error in Equ.(ll) can now be evaluated and is found

to be,

llerll --<" +/_ IIPTII < _ + flC_+ tiC211eT II + flea II6T II

or

II"rll < "+ _':' +/_ca I1"_11 ir pc., .: t (20)
- (1-/_c,.) "

The above equation relates the nornm of the error and the error derivative 'Ib obtain absolute bound _ on the error

another equation of this form is needed. The norm of the derivative of ill- error e, can be found from Equs. (10)

and (1_)),

Ilerll < IIA-, + KII, IIc_rll + IIPTtl

_< [ IIA,,. + KII, + c2] llezll + ci + ca IleTII (21)

This condition can be stated as,

II'_rll <

and substituting Equ.(20) one obtains

c...___L___+ [tlA,,, + KII, + e_] II'_rll if c._ < I (2_z)
(1 -- ca) (1 - ca)

[ IIA,-. + KIk + c_](o, + ac, + ,&_ll '_rll )

Ilarll _<
+(1 - flc.,)ct

(1 - ca)(1 - _c2)

or

if ,.:,+ ,e(c:_+ ca IIA,. + KII, ) <

IIAm + KII,(_ + act) + et + c_..
Ilerll < [l - tic2 - ca - _ca IIA,- + KIId

1 is satisfied. Using the expressions for the constants cl ,c2 and Ca, we have
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_H - L)(11@11, +u@,, +

[1+ _HAm+Kf[i]

_H -

Based on the f_)regoillg, analysis and relations between tile vector funct.iolls Hr, Gr, and B_ given by

cgH_ _ cgGr OH_ cgG_
and - B,

Ox cgx Ou Ou

the following sulficient condition follows,

Theorem 1 :

ff the functions F(x, t), G(x, u, t), D(t) are continuous and differentiable, and

If the Jacobian matrices _ox, _x, aG,ou, and the t,ector funclions @, _ot , _ E L_, and

If the eigenvalues of the matriz (Am + K) are in the left-half plane, and

If the following slabilily condition is satisfied

[t + r_ IIA,- + KII,][II-_x II, L

oG. n-' {{_x {l' L)]+ --_ , -XlI,(1 +

+ I1(-_ D;"x - I)(Am_ + K,)II, -_ < 1

Then the time delay controller is stable, and
the resultant bounds on the norms of the error, e, and its deri_,ative e ,_re

I1,_11<__

Ile[I _<

The constants ct, c2 , ca c_ and I_ are,

o +/3el - c_c3

[l -/3c2 - c3 - _c3 liAr. + KII,]

[1-/3c2 - e3 -/3e311A._ + KII, ]

(23)

(24)

(25)

,, : I1( _9,---T_- - Ile-_ + x,,,ll Jr llx.,_(t) - x,.,_(t - t)lt]

0G,. OG,.
+ L II--bT-+ -3_--x,. II

0G" B_-_ - I)(A,,,, + K_)II_

i)G_ DG, _ OF, [,
c3 = II-ff_-lI, L+ II--_-uo7 -Ill;(1+ }l-b-_-xl L)

o, = m Ile(0)ll

7n

A
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M

Figure I: Ke_on of Stability in the llerll- llerllspace

Condition (ii) implies that the rate of change of the functions Fr, Gr and Dr with respect t,x and u ate bounded.

Condition (iii) implies that the desired error dynamics are chosen to be stable. Condition (iv) relates the time delay
L, the rates of change of Fr and Gr with respect to x and u, and the desired error dynamics specified by (A,n + K).

The bounds on the norms of the error, e and its derivative e are shown graphically in Figure 1. Equ. (20) yields
a straight line as the boundary between stable and unstable regions. Similarly, Equ. (22) yields another straight
line. The common region bounded by the two straight lines is the region of stability as shown. The absolute bounds
Itelf,,,_ and 1161E_ shown in Figure 1 correspond to those given by Equ. I_5).

3.3 Special cases and discussions

Condition (iv) stated in the proposition 1 can be rewritten in a more convenient and usable form. This simplified

and convenient condition, however, is more conservative. Starting with condition (24) and after some algebraic
manipulations we obtain,

{ -II II,L IIA.,,+KII,]}

'-5_ r -Ill' < { (1+ II'_xII/L)}K H_xHiL (26)
+ _ [ ]lAmr + Urll,

+llA,,, + II_(l+ )]

The condition (26) implies a bound on the variation of _u relative to the controller gain matrix B_. The size

of this bound is dependent on the delay time L, the norms of II_ll, and II_x II_,and the desired characteristics

of error dynamics given by (Am + K). The smaller the delay time is and the smaller the bounds ot_ tl_x [li and

tl-_x II,are, then the larger the ;_Howablesize of bouud is on the range of _u relative to hr.
In the case of first order SISO systems the vector functions reduce to scalar functions Gr = g, Br = b and F_ = f.

Some interesting results are stated below for this class of systems. For first order SISO systems, we have

IIe(A-+K)(,-,'>II, = i e_-+k)(t-_) I = e(_-,+_)('-'_

m : 1

A =- -(am + k)
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IIAm, + K,II, - IIAm + KII, = I a,,_ + k I= -(am + &)

the stability condition (26) becomes

Og
OG,. - t

II--_--B, - Ill, = lib-_- 111,

The above condition implies

Og L

< + _IIL(3 2,,a_ ) I27)

OaL <1+ _IIL)l- (I-'211D-_xll )< (00_9) (1-'211

(S+ 211_IIL) b (S+ 211_IIL)

(2S)

oa
with the lower bound on T being always positive. For the case where _u = b the stability conditicm (28)
beconles_

II IlL < g (29)

This implies that as 11_'_,1[becomes large, tim delay time L must be decreased to maintain stabilily which makes
intuitive sense. From (28), it can be observed that for "sufficiently" small L (L _ 0), the condition is reduced to

the following limiting case,

og

I1-_-- Ill, < 5 (30)ag

2 4"5 < <'5
Og

The result indicates that stability is maintained for a variation of 66% of _uu with respect to b.

When the control distribution matrix _u is a constant and known, the controller gain matrix B_ may be chosen

such that "_u = Br. This enables exact cancellation of the known dynamics Fr and approximate cancellation of
unknown dynamics and disturbances [33]. The stability condition (26) then reduces to a bound on delay time L in

terms of "_x and (Am + K). The known dynamics Fr, the control distribution matrix _u and the contr,,ller gain
matrix Dr cJo t/or enter the stability condition because of exact cancellation.

4 Application: Control of a high speed and high precision magnetic

bearing system

The magnetic system under consideration is a turbo molecular pump, a device used to create vaccum in special

environments such as integrated circuit manufacturing. A schematic diagram of this pump is shown in Figure 2.
The pump action is produced once the rotor, with blades attached to it, is spun by an induction motor. In order to
minimize impurities and particle generation, the rotor is suspended magnetically in the X, Y and Z directions shown

in the figure. Some information relevant to this design are summarized in Table 1. This system has five degrees

which may be described by a differential equation of the form,

_ . ......... + .......... + (31)
,tt ,,_ F,(x,O G,(,,,,,,O O_iti
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Figure 2: A ilve-_xis magnetic b'ari,)g

Rotor Mass

Air gap for thrust bearing
Air gap for radial bearing
Maximum current to bearings
Maximum rotational speed

= 2.2 Kg
= 400 itm
= 250 pm
= 10 Amp.
= ,15,000 RI'M

"Fable 1: Relevant system parameters

where xq (5 _ and xr E 77.s represent displacements and velocities of the rotor with respect to the bearing stators

respectively. The current inputs to the electromagnets are represented by the w.'ctor u E _s. The control objective
is to levitate the rotor and maintain stability. Also, the control system must reject disturbances under spinning and
nonspinning conditions of the rotor.

This plant is multi-input, multi-output with all five degrees of freedom unstable open loop. Disturbances and
coupling include forces due to gravity, magnetic actions, unbalance and gyroscopic effects. All of thee effects will
show up in the vector function G_. Note that since the magnetic force is proportional to the current squared and
inverseley proportional to the gap distance squared the function Gr(x,u) is a nonlinear function dependent on the
state x and the control action u.

The variation of the component of G_ in the Z direction in terms of the gap • and control current u are shown
in Figures 3, 4, and 5. Figure 3 shows that for a gap of 0.15 mm, the rotor acceleration corresponds to 30 m/see _

anti 110 m/see _ for control currents of 1 and 2 amps respectively. Also, for the same gap o_ening and with currents
levels of l and 2 amps, _ changes from about 0.22 xl0 e _ to about 0.88 x 10e_%_t¢,and _ changes from about 32
m/amp-see _ to about 112 m/amp-see 2. It is clear that this particular device experiences drastic dynamic changes.
Therefore, such dynamic information would be necessary if a conventional control system is used; otherwise the
system performance may be acceptable only for some specific operating conditions.

"Fhe control algorithm was implemented on a DSP chip as shown in Figure 6. In this experimental setup, we have
the option of controlling the system using either a linear analog controller which resides in the compensation block,
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or a time delay controller implemented digitally in the DSP board. The position signal for the Time De.lay controller
is obtained through the test points TP2 and/or TP3 and this signal is then sent into an analog to digital converter

(A/D converter) which is linked to the DSP board. The A/D board has an adjustable built in low pass filter where
the position signal can be filtered. The control voltage signal is sent out through the D/A converter which has a low
pass filter with adjustable cutoff frequency.

The program was written in C and assembly language. The sampling frequency used was around 5 Kltz. The

computation time for the control algorithm was about 70psec. The cutoff frequency of the filter for the position
signal was kept at 7.2 KHz since the signal from the sensor is already bandlimited to 1 KHz. The position signals

are then obtained by the DSP board and the control actions representing currents are sent out through tile D/A
converter. The D/A converter has a low pass filter with a cutoff frequency set to 1.5 KHz. Although a sampling rate
of 5 KHz was adequate for this system, the sampling frequency could be increased up to 15 KHz. This sampling rate

could further be increased by optimizing the program code and hence reducing the comt.utation time for the Time

Delay Control law.
In this section, we will use the control procedure described earlier to maintain a desire, I performance. The model

reference for the thrust bearing position was chosen as a second order system with a natur d frequency of 200 cad/see

and a damping ratio of .707. The experimental data shown in Figure 7 indicate that tl e actual position response
tracks the reference model response very closely. In this case, the position of the rotor I,_oves from 200/_m to 01_m

which corresponds to the suspended configuration. The error between the desired and ac_ ual position trajectories is

shown in the same figure and has about less than 10% maximum error. The control current necessary to produce
this response is also shown in that same figure with a maximum current of about 1.75 stops. This is an ,'xcellent

performance considering that tile controller has no detailed information about the system. Figure 8 sl,ows the
closed-loop frequency response between the reference position and actual position of the thrust bearing. In his case

it is clear that the magnitude and phase characteristics are close to those of the reference model selected. In order
to check ttle disturbance rejection properties of the control system, an additional current is injected through the

drive amplifiers (Auxiliary input 2 in Figure 6) to create an intentional disturbance force. The frequency of this
input is then varied from 0.1 llz to 10 K[Iz (sine sweep). In order to check the disturbance rejection properties, we
measured the frequency response from the additional current to tile position of the rotor. The disturbance rejection

properties of the thrust bearing are shown in Figure 9. This curve repr_,_, iits a compliance curve The controller
rejects disturbances up to the bandwidth which is again around 200 rad/s_,_- The static stiffness is abo_t l_)0 M N/m

and the minimum stiffness is about 300 KN/m at the frequency of 200 rad/_ec.

Figure 10 shows the closed loop frequency response for a radial bearil_g. Again, this response is between the
reference position and actual rotor position. This is very similar to that of the reference model. Figure 11 shows the
disturbance rejection of the radial bearing when the rotor is at rest and while it is spinning at 10900 RPM, 20100

RPM, 30400 RPM and 34800 RPM. When the rotor is not spinning, the static stiffness is about 200 MN/m and
the minimum stiffness is about 500 KN/m. It is clear that the disturbance rejection properties are almost the same

for these different operating conditions. Figure 12 shows the effect of using a lower bandwidth of 100 rad/sec. In
this case, the disturbance rejection curve moves up indicating a lower stiffness. These data demonstrate that such a
_:ontrol scheme possesses excellent robustness properties.

5 Conclusion

The time delay controller algorithm uses past observations for adaption in controlling systems with unknown dynamics
and unpredictable disturl,ances. The time delay control law is formulated for a class of nonlinear syst,:ms with

nonlinear input action. ['he result of stability analysis performed based on the bounded input-bounded output
stability approach are pr,_sented and interpreted. The control scheme is implemented on a five-degree-of-freedom

magnetic bearing. The c_)ntrol performance, evaluated using step responses and disturbance rejection properties, is
shown to be excellent despite the complex nonlinearities in the system.
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:X.13ST 1{A ( .I'

('etl_ain exl),,riments conten@ate(l for space pla, l l</rttts l_lst b,, iS()la_1+',lt'ru_rL

the accelerations uf the platform. In this paper an uptimal active (:ontrul i._

developed for microgravity vibration isolation, using ('onstant state feedback gains

(identical to those <fl)l,ai/,_,d from the I,inear Quadratic Regulator [L(,)R] apI)r, achi

a.long with constant I'eedforward (preview) gains.

The quadratic cost flmction for this control algorilhtl_ <,tfectivelv x;,'i_t_i>

exl,ernal a.cceleta+tit)tls oi the platl'or_n _listurl)at_ces l)y a fa(l,t)r l)rol)ortiu_+ll t_

(l/+') I. l.mv lreqlletlcy accelerations (h'ss than 50 Hz) are att.enuatx,d bv U.l, at+!

than two (Jr(l(,ts of nm._nit, u(le. The ('ont, r(.)[ relies on the al)s()lut+, positi()tt and

veh)cil, v li,edt)a('k uf the ex',,riment an(l the a,bs()lute position and vel4,cilv

f('ed-f<)rwar(t ()f tit(, i)]alr()rlll, ;tim _+'nerally (leriv{,s tit(, stability rol)u.,-tl(,,_;<

('hara(t('ristits _uaranl(,'<l l)v lhe I,QI{ al)l)roa.ch It)Ol)tilltalitv.

lho tl_etho_l a._ _h+tive41 is extendable+ t.<) th(+ ca>e in whi('h t_lllv the rt'lati_,

l)()sitions an(l vt'h)(iti{'s att(l lhe al)soltlll, a,('('('ler;itiolls of th(' t'Xl)('t'il]i+,llt illi(t Sl)it<'( _

i>latfurm are availal)h,.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A space |)lafform experiences local, low frequency accelerations (0.01-:_0 llz)

due to equipment motions and vibrations, and to crew activity II]. Certain

experiments, such as the growth of isotropic crystals, require an environment in

which the accelerations amount to only a few micro-g's [2]. Such an environment is

not presently available on manned space platforms.

Since the exl)erhnenl, an(I space platform ('(rulers of gravitv do not coincide, a

IIICaIIS iS nee(led to [)I-OVt,lll [he experiment frolu drifting, illl() ilS OWlI _rbital IIIOIiOII

and into the space plallorzn wall. Additionally, s()me experime_l.s require unlldlicals

Io pt'ovide powe,', ext)e,itnent c,ml.rol, ctx)lant flow, conttntn/icati(ms li,,I,;;t_+,, t)t+

oth(r servi(es. [rllft)rlllll;ttely, stlch iIic'a,sllres also tll,pafl that illiWallted l)]_tlfoilll

ac('cleralions will I,,l, rat_:lnitted to the experiments. This ne('essi:ales eXl),'rimelJl

isolat.ion,l)assiv,, }SOI;.IIoIS. hc,JW_'V,PI', ('/|.llllOt(JOlllpI'llSal¢_ for umbilicalstiffne:s,nor

C/Ill tIl(}y at:hiev(' low ,'t,ollgh ,:orll('l [[',:'(lli¢,ll('ies e'¢¢,rl it umbilicals ar(' absent.

A(:tive isolation is lh(,I'¢,[oi(, ,,ssenlial.

The problen,, lhen, is |l() design air a,t'lliV(' isolaliou svstelll to minilafize theso

undesired acceleraiion Iransmissitms, while acltieving adeqllale slability in;,r_ii_s and

s3'slmn robustness. Spatial and co_irol energy lin_ilalhms n_us{ a],,_() be

a(c_)mmo(lated.
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'2. M.,VI+IIEMATI('.Ai,MODEL

The u,eneral problemhas three translational and three rotati(mal de,_ree.5of

[reedonl. For situplicity, however, this analysis will consid,,r on13 th,,

one--dimensionalproblem. The generalproblemcould be treated in an analogous

maturer, l,et the experimentbe modeledas a massm, with position x(t)..-\ssume

that the spacestation has position d(t), and that umbilicals with stiffnessk and

damping c connect,the experiment and spacestation. Supposefurther that a

Jtm_netic actuator applies +t control R)rce proportional to the appli<,d curreut i¢+)

with proportiom_.lily c¢mstant r_.. Such a z_odel is shown in Figure 1.

l'he systet_ equation of Juotion is

IIt_ S C(Xm't) +k(x_l)+,d =0

I)i\isiolt by nt att+l teatratl_+,'tltent yields

.... ¢' (x_'l) +_iItlk(x--d) i-_ --tTi

In state space llolai iotl thi,_ Ix,comes

wllete

.'_x= .\x + t2u + f

x:i_. ' = ._ , .'_x= _,__ = _ .

0 1
:\ : k ¢*

ill Ill
I°}, t2 = _ '

--I-H

•'ll lJ



u=i , _f=
k c_l
_d+_

The objective is to ininimize the acceleration _(t).
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3. OPTIMAL (!()NTI{()I. PROBLEM

The optimal ('ontrol problem is that of determinin_ )h.

.(t) = i whi('h mi.indz(',_ a, suitable perfornlan('e index

'()tH rO] ('litre'I)1

.I = ,i(x, u, t) (,1)

for the system des(rib(,(I by Eqn. (3) subject to the state variable cotl(lit.iou._

.'<(0) :_ x
--()

1 i )))_(1) _ fl

-)_i!

.,\).))her rea.so))abh, _):s)))))ption is lhat l_(t) is l)om.h,d, a).l i) will b(. I(,i)_(I

If,If h('mati('ally a.(Ivaula_,('()u._ (al_(l ())fly))dn_i)na.llv r(,._)ri(:tiv(') t() _tssu]u(: tlla) I_( ) i-

also a (lwii.llii_ f..()i(,ii-

.')( :

:\ (ltta(h'al.i( . i)(,rfotlllanc:e iu(lex

_'_ .)

J =.1 [ ix T WI_ + W:_la-} dt
- 0

!_)p

,118

has l)(,eu ('hosen, as oue that lends i1,,_(,11well to the varial io.._l al)l)rua(h to opl ii.,i'_

('o.)rols. since a. analytical solutio, is desired. Th() ui)l)()r liz.il ,)f the (l(,liuit,,

iutegral has I)(,(.m s(,h'('ted so its to yiel(l a, time-inwu'ia.I (:omroller. tIere \\"l i.< .

square 2x2 (.onsta)n wei,_htin_ matrix willie w:) is (_ weighting cousta_R1,



Although, \V 1 could be a full 2×2 matrix, for this probt_,Jn a _liagonal fort_

has been eml)h}yed for th<' sake of simplicity.

wla ' 0 1
= (T

W1 0 Wlb

The ]>erfor_nance index cou.,;equently reduces to

i -|.X. .} ,} ,>

•l =.3 [WlaX [ ÷ WlbX 2 1- w.lu-]dl
-. 0

,", ]

SO Ihal (,a.{'h ;tare is wei_hwd independ,,l_llv.

If siml,_oidal motion of lhe eXl)crillienl is considere{I, s<} lhat

x{t) = I_ si,_ ,.,;t

.)
&,l;<l i.!(1) = _.'-x{l ), lhe {'{}st l'uncti{}ll can t>e {,xl}r{,sse{l itt l{,:Ii_> {)t' lh{. ;w<{'l,'_at]o_,

and {'_}I_l rol a,s

:__lf 'x' (Wla_ ---_)Wlb' .,...> .}.I = l + II-x" + w,]u']. {fI

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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.I.._OIA!TI()N

l:indiilg t,he optimal control to minimize Eqn. (4) is a variaLion;tl problem of

Lag, range, for whi('h the illitial steps of the solution art, well-k,lOWli I_.._.. 1.2lborT

[4]). The variatiomd apl)roach is ottl.liJl¢,_l I_qow, followill_ which lhe _.ol_lt)li(',_I iou._

added bv lhe nonhontogeneous term t_(l) will be addressed. ('urreHt O])tilll_/

controls texis either assume that f(t) - 0 (e.g., [<1], p. 2(;'_') or rt,quire that it have a

restricted range spa(:e (e.g., [6], p. 238). The solution that lollows provid<,s ;_il

amllyt, ical opl, i_al wil, hotfl imposing such restrictions.

'1'1i¢' ;i.rff,lllll,l,lil. ¢_1"i.h(' (:ost flln(qion .1 frolil 1(¢111.(.1) i:..; ;tll_llt,'lilt"tl ]>v I li,'

],actraliJ.tl' uliillil)lier A 1 illil>-_ llil_ .,-;v_l pill ¢'(lUa, l,ioli of iii()iiolt l!](tii, i:1) ',vt_,rc,

A= ,t.,
]lJ

1"1i¢_ result, .l i';i,Ii 1)_,Oxlirossed as

= II _li
0

whore lh0 Itailiill.oliian 11 i,<.;

1!

tt = _ (x T W 1 x + w:lu2) + A'r - ,,\x - - i-lJ 1'2

It i,'-; ¢lesil'¢'¢l t.o ot)l.aili _iJi ol)liiiial ,.-;(lllltioli ii = ii

Tht' Iirsl. valiai.iilli ¢)l' ,](x, u, _) is

which iliiilililiZO$ .l.

tcJ = [.co rOl! ,:.,lit 011
0 t79_-xtSx + _ _li + -- _] dl,•1 _- 0";:
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which is set, ,,qual I,} z{,ro to minimize J. Ih)w,wer, inWu, rating by parts,

[c°( 01I _)dt = - A I & dt
JO i_,x '0

so that |Jzeab }veexpression forAI becomes

( 13/

Both _x a,ud bu a,r{' a.rl}it,rary v_mal, iCm._,_{} _.I = {}ouly if

OlI _\T
(-,j-_-x_ _

i l4a)

1t bi

lhe comii_ions given I}v l:2{lU.(5} ._1ill apl}ly.

Solving E(tHs. (l,ta) and (1.tl)) yi{'hls

1= W l !-AA (15a

u ...... h .._
w:i - -

( l.'}b

oF Poo QuJ LlrY
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Temporarily elimim_ting u produces the result

/l(;)

W]IOI'('

A

A

_V -A T
I

Ifl'_q..(l(i)isI.J_vsolv('dfor._iu ton,ls_)I"x_;rodf.l':(If_.(151))willtl_,lilii=_i,.llaI,

eXl)re._sionforthe opl.il).)luo_)Iroliz.

:\s ))()t('{J l.,('f()r('. (.)l>limal ('o))tJ'()l f.('xl.S ,_(]l)('r;t]]v tr(-,itl, t])(" J)olllO(.L('lleOll.",

l)rol)h.'tn (wher(_ I_'()) -_--0), l>t.t, lh(,y tlt)not, l)rovide an amtl,v)ical st)lift ion !o I I_(,

tlonholl_Ogeneous ,.<',st('))) <les('ril)od Ijy (5) and (16). Sa.tukva.dze has t+reat,d ttl_,

nonhomog(,u¢,ous l>rol)h,))_ [.I,5], l)u)his (lifli('ult)r('a).]_('t)) ,<r,¢,)zLslar_oly _,, h_(,,(,

remaitl("d either uu('o)z)l)r,"l=('))(l('(l ()r)l)_(h'r-al)I)reciat('_l. lhis m("ho<l is (,.-i>,.<i,,] '_,

w(,ll-suit(,(l to h)v,-fr(,<itmlff'y di_t, tltl)alwt, r('j(xt.iou, at_d Ires lj(,<,l_ al>l)]i(,(l l)(,l_)v, '_>

the prt,settl prol)l('In.

lhe l_omo_(,ne()us solution to Eqn. (15), where I_= o, i,_

I {I- ,\t, x()
(17 ¸

422
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The four eigenvalues of A may be found lo be, ill ascending order of real parts.

_¢tl + (/_l 2 _ 4_2)1/2

'2

i/'2

(iDa)

'2
-i71 - (;_l! - 432 )1/2

([Sb)

It3 = - ll 1 ( t sc)

#.1 = -P2 l_d)

where/Jl and iJ.2 are defined as tbllows:

aiid

(' '2 (_ w 11)

in 2 in w 3

i3.,>= if I" -.1 .) +
- III-W;I Ill-

1!)a)

If)b)

The eigenvectors of A corresponding to the resl)ective eigenvalues ILk may be chosen

to be

Ek =

It k
.)

")1- 71(3'2 + ILk)?.l
-- + +
ILk "):}Pk ? :l

?1 + (?'2 + Pk)Pk

?3

(2Oa)
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where 71 , 7,2, 73, an(l 74 are defined below:

k
")'1 - ni (20b)

(20c)

,)

73 =
ni w 3

(70d)

")1 : Wla :_0o)

l:sitig t"qus. (18) lhrou_,h (20) with (17) th(' sohitioli to th(' holliogeneoil_ sv,_i,,ii! i._

It I1 lt,)t --/t I t --lt')t I
= It 1I, it,)t -it I l, _it.2t 1

cle pl.j + c._e " J2.) + c3e f2:12 + c.le P_42h _ - -'2

(21,1

pkl _ " Cl ..... ('-1 _tl_' ('o stalts.with Pk = Pk._ j , k = 1, .,
L _ _llll wherp all)iti'arv

Apl)licatioli of the variatiOil of l)a.faillpl_,l,_ lllOliod wiili teriiiili;ll ¢¢Jil_liii¢Jli_

(l_']qn8. ,Sb.c) le,_ds {o the gelleral soltltiOli (.if the Ilon-holllOC_2,elie(>lll5 s$SCelli, wilh t_<l

colistants of hil,()gratioli yet undeterillilied.

If the two ('on<_l,anfs Of hitegration are eliininaled by solving for _ in lornis of

x and _f, the general solution_ for A 1 aild '\2 become:

424

-ll 1t -/t.)l
A1 = _lXl + _.2x.2 + ¢3e + _,i e - (?%

-it. 1t --l,.)t
A2= _.sXl + _6x2+ _7e + _8e " (22t))
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in which tile _i's are functions of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors c)f A, and of the

disturbance _f(t).

The Solution Form

Using the fact that

* I T
u It) = ,.7- b [of.Eq,. (15b)]

"3

tile optimal control is found to be

-1, it/ t -#.2if elt2tu (t) = qlXl + q.2x2 + q:ie oltl f.,(t)(It_ + q,le fg(l)dt

where

-m k
tl1 = _ (-_- ltllt2) ('2,1b)

--HI C

r12= _ (N + #l + P'2) (3[¢)

m )_5) '2 (: kq3 =_( )(/tl +_l_l +_) ('..)ld)

/_)(11.)2 c k- n2 ( + _ #'2 + _)
q4 = ¢_ I 2 -

(2,1('t

(It should be notod that the fee(lt)a('k .t_a.ins q! and q'2 ar(: lho,_e whict_ wc)ul(l

result from applyiug staudard I,QIt th(,ory to the ll_)z)_ogou(,()u._ _vs_(,u_ ('_tua!iou

._:= Ax + bu). In Eqns (24) /t I #,> are the eigenvalu(:s of A wit, h u(,,,;_tive real

parts, [see Eqns. (18a,b)] and
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k c

. Ill
(24f)

By r('peate(i application of tile method of integration hy parts, tile control may t)e

r(_--Oxl>r(,ss(,d ii_ terms of an infinite Stall:

. _ r+l 0Li (1) = ll[X 1 -4- q.)x.)+ q3 [r=O /Zl /t.2r + l j

(2.5)

l{('writ, itlg f.) in terms ()f (l aiI(I ('l, the ('olst,rol fml(:i, io_ l)('colnes

"< I/"l'_ (l(i,)
li "'=,/Ix(,)+ ,,.2.x(t)4-[k(_ __/__2'I

+ 2 (-l)i-I (' ' , )i k . J/:]
i i _( +- ) +(-1 _t---i-_T_T+ T) ,1(

= /t I /l.2 It l

+ I(--l) il-I (:' t#:l t/t )l (li)(i-_ ['---_ 4- II "+ d t,) 4- hi_N('r orri(!r l#riilS
It I ,IL.2

(7(i)

i)(t._

lhi,_ illay })e wril, l('li ill _i, ill(Jr(, _ll)l)('_llilt,.t I()rili _t,_

l, (I,)=_, x(i,)+('
p v ._(i,) 4- ('(10 (l(i) + ('(tl ('l(i.)+ hi:4h(.,r or(l('r mrlil,<

(27

li v+hidi the (:OliS{_.llll. c(J_,ffi(.'ioili,s ('t)' ('v' ('(t0' itil(l (:(11 ilia)' I)c det'ill(,(l ['rOlil l:](tn_.

(24) all(i ('.]6). (i(ally, if i.li(' illfiliit(' sIIIllS ('OllVOl't_(• r@i(tlv ('itOIl_li, till' ()l)tilmtl

('ontrol ('_-iil I)0 apl)r()xiliialod I)v
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,1 (t) = Cp x(t) + c v _:(t) + cdO d(t) + cdl _'t(, ) (28)

For very low freq_tency disturbances tile higher or¢h,v term,_ iu I;¢t_. (26) are

negligibly small, and the control (Eqn. (21_)) closely approximates the opt, imal. If.

in fact, the second- and higher--order derivatives of d(t) are identic_lly zero, the

a pl)roximation is exact. It, can be shown that for the critically <[amped closed loop

s_,slJ!_n the eigenvalues are real and equal, and that, the ctmver,,_,,ence is lll01'_' t_I)i<l

l,han for the overdamped system. Fm'ther, as the close<l-loop svste_H ei._euv_.tl_e_

beco_]e mot'p uegat, ive the ctmver_el|ce spee<l goes up as w<,ll.
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5. CONTROL EVAI, UATION

Physical Realizability of the Control

The control, Eqn. (25), is physically realizable, if the states and sufficien_

derivatives of d(t) are accessible (or estimable by an observer), and if the highe<

order terms are negligible. It is not necessary that the eigenvalues be real. a[t hough

the proof of this requires a more general linear-algebra or state-trat_.qtion-,nauix

approach.

If values are assigned to the system parameters, associated controller _ains

can I)e evaluate([. SUl)l)OSe tha.t m = 1o0 ll)m. k = 0.3 II)f/ft, c = 0 II)f-soc/ft. :_r)_!

+_ = t0 ll)f/Amp. Wil, h w 3 arbitrarily set at 1 and Wlb vari ,(t. associat, ed int(_,,+,

vahtes of Wla can be found below which the eigenvahtes #1 .,rid it.2 ,viii alw,_vs b(+

rcal. Such va.htes arc talmlated it, Tahh' I. Stated othorwis(., tlm talmla_,(l ,+allies

of the weights Wla and Wlb a,re those inl,e_er values (tor the <;tl_(+ ()l' _intl>licily ) for

which the closed h)<)I) system is ('h)s(_sl, to I)ointg critically d._11)l)ed ;,it]loIll be in_

underdamped. Corresponding controller t'eedl)ack and feed-(ot'ward _ains (fl>r th('

first five derivatives) are also included.

Tile statos x(t) and x(t) alia th(, (h,rivativc, s d(())(+) (tii)(l I ,tlt+f rf(2t(t} art +

cloally availal)lo for i_tl carth.-baset[ s',++st.(,lll. Ihnvov(u, ill 51+,-1('(),lilt' t}IIIV _ttc<Oltlt

llleaStlrClllOtlt5 which can be dirpctly a_,a.ilalJh+ are x(1) and d(t). +.tottt wl,icl+ x(l

;l(t) and x(t), d(t) are obtainabte only l>y 8ttccessive integratiurt(+), l{earran,,_,,ci+t+,,ttt

()f (28) into

or

t) ()) = (cp + ('tit))×()) + I( v

u (t) = (Cp + Cdo)d(t) + (c v

+ C(ll).(:(t,)-clo[x(t_--dCt --('iI+_(t)-<'l(t)]

+ (, ii),'l(t,)+ ci)[xCt)-d())] + Cv[._(t)- d(_)]

2!))

30
,128



obviates tim need for one accelerometer, but one accelerometer plus two intcgr+ttions

remain necessary for either the platform or the experiment. Since {x(L)_lCt)] (or

one of its integrals) h_ not been weighted in the performance index J, experiment

drift will be a prol)lem that must be corrected either by another control loop or by at

change of system states. The latter could be accomplished by in('orp()rating an

accelerometer attached to the experiment into the state _([tl;ll.JO/I. ..\ller_ative]y.

one ((mid append an integral, or to the plant, in(:lmle the ('urr<,l_l i(t.} a._ a lhird .<tare.

a3_<lr)l>limizethecontrol di/dt. But for tim sake of simplicity (i.,,.. f(,_v,,r.,rat(,:) the

fortiler ha.s been a.SSillll('d (with()Hl (h,v(,]()])lll('llt) ill this l>al)c'r.

The higher order terms of the (:ontrol [E(Ins. (25) aml 2I_)] can t)_, n(,al(,('tc_l.

for low fre(luencies, if the eigenvalues Pl and It.2 are of sufficient mo(lttius. Ff_+':,'

eigenvalues, in turn, aro llllder the ('Olll, r()[ ()f the ([e: igm'.r, del, mtl_in_,d l)v Iris , lloi(_,
:<

of wr'ights Wla, wit ), and w 3. It is al)l)arettt flom ",(In. (:2.5) t]lal It !t) ('.,:,,'tt_iatlv

reduces to two alt.ernat+ittg power s(,ti('s. For a. sitmsoiditl list._tttmtw_, _,t t'_(,([tt<:tt%- _

the series form of th(, ('<mlrol ('(mv<:rg('s for l+'/ttil < 1 (i = 1.2). I1 i+ata be sitowli

x )r, .c,2r
that each alt.erna*,itlg l)ower series c(mv('rg('s like x£ (-1 !77) . With "low"

r=(I

fr('quency (tisttu'bances (i.e., small relative to system closed loop ,,i_+,nv+tl+t_,s) u

(',t)Ill rol fortncd 1)v ,'<(,t'ies l run('al, i(m v('rv ('los('lv al)l)rOXilll&tC',"-; 11;<' <)l)ti_tlatl.

For eXaml)le, sttppo:e thai l.he t_otlualized t'reqm'lwi(,s i..'/l_il f_r ;t .-ix_l:-:_)i(l_l

distttrl)auce are less lhan 1/5, a t_<l that only the+ l'eedforwatrd colttrol l(,xu> _<:0dl_

and CdltT[(t ) are includ(,d wil.h lhe feedl)ack terms. Even so. the i\,edtorxxax(i t,,_r!i(,tt

of the truncated cot_troI, at any time t, will I)e a current that is stitl withit, .1 , {i.<,

(1/5) 2 of the feedforward p<)rt.ion of the actual {q)ti_ml. If tile ltort_laliz,'d

frequetwies are below 1/10, this al>l)r<)xinta/,io_+ error will b++'h,ss that+ l'/. labl(_ 1

shows that the gains cdi of higher order derivativ<+s <l(i)(tl [see Eqn. (2(;) fur

algebraic rel)resentations] are, in fact, quite small.
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In some circumstances there may I)e design (:onstraints which prevent the

designer from selecting weights that will lead to sufficiently rapid convergence.

However, since convergence occurs rapidly even for eigenvalues of relatively small

modulus (l"'/#i] < 1/3), in a great, many cases the (lesi_ner will have mudl

latitude in his choice of weights. For "low" frequency disturban('es, in these cases, a

control which inclu(les only one or two feedforward terms will be "(lose" ;o th(,

optimal. These frequencies will be well-attenuated.

Higher frequency disturbances will also I)e well-attenuate(l, provid(,d the

input-to--output transfi,r function(s) are at, lea.st strictly [)rOl)er in the I.apla(e

Transform varial)h, s. This will _L()I,be the (:ase for the, present l)rol)t('n_ if J_()r_' th.z_

three fee(lforwar(I ,,"._,un,s(_(10" C(ll " ('d2) are included ill lhe (()llllOl. [_ra(t i(all,, this

means that only i>rol)()rtional a t,I first-derivative fe(_(ifotwaJ(t [1:](in. (25) wit h r =

0,1 or Eqn. (26) wil, h n = 2] shoul(l 1)e added to the fe(,(tback control t,ertns. As will

I)e seen shortly, however, adding even the proportional fee_tforward term(,<) can

dramatically inlprove the (tisturt)an('e re.ie(:l,i(m over th_tl al'[(.(ted 1)v LQI_ feedback

alone.

Transfer Function and Block Diagram

Neglecting the higher order ternts, the transfer ['un('tioll I)etwe(,l_ inl,llt an,i

o_zt lint, accelera.t ions or displacements is

') (' )s +s'X(s) _ X(s) (_ - r_ll

'-'....... D_ i_fi-7'-' _-(L' +s-I)(s) _77)s + _ %> ÷ (E-_,_4-_ i
[)r .

(3t i_

and a block diagram of the controlled system can be drawn as in Figure '2.
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Control Stability, Stability Robustness, and General Robustness

Since the control feedback gains are the same as those obtained by solution of

the standard Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) problem, the closed loop system is

stable and enjoys the stability robustness characteristics guaranteed by the (LQR)

approach to optimality, viz., a minimun_ of 60 ° phase margin, infinite positive gain

margin, and 6 dB negative, gain margin [6]. Additionally, numerical (hecks indicate

that it enjoys substantial insensitivity, or general robustness tx> re]certainties in k, ('.

and m, as indicated by Table 2 and Figures :1 through 10. By comparing the Bode

plots of Figures 3, 5, 7, and 9 (correslx)n(ling to controls using both LQR F/B and

proportional F/F) with those of Figm'es 4, 6, 8, and 10, respectively (corresponding

to controls using, I,QI/ F/B ottly), one can see that a(lding fee(t-f<)rwar+I

substantially improves disturbance re.ir(:tion at low fr(,(luencies. For (,xarnplo _t

comparison of Figui'rs :_ with Figure I indi(:ates thal the oplimal ('ontr()l _++:,thod

described ait)ove can lead to a('('eh,ration reductions of ._reat(,r than four orders of

magnitude for all fiequen(-ies. This reduction is more than two orders of magnitude

below that afforded by LQI{ feedback alone at the lower frrquem:ies, i.e., those most

heavily wei_4hted in the l)rrfornmtice in(t_'x.

The orcler (+I the tc>(luction is (w(,ntttallv limit(,(l l,v +ont.r()l c.(J+t. <>I'('oltrs(,.

probably ill tert+ls either of +tct,uator-r(qat(+d litttitatiotL_ (stt(:h ;_s h(,;tt-reltloval ()t

force--generation tequirements) or of power [imitations (especially' in a st)ace-station

environment). The control also lea(is to disi)lacernent reductions of th(, same

magnitude, limited in this case by actuator-stroke or sl)at.ial limitations. Providino_,

a unit transmissibility for very low fr(_quencies and weighting (x-d) and/or ](x_l)

in the performance index ,I would t>e stet)s toward ad(tr++ssi_t_ these latte_

limitations.
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Computational Aspects

A significant amount of algebra was required to solve the two-state problem

of this paper, and the labor involved increases dramatically with each additional

state. Itowever, such symbolic manipulators as MACSYMA may be used to ease

the workload if a symbolic solution is desired. Further, well-known numerical

methods exist (i.e., Potter's metho(l [7] or Laub's method [8]) for solving the

solution to the homogeneous system. These can readily provide the feedback gains

in numerieal form, even for problems with many states. It _fight be anticipated.

then, that a numerical m('thod also exists for finding the desir( I feed-forward gailts.

Such is the case, as will Ix_ shown in a later paper.
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6. (70NCLUS[ONS

This paperhasappliedan existing methodfor obtaining an optimal control

to the microgravity platform isolation problem, for which the disturbancesto be

rejected are low-frequency accelerations. The system was assumed to be

representablein tile form _ = A x + _b u + f, with quadratic cost function

.l 1Jo( T w3u2)dt= WlX + and diagonal weighting matrix W 1. rhe resultant

control law was found i,o be simple, stable, robust, and physically realizable.

Further it was shown to have excellent acceleration- and displ_cemenl-atte.uatioJ_

(haract(_ristics, and to Ix, freqnen(:y-weighted toward the low en(t of the ac(:oloratio_

Sp('CLrlllll.

The metho(l is extendable to t,he (:as(, for which only relative positio,s and

volocities, and absolute accelerations, are available; and can be applied so _,s t()

w(,i_,ht relative displacements in the p(,rformam'e index.

The aPl)roa.ch as presented is algel)raically

manipulators can be used to ease the algebraic ,abors.

produces feedback gains identical to those obtained

intensivo, but sytnbolic

Fttrther, since the m(?thod

by the LQR al)proach to

()[)timality, numerical conq)utation of those gains is easily a('('omplish(,d, even for

largo svstoms. Th(' f(,('d-forward gains ('an bo fi)und numerically wi_h comparabh,

PA,. C.
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Table 2. Closed loop transfer functions for system with design
parameter values of k = 0.3, c = 0.000622, and m = 100; but
with actual parameter values as sho_'n. G1, G3. (;5. _tz_,i _;7
include both LQR F/B and proportional F/F: g2, (;4. (;6. and (;S
include L{]R F/B alone, k'eignting parameters used ;ere

_'la = 258, Wtb = 10, w3 = 1 (see Table 1).

System Parameters

O. 3 O. 00(1622 [00

O. 45 O. 000622 l O0

O.-t5 0. 000622 tO0

(). :] O. 00622 100

Closed Loop Transfer F)mction

s"-D(s)

==, ,.

0.0000622s + ().0001
GI(s) - .)

O. 31056s%4.4675.< + 16.0¢i_ ) 1

0.3 0.00622 tO0

,, .., , ,

().),5 O. 00622 90

().t5 0.00622 90

0.0000622s + o.()3t)l)
G2(s) =

O. 31056s2+4. 4675,_+ 10. 0(;:' ;

0.0000622s + 0.o151
G3(s) -

0.3tO56s2+4 4675s+16.077t

(',4(s) -

(;5(s) -

0.{)000622s + ().0450
9

0.31056s-+4 4675_+16.()77 t

0.000622s + ().0()01

0.31056s2+4 4680s+16.()62t

0.000622s + 0.0300
(;61s) -

0.31056s2+4 46_0s+16.06_ >1

(;7(s) -

(;8(s) -

0.()00622s + 0.()i51

0.2795()s=+4 4()_()_+16 771

_). 0006_)2s + ().() _5()
,-)

O. 2795(}s-- t l(j,<(i._ lO. ()77
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DISTURBANCE LEVELS

Quasi-Steady or "DC" Accelerations

Relativo Gravity Freauency (Hz) Source

IE-7 0 to 1E-3 Aerodynamic Drag

IE-8 0 to IE-3
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Light Pressure

Gra vity Gradien t
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Relative Gravity Freauency (Hz)

2E-2 9

2E-3 5 to 20

2E-4 17
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(orbital)

Crew Motion

Ku Band Antenna

Non-Periodic Accelerations

Relative Gravity

1E-4
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Freauencv (Hz)

1

1
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Crew Push-Off
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x__o_= _x°

I;., x_(,) = o_

I;m f(,)= o

5. F;,,d "('he. sol u'_; on 04= _'h e I_omo_ e n_ous sy s _'e.m_
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___ W_" 8_ _
"to f;_d U _" =n _'erms of: X.

manner
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Res-I_:

=(w;'B'x.,x:').
I" (-m)-I A_ --('*)

.,...i^o.o],,,,.,o.,..
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rna*rix _/_ BW3"'8 "r ] ,

Lw, -^* J ,
w_e.re ,/_ c.o.'ta,ns only _he. ne_a't, ve

_lcj_nvalu_s of _he Ham;Iton;=_

w_atr;_) correspond;._ to th__
e.;qe.nv_lues of _he r.Jose.d-ioop.

,y_f_.m _=lSum;ne_ tApB}c0-fr01]able])

wh._. x = Ix, x,=1 ;' *_" .;_.._.=to_
LX,,X,,!

m=tr, x wh,ch ie=ds _o _L
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12,
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of _n_e_ra_on _'Ha_" are all

;den+ic=lly zero.
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X"'^+_"+'" ^ x"= 7,= A- BW;'B+PII .... II : Xll II

,,,J,.,-.P.-x,,x,;'[P+,,+,,,ol.,++°+o,+,,,
well- known Alcjebr=ic

alevelop aquivalen+ _orml _or U c_t_:

n'r ,,,(-v1.-I -A't' f A_" ,,,.,,(-l_ ,.

_u'k(:t:_=!w_'lB'rPx_ !W3"'o ^zz e. . Je _zl_t'("_}al'k: W;' B're x_ W_'B" X_'. r=E-o('A")'+'X'")f+''"-

w;'B'P; - w;'_"x,,"_-(-A-+)'+'x[+`'.. ,_
A s.ea-(-t *ransi*;on ma_:rix approach yielas

_."(,)=-w;' B*P,_- w,"B'"""",,,,.-^* _..^+"""-,,,,.+-ma,.
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Solu÷ion,

u_(*_ : -W_' B'P x + W;'B "_c'"''^,,e'^* Se^* "'"'_,,_-¢c*)at

W;' BTP x_ W;' B+ "'(")" "^*f e^+''(''

: -w;'B"P, - w;'B"x,,"°"_ (-^-'1""x,,'-"f'"_
rmO

: -W;'B'P x_- W;' B" _ (- A") _+' Pf("
Iff=O

__ -- -I B'I" -T _ i)r,l-I '11"f(IP)- w;'8"P, - w, x,,_.z° (-^" x,,

'°'__(:,)_ - - W;' B'P x ÷ W;' B" _(")-' A-'--,, X_;" f

: - W;'BT p x_ * W_' BT Xc''_'',zA-' X,_'"_P_-F

:- W;'I]'P x • W/'e" ""X,,A"I"X,,P _f

_r,l" R"r V "'r A-'r X" £_
VI_ I.p *" II ' " " "_.1

'0'__"(,_ - w;' e P,_÷ w;'
w.,_, _": -e(P^ .w,) ': (A-.w;'.'_)'"

(× -,)-"= . A X. : A -I"'2Z "'Z_,

J
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A licafion fo our

specific problem :

V

+ Ca de,) • Ca a(t)
0 I

where CI_ _Cv, Cdo _and C.cl'

are cons'('an'(" _clins.
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Table I Optimal F/F and F/B Gains for Selected State
Variable and Control Weightings.

System Parameters:

m = lO0 lbm k = 0.3 lbf/ft
c = 0.000622 lbf-sec/ft (_ : O.IZ)
a = I0 lbf/amp

.__ Weil4111._ i 11371Wla I WIll

2 : I

10 2 I

23 3 I

41 4 I

54 5 I

92 6 I

126 7 I

165 8 I

'2O9 9 I

25t_ ll) I

5,'ll 15 I

103.1 "20 I

1617 25 I

2329 3(l I

31TI 35 I

.1113 Io _ I

9325 60 i I

I(iSXl blO I

?.+,-1.,.,_,

Fill Ga in:-i

C C
p v

I.3845 I.3@|7

3. |324 1.9863

4.7659 2.4413

6. 3732 2.82 I{1

7,9701 3. IM4

9.5617 3. ,!552

I I. 1950 3. 7354

12.NI53 ;I.99,19

I,I. ,171:'_ ,1.23_0

I 6.0;17+1 .I. t674

24.07,10 5.,1729

32.1759 6. 3209

I11. li,,(I !) 7.06,'10

.It4. 2297 7.7.t;11

,rib. 2t,lIli N. ;16,10

lil. ;I;161 _. 9,1'211

96. 5360 IlL 9526

12_. 7372 12.6475

160.9;I89 14. 1407

CdO

O.0294

0.0297

O.0298

O.o299

O.0290

O. 0299

o. O299

O. 1129!;

0. O299

0.0299

O. 03O0

o. 0300

o.1131)0

II.O:IIX)

(i. (I;llX)

o. 03i)0

O. (1300

0,0:1(_

0.tl30,{i

F/F Gains

Cd I ('d2 Cd3 CdI Cd5

--0.0006

-0.0001

-0.0000

O. 0000

0. 0000

O. 0O00

O. 0000

O. 0000

O. 00@)

O. 000O

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

1). O(XII

0.0(_ 1

O. 0001

O. 000 I

O. 000 I

0. OIHII

-0. 0070

-0. 0030

4). 002O

-0.0015

-0.0012

-0. O010

-0. 0008

4). 0007

41. _)06

-0.0OO6

-0. (X_)4

-0. IN)03

41. (X)02

-4). (_12

-4). 0002

4). IX)OI

41. (1(;I)I

4), Illi I

4). OOllI

-0. 0067

-0.0019

-0. I)010

-0.0007

-0.0(0)5

-0. 0004

-0.0003

-0. OO02

-0. O00'2

-0.0(_)2

-0.0001

-0.0(10 I

4). i)000

-4). oo0o

-0. i)000

4). li(X)O

_. o000

-0.O0001

-0.0000

-0. O0,l 9

-0,0009

-0.00t)4

-0,0OO2

-0. 0001

-0.00,il

-0.0@1

-0.00(11

--0. 0000

--0. O000

-0. o0o0

-0. I)0(10

41. 0000

-'li I1{_()0

-0.0o00

-41,01))l)

_J. I){1110

-0.0000

-£} 0000

-0. (M)32

-0. O004

-0,0001

-0.0001

-0.0_)0

-0. 0000

-0. 0000

-0. 0000

4). (HH)O

-0.0(_90

-0. O00(I

-0. 0000

w). 000t)

-4} O00l)

-0.00O0

-0.0oo0

-0. I)O00

-0.0000

4). 00(X)

,l
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Table 2. Closed loop transfer functions for system with design
parameter values of k = 0.3, c = 0.000622, and m = 100; but
with actual parameter values as shown. G1, G3, 65, and 67
include both LQR F/B and proportional F/F; 62, 64, 66, and 68
include LQR F/B alone. Weighting parameters used _ere

Wla = 258, Wlb = 10, w3 = 1 (see Table 1).

System Parameters

<lbf_
k t ti-_-_

0.3

0.3

rl

0.45

c  ec) I1b l

0.000622 100

(@o.1_)

o.ooo622 loo

,i

0.000622 iO0

0.45 O. 000622 100

Closed Loop Transfer Function

s2D(s)

_ 0.0000622s * O.O001

Gl(s) 0.31056s2÷4.4675s+[6.0524

0.3 O. 00622 100

0.3 0.00622 tO0

0.45 ).00622

0.45 o.00622

_2(s) -

i

G3(s) -

G4(s) -

0.0000622s + 0.0300

0.31056s2+4.4675s+16.0624

0.0000622s + 0.0151

0.31056s2+4.4675s+16.0774

0.0000622s + 0.0450

0.31056s2+4.4675s.t6.0774

0.000622s + 0.0001
GS(s) -

0.31056s2+4.4680s+16.0624

90 GT(s) -

90 _8(s) =

G6(s) - 0.000622s + 0.0300
0.31056s2+4.46_Os÷16.062t

,., ,. .,. ,

0.000622s , 0.0!51
0

0.27950s'*4.46SOs,i6.077;

0.000622s . _).0450
0

0.279.50s'*4.46_Os÷16.077_

I

J
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Abstract

Numerical calculations and experimental measurements of forces from an actuator

of the type used in active magnetic journal bearings are presented. The calculations are

based on solution of the scalar magnetic potential field in and near the gap regions. The

predicted forces from a single magnet with steady current are compared with experimental

measurements in the same geometry. The measured forces are smaller than calculated ones

in the principal direction but are larger than calculated in the normal direction. This

combination of results indicates that material and spatial effects other than saturation play

roles in determining the force available from an actuator.
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1. Introduction

Recently, there has been much interest in the use of active magnetic bearings to replace

or augment traditional bearings in turbomachinery. Magnetic bearings offer a number of

potential advantages, including low power loss, suitability for harsh environments, and the

ability to change the bearing characteristics to minimize vibration.

This paper presents data on calculation and measurement of forces from a magnetic

actuator similar to those that are used in magnetic journal bearings. The data are for open-

loop, steady conditions only and are part of the development of models for active bearings.

Much research has recently been devoted to magnetic bearings. No extensive literature

survey is attempted in this paper, but from a sampling of the published papers on the topic

[ 1-9], and the proceedings of the two international symposia on magnetic bearings [ 10,11 ],

it is clear that the concentration is on control aspects. Although the development of robust

control strategies is important in optimizing magnetic bearing characteristics, particularly

stability characteristics, it is also necessary to understand the forces arising from actuators

in order to optimize fully a magnetic bearing system. This is expected to become

increasingly important when the requirements for peak force and for force to weight ratio

are stringent, which may be expected in aerospace applications. Better understanding of

the characteristics of the journal bearing actuator is necessary in order to take advantage of

all available parameters, including gap size, shape and material selection in a system

optimization. This paper presents preliminary results of work toward this goal.

2. Theory

A computer program has been written that calculates the force exerted on the journal

by a magnet having a steady current in its coils. The force is found by calculating the

energy stored in the air gaps between the magnet and the journal, then performing a

numerical perturbation to obtain a central difference of the energy change per unit position

change. This gives the force in the direction of the perturbation. The force for a magnet at

an arbitrary location can be calculated.

The algorithm includes the following assumptions:

i. The permeability of the metal is infinite compared to that of the gaps, which is

assumed equal to that of free space. This implies that all the energy is stored in

the gaps.

ii. All magnetic flux closes the path through both metal parts. Expansion or

fringing of the field near the gaps is allowed, however.

iii. The coil current, therefore the MMF, is constant over a perturbation.
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In an Isotropie domain not containing currents, where time variations are only of

low frequency, the magnetic field can be represented as the gradient of a scalar field_x,y).

The energy contained in the domain is

where the flux density B is given by

JV ....

a = B.BdV (1)

B = - V¢

and the potential ¢ satisfies the governing equation

(2)

with the boundary conditions

and, because of assumption (i) above

v2 ,= 0 (3)

0n
- 0 on free boundaries

(4)

= _1 on pole face 1

= _2 on pole face 2 (5)

= 0 on journal surface,

as shown in Figure 1.

Initially the boundary values of_on the pole faces, • 1 and _2, are not known,

but must be determined in relation to the datum of<l>-=0on the joumai surface. The problem

is made tractable by the fact that the governing equation is a linear one, so that the values of

internally are determined within a multiplicative constant even for an arbitrary choice of

The fact that the flux must be the same through the two gapsboundary condition values.

allows the ratio

K = _2 (6)

to be determined. Then the fact that the difference between lhe two potentials is the

magnetomotive force,

¢'I- ¢_2 = _ (7)

allows determination of the actual surface potentials.
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t_ scalar potential fiehl

boundary value of s:alar pot,._ntial

Figure 1. Boundary conditions for solution of magnetic scalar potential.
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2.1. Computer Program

The algorithm above is embodied in a FORTRAN computer program, GAPFOR1,

which uses the finite element method for calculating the magnetic potential in two

dimensions. For a given journal position the program calculates the gap height as a

function of angular location and generates a finite element mesh for each gap. Flux

fringing is allowed by extending the finite element domain beyond the edges of each pole

face. Then the journal position is perturbed four times, first with positive dx and negative

dx, then with positive dy and negative dy. At each step the mesh is regenerated and the

energies are recalculated. The central difference analog to the derivative of energy is then

computed, which is equal to the force in the perturbation direction.

To achieve rapid computational speed and efficiency, a dedicated finite element

program was written for this application. It includes a grid generation routine as well as a

banded gauss elimination solver for the assembled equations.

Forces from one magnet of a bearing

The computer program has been used to predict the forces from one magnet acting on

the journal at various positions of the joumal within the clearance space. The geometry

corresponds to that of the experimental apparatus described in Section 3. Half of the entire

clearance space is mapped, since all positions of the journal with respect to a single magnet

can be represented in terms of positions in this half plane. Figures 2 and 3 show a map of

force versus x,y position. The magnet is the upper vertical magnet, and a steady current of

1 ampere through the coils is used. The dimensions and other parameters are the same as

those of the experimental apparatus described below. The figure indicates that the force in

the y-direction (the principal force) varies between 6 and 180 N as the joumal is moved

along the y axis between -0.7 < y/c < 0.7. When the joumal is also given an x-direction

eccentricity, the y-force increases somewhat.

Except at x=0, there is also an x, or normal, component to the force, as shown in

Figure 3. This normal force increases rapidy as x is made larger. At x/c = 0.7 it is 12% of

the principal force.

3. Experiment

3.1 Design of Apparatus

The apparatus for force measurement is shown in an exploded view in Figure 4. Each

magnet is independent and is wound with 400 tums capable of carrying current of 2.0 A in

the steady state. In the steady force measurement mode, the rotor is held stationary by
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Upper vertical magnet
Vertical force in N

R = 38 mm (1.5 in)
L = 19 mm (0.75 in)

¢ = 0.76 mm (0.030 in)

MMF = 400 A-T
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'/I I ,

/\//\
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,/
/ ;

x/c -0.35

Figure 2. Attractive force from one magnet in principal direction.
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MF = 400 A-T
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Figure 3. Attractive force from one magnet in normal direction.
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pressure from six micrometer heads (three on each end) that are in turn held by cantilever

arms instrumented with strain guage bridges. Thus all mechanical force on the rotor passes

through the micrometer pushers and the strain guage arm transducers To minimize any

tangential force on the pusher ends Teflon ball sockets with steel spheres were used

between the pusher micrometers and the support disks. A full assessment of the

uncertainty due to friction has not been completed.

3.2 Results of Measurements

Forces were measured at several locations and for several values of steady current.

The figures referred to below display dimensional data as measured, with forces in

Newtons plotted against y/c, the eccentricity ratio in the vertical direction. All of the forces

presented are from the lower vertical magnet, so the vertical forces are in the negative y-

direction. The eccentricites in the x-direction are all positive. Three traverses of the y-

direction were made, at x/c positions of approximately 0.0, 0.24, and 0.45. Assessments

of the errors in measurement are not complete; however, it is expected that the error in

position measurement is no greater than plus or minus 0.05 in y/c and x/c, and that the

error in force measurement is no greater that plus or minus 5 N. Errors in current level

control are within 0.1 A. A larger series of measurements that were made before the

addition of the balVsocket contacts was eventually discarded because the measurement error

due to friction appeared to be significant.

The data support some oftbe anticipated relationships among the position, current and

force variables but appear to disagree with other aspects of the present theory. Figure 5

shows the vertical force as a function of y/c for several values ofcurre_t. The force tends

to increase roughly as the inverse square ofthe gap. The magnitudes ofthe forces,

however, are considerably lower than those predicted either by the linear finite element

theory or by the traditional theory based on assumption of uniform gaps, and the ratio

between measured and predicted forces is not constant. Figure 6 is a comparison ofthe

measured forces with those predicted by the finite element calculation. The results indicate

that at large gap and/or small current the ratio between the measured an. 1predicted forces is

about 1.5, but at smaller gaps and/or higher currents this ratio increases, eventually

exceeding 2.0 for all the three values of current that are plotted.

Several mechanisms may be operating to cause these discrepancies, including flux

leakage, non-uniform permeability of the materials and magnetic saturation. Some part of

the disagreement is likely the result of measurement errors, but the differences appear to be

significant even after allowing for reasonable experimental error. These disagreements

reinforce the need for additional work, already planned, on force calculation.
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The linear finite element theory predicts the existence of forces from a magnet that are

normal to its axis of symmetry when the rotor is displaced from this symmetry axis, but the

forces that are measured are considerably stronger than those predicted by calculation.

Figure 7 shows the x component of force when the rotor is placed as closely as possible on

the y-axis. The normal force appears to be somewhat stronger at higher current levels but

all these forces are small, on the order of 5 % or less of the principal force, so it is difficult

to attribute much significance to this ratio in view of the experimental uncertainty. At

higher values of x/c, however, the normal force becomes much more significant. Figures 8

through 11 show the vertical and horizontal components of force when the x/c value is 0.24

or 0.45, and Figure 12 shows the value of the x force as a function of position for several

values of x/c while the current is held constant at 1.0 A. In general it appears that the

normal force increases significantly with increasing x/c, and at x/c = 0.24 and 0.45 the

horizontal force is about 10 % ofthe principal force. Theory predicts a ratio of about 2 %

to4 %.

Figure 13 indicates that within measurement uncertainty there are not significant

differences in the y-components of force at the three different values of x/c. This is in

general agreement with the theoretical predictions, which show some increase in the y-

component of force as the x-eccentricity is increased.
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4. Conclusioo

Numerical calculations and experimental measurements of forces in a magnetic journal

bearing actuator are presented.

In summary, the general trends of the measured principal forces agree with the

predictions of the theory while the magnitudes of forces are somewhat smaller than those

predicted. The measured forces in the normal direction appear to be significantly larger

than those predicted by theory when the rotor has an x eccentricity. The accuracy of the

measured results has not been firmly established, and these conclusions should be

reexamined as later measurements are made. It appears, however, that these effects will be

significant even after considering experimental uncertainty, and both of these phenomena

warrant further study, i

Additional work is planned that will include force calculations considering the finite

permeability of metals, and further force measurements using other materials. A new

apparatus is being constructed that will allow more precise position control and force

measurement.
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Abstract

A I2-state lumped-element model is presented for a flexible rotor supported by two

attractive force electromagnetic journal bearings. The rotor is modelled as a rigid disk with

radial mass unbalance mounted on a flexible, massless shaft with internal damping (Jeffcott

rotor). The disk is offset axially from the midspan of the shaft. Bearing dynamics in each

radial direction are modelled as a parallel combination of a negative (unstable) spring and a

linear current-to-force actuator. The model includes translation and rotation of the rigid

mass and the first and second bending models of the flexible shaft, and is unique in that it

simultaneously includes internal shaft damping, gyroscopic effects, and the unstable nature

of the attractive force magnetic bearings.

The model is used to analyze the dependence of the system transmission zeros and

open-loop poles on system parameters. The dominant open-loop poles occur in

stable/unstable pairs with bandwidth dependent on the ratios of bearing (unstable)

stiffnesses to rotor mass and damping dependent on the shaft spin rate. The zeros occur in

complex conjugate pairs with bandwidth dependent on the ratios of shaft stiffnesses to

rotor mass and damping dependent on the shaft spin rate. Some of the transmission zeros

are non-minimum phase when the spin rate exceeds the shaft critical speed.

The transmission zeros and open-loop poles impact the design of magnetic bearing

control systems. The minimum loop cross-over frequency of the closed-loop system is the

speed of the unstable open-loop poles. And for super-critical shaft spin rates, the presence

of non-minimum phase zeros limits the disturbance rejection achievable at frequencies near

or above the shaft critical speed. Since non-minimum phase transmission zeros can only be

changed by changing the system inputs and/or outputs, closed-loop performance will be

limited for super-critical spin rates unless additional force or torque actuators are added.

This paper reports work performed as part of the author's master's thesis

[McCallum 1988], which was completed in the winter of '87 and spring of '88. This work

was funded under Draper Lab I.R.&D.
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Theapplicationof modern, multi-input multi-output (MIMO) control system design

methodologies to the control of flexible rotors is the focus of current research. These

methodologies include: linear quadratic gaussian (LQG) control; LQG/LTR (Linear

Quadratic Gaussian/Loop Transfer Recovery); and H-infinity optimal control.

In many magnetic bearing applications, such as aircraft engines, the suspended

rotor spins at speeds exceeding the first and second critical speeds. The application of

modem design techniques to the control of these high speed rotors requires a linear system

model that is simple yet includes all dynamic effects that are important at high speeds.

When rotors spin above their critical speed(s), rotor flexible body modes can be

excited. When the rotor flexes, internal damping can serve as a mechanism of instability

[Crandall 1980, Johnson 1986]. Thus, the model used for control design should include

rotor flexibility (first and second bending modes) and the effects of internal shaft damping.

Angular dynamics are also important at high spin rates since gyroscopic coupling between

input axes can be large for high speed rotors. Gyroscopic effects are particularly important

for jet engines, where the rotor-bearing system can be subject to relatively large rotation

rates. Coupling between angular dynamics and translational dynamics can be significant,

and should be included in the model. Finally, the unstable nature of attractive-force

magnetic bearings should also be included.

This paper presents a model that simultaneously includes first and second mode

bending, gyroscopic effects, the effects of internal shaft damping, and the unstable nature

of attractive-force magnetic bearings. The model is used to determine system open-loop

poles and transmission zeros and their dependence on spin rate. The paper concludes with

a brief discussion of the implications for control system design.

The model presented here is intended to bridge the gap between models available in

the literature when the author's thesis research was performed and models used for detailed

rotor dynamic analysis. In practice, the model presented here should be augmented with

finite element or experimental analyses in a magnetic bearing control system development

effort.
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The remainder of this paper is composed of three sections and two appendices. A

description of the lumped-element model is presented first. A discussion of the open-loop

eigenvalues and transmission zeros, and their variation with shaft spin rate, is then

presented. The paper concludes with a brief discussion of the implications of the system

dynamics for control.

Linearized equations of motion for the model are presented in the appendix. A

complete derivation of these equations, and a more thorough analysis of the dynamics, car_

be found in [McCallum 1988]. A bibliography also appears in an appendix.
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Parameters used in the modelling effort arc from a testbed designed at Draper Lab in

1987-1988. A testbed similar to the one shown above is now under construction.

The testbed consists of a flexible rotor supported at its ends by two attractive-force,

permanent magnet biased, electro-magnetic journal bearings. Inputs to the testbed are the

bearing currents in each axis. Measurements of the shaft-end positions are used for

control.

Although model parameters are from the Draper testbed, the model and results

presented here can be generalized to other actively-controlled rotors.

The model presented here considers only radial dynamics (radial translation and

rotation about shaft radii). Axial dynamics decouple from the radial dynamics to first

order.
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The rotor is modelled as a rigid flywheel with radial mass unbalance mounted on a

flexible, massless shaft with internal damping. In the model, the flywheel is allowed to

translate in radial directions and rotate about its radii. Each end of the shaft is modelled by

a rigid rod of appropriate length, with a parallel combination of a spring and a damper

acting between the rod end and the shaft wall in each of two perpendicular radial directions.

The shaft ends are allowed to move (independent of flywheel and of each other) in shaft

radial directions.

As desired, this rotor model includes gyroscopic effects, first and second mode

bending, the effet ts of static mass unbalance, and internal shaft damping. Note that, since

the rigid rods are not necessarily of equal length, the effects of coupling between angular

and translational dynamics are also included.

Assumptions used in modelling the rotor axe -

• the rigid flywheel is dynamically balanced

• the shaft ends are axisymmetric, so that stiffness and damping are the same in all

radial directions

• shaft stress is linearly dependent on strain-rate (linear internal shaft damping)

• axial dynamics decouple from the radial dynamics

Dynamics of each bearing in each radial direction are modelled by a parallel

combination of an unstable spring and a linear current to force actuator. Losses and high

frequency roll-off are ignored in the bearing model. Past magnetic bearing designs have

demonstrated input current to output force frequency responses that are flat to high

frequencies [Traxler 1984, Ulbrich 1984, Maslen, 1988]. This bearing model has

appeared often in the literature [ex. Downer 1986].

System inputs are the currents in coils for each axis of the two bearings. It is

assumed that (only) shaft end positions at the bearing are available. The measurements and

bearing forces are assumed to be in the same radial plane of the shaft - the effects of

noncollocation are not considered here.
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The figure above shows an end view of the model. Note that the shaft equivalent

springs and dampers rotate with the shaft. This model is sometimes called the Jeffcott rotor

in the literature [Johnson 1986]. Rotation of the dampers with the shaft is important for

modelling shaft whirl modes, since the equivalent damping of forward and backward whirl

modes is different for non-zero spin rates. In fact, the combination of shaft spin and

internal damping can add energy to the system for supercritical spin rates.
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Linearized equations of motion are derived in detail in [McCallum 1988], and are

presented in the appendix of this paper. The model that results for this system has 12

states, and predicts dynamics that are a function of shaft spin rate.

The linearized equations of motion were used to analyze the dependence of system

eigenvalues (poles) and transmission zeros on system parameters (stiffness, damping, spin

rate). Only the dependence on spin rate is discussed in this paper.

The model predicts 12 eigenvalues. 4 pair ofeigenvalues correspond to rigid body

motion of the suspended rotor.

The first 4 rigid body poles correspond to angular motion of the flywheel. These

poles occur in 2 stable/unstable pairs. Since the shaft is much stiffer then the bearings, the

speed of these poles is dependent on the ratio of the equivalent rotational stiffness of the

bearings to the radial moment of inertia of the flywheel. For zero spin rate, these poles lie

on the real axis. As spin rate increases, the imaginary component of these poles increases

due to gyroscopic coupling.

4 poles correspond to translational motion of the flywheel. These poles occur in 2

stable/unstable pairs, each pair corresponding to displacement of the flywheel in the

horizontal or vertical direction. The speed of these poles is dependent on the ratio of the

beating (unstable) stiffness to the rotor mass. For zero spin rate, these poles lie on the real

axis. As the spin rate increases, the translational poles have a small imaginary component

due to coupling with the angular rotational m_xle. If the flywheel were in the shaft center,

the translational motion poles would be independent of spin rate.

As the flywheel moves away from the center, coupling between the angular and

translational open-loop m_xies increases. In these cases, all rigid b_dy modes will be a

combination of angular and translational motion.
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The 4 remaining poles correspond to shaft-end bending. These poles occur in

pairs, each pair corresponding to bending of one shaft end. The speed of these poles is the

ratio of the equivalent shaft end stiffness to the shaft end damping. For zero spin rate,

these poles lie on the real axis. As spin rate increases, the shaft-end bending poles have an

imaginary component equal to the shaft spin rate. This is because the projection of the

shaft-end deflection in the lab frame changes as the shaft rotates.
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Transmission zeros occur when, for some initial condition, a natural motion of the

system exists for which the output vector is zero for a non-zero input vector.

For our model, the outputs are the shaft-end positions and the inputs are the bearing

currents. For a transmission zero to exist, the shaft-ends must be stationary. And if the

shaft ends are stationary, bearing current is directly proportional to bearing force. Thus,

for this model a transmission zero occurs if and only if there is a natural motion of the

system where the shaft-ends remain fixed for non-zero bearing forces.

These natural motions correspond to motions the rotor would have if mounted in

perfectly rigid bearings. Thus, the frequencies and (part of) the directions of transmission

zeros are the same as the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the rotor with both ends fixed.

The extensive literature on the dynamics of rotors in stiff bearings can be used to

predict transmission zeros. Any rotor that is unstable in stiff bearings will have non-

minimum phase transmission zeros.
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Themodelpredicts4 pair of transmissionzeros. Thefirst 2 pair correspondto
translationalwhirl (first-modebending).1paircorrespondstoforwardtranslationalwhirl.
1paircorrespondsto backwardtranslationalwhirl. Forwardwhirl is definedasacircular

rotormotionin thesamedirectionastherotorspin. Backwardwhirl is definedascircular
rotormotionin thedirectionoppositetherotorspin. Foreardandbackwardtranslational
whirl areillustratedin above.

The second2 p:tirof transmissionzeroscorrespondto rotationalwhirl (second-
modebending). Again,1paircorrespondsto forwardwhirl, theotherpair correspondto
backwardwhirl. For the rotationalwhirl case,forward whirl correspondsto motions
wheretheendsof theequivalentrigidrodsmoveincirclesin thesamedirectionastheshaft
spin. Backwardwhirl is theoppositemotion.
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The above figure shows the transmission zeros as a function of spin rate.

The translational motion transmission zeros have a frequency equal to the first

critical speed. The frequency of these zeros is only a weak function of rotational speed.

However, the damping of these zeros is a strong function of spin rate. Damping of the

backward whirl zeros increases with spin rate, while the damping of the forward whirl

zeros decreases with spin rate. The forward translational whirl zeros become non-

minimum phase for all spin rates exceeding the first critical speed (the translational

resonance frequency).

At zero speed, the rotational motion transmission zeros has a frequency equal to the

second critical speed. The frequency of these zeros is a strong function of spin rate, with

forward whirl zeros asymptotically approaching the gyroscopic whirl frequency. The

damping of the forward whirl zeros is a decreasing function of rotational speed - for spin

rates exceeding the second critical speed, the forward whirl zeros are non-minimum phase.

The damping of the backward rotational whirl zeros increases with spin rate, with the

frequency of these zeros asymptotically approaching zero.
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The open-loop system dynamics impact the design and achievable performance of

magnetic bearing control systems.

The minimum loop cross-over frequency of the closed-loop system is the speed of

the unstable open-loop poles associated with rigid body motion. This result has appeared

in the literature [Groom 1979, Downer 1986].

For spin rates at or above the rotors critical speed, the transmission zeros become

non-minimum phase. As a result, the achievable disturbance rejection of the closed-loop

system is limited at frequencies near or above the shaft critical speeds (the frequencies of

the zeros). In addition, when the transmission zeros become non-minimum phase, each

complex conjugate pair contributes 180 deg. of phase lag rather than phase lead. This

transition explains stability problems encountered when spinning a magnetically suspended

rotor through its critical speeds (as for systems with notch filters).

Non-minimum phase zeros cannot be changed through active control. Canceling

right-half plane zeros with compensator poles results in a system that it is internally

unstable. Zeros can only be changed by changing the system inputs or ouputs, i.e. by

adding additional actuators or sensors. The limitations imposed by non-minimum phase

zeros are physical limitations that cannot be overcome through feedback.
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Appendix A - Equations of Motion

This appendix presents linearized equations of motion for a magnetic bearing -

suspended rotor system. Included are a summary of the assumptions used in deriving the

equations, descriptions of reference frames, and a list of symbols. A detailed derivation of

the equations of motion can be found in [McCallum 1988].

A.I Summary of assumptions

The magnetically-suspended rotor is modelled as a rigid flywheel with radial mass

unbalance mounted on a flexible, massless shaft with internal dampi ig. In the model, the

flywheel is allowed to translate in radial directions and rotate about its radii. The shaft ends

are allowed to move (independent of the flywheel and of each other) in radial directions.

The mass is not assumed to be at the midspan of the shaft, so that the forces at the shaft

ends are not equal. The rotor model includes: gyroscopic effects; the first and second

bending rhodes; the effects of internal shaft damping; and differences in bearing loads. The

rotor model excludes the effects of axial torque and axial translation. Further, the shaft is

assumed to be axially symmetric so that the shaft stiffness and damping are the same in all

radial directions. Also, the rotor is assumed to be configured such that the spin axis is

aligned with the axial principal axis of the rotor (i.e., the rotor is dynamically balanced) and

the radial moment of inertia is the same in all directions.

The magnetic bearings are modelled as a parallel combinatiol_ of an unstable spring

and a linear current-force actuator in each direction l, i.e.,

Fyi = Kyi Yi + Ki _iy1 (A.I.1)

Bearing losses and high frequency dynamics are ignored.

It is assumed that (only) measurements of the shaft end l_)sitions are available.

Sensor dynamics are excluded. In addition, it is assumed that the bearing forces and the

sensor measurements are at the same points on the shaft - non-colocation effects are

ignored. Justifications for the assumptions listed here can be found in [McCallum 1988].

1This model appears often in the literature.
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A. 2 Reference frames

The system state is described by the position and velocity of the flywheel's

geometric center, the positions of the shaft ends, and rotations of the flywheel about its

radii. Positions and velocities are described in the cartesian reference frame XYZ shown in

Figure A. 1. This frame is fixed to "ground" with its origin at the force-free equilibrium

position of the flywheel's geometric center. The X-axis is horizontal and coincident with

the centerline of the shaft when the system is in force-free equilibrium. The Y-axis of the

frame is vertical. The Z-axis is horizontal and coincident with a radius of the flywheel at

equilbrium. Figure A.1 also shows the frames xyz and 123, which are used in [McCallum

1988] to derive the equations of motion. The rotational motions of the flywheel are

described in terms of the gyroscopic coordinates illustrated in Figures A.2 and A.3.

x

l z //

x_(-)

2

/

Figure A. 1 - Reference frames
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Figure A.2 - Euler angles
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Figure A.3 - Gyroscopic coordinates

A.3 Equations of Motion

The system states (x) are chosen as the flywheel translational and rotational

positions and velocities and the positions of the shaft ends

•--[_,Y,___,_,___,z,_z_]_
(A.3.1)
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System inputs are the changes in bearing coil currents from their equilibrium values

u = [ iy1 izt iv2 iz2 ]T (A.3.2)

System outputs are the positions of the shaft ends

Y = [YI Zl Y2 Z2] T (A.3.3)

Linearized equations of motion for the rotor-bearing system can be written in state-space

form as:

i=A(oDx+B u+d

y=Cx+Du+n

(A.3.4)

(A.3.5)

where

d

0

dY_
u o Sin (tot + 0o) + u o? Cos (tot + 0o) - g +

0
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Note that, in this representation, radial mass unbalance is modelled as an input force

disturbance. The effects of dynamic balance could be included similarly. The effects of

measurement center offset could be added to this model as additive measurement noise.

A.4 List of Symbols

bi

d 2

d_l

d_2

dY i

dYr

dzi

dZr

Ia

Ir

iyi

izi

ki

Kyi

Kzi

li

M

n

u

u

o_

= equivalent damping of shaft end i

= vector of input disturbances

= torque disturbance acting on the rotor in the _l-direction

= torque disturbance acting on the rotor in the _2-direction

= force disturbance acting on shaft end i in the Y-direction

= force disturbance acting on the rotor in the Y-direction

= force disturbance acting on shaft end i in the Z-direction

= force disturbance acting on the rotor in the Z-direction

= axial moment of inertia

= radial moment of inertia

= current in the Y-coil(s) at shaft end i

= current in the Z-coil(s) at shaft end i

= equivalent stiffness of shaft end i

= equivalent (unstable) stiffness of bearing at shaft end i in the Y-direction

= equivalent (unstable) stiffness of bearing at shaft end i in the Z-direction

= equivalent length of shaft end i

= rotor mass

= sensor noise

= control inputs

= radial mass unbalance distance

= shaft spin rate

2Bold denotes a vector.
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x

Y

Yi

Yr
Zi

t

0o

0,¢,v

= state vector

= gyroscopic coordinate, approximately equal to rotation about the +Y-axis

= gyroscopic coordinate, approximately equal to rotation about the +Z-axis

-- system outputs

= displacement of shaft end i in the Y-direction

= displacement of the rigid rotor in the Y-direction

= displacement of shaft end i in the Z-direction

= rotor displacement in the Z-direction

=time

= orientation of the radial unbalance vector with respect to the +1 axis

= Euler angles describing rotor orientation
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ABSTRACT

The prediction of critical speeds and forced response of

active magnetic bearing turbomachinery is of great interest due

to the increased use of this new and promising technology.

Calculating the system undamped critical speeds and forced

response is important to all those who are involved in the design

of the active magnetic bearing system. This paper is the first

part of a two part paper which presents the theory and results of

an investigation into the influence of sensor location on the

undamped critical speeds and forced response of the rotor and

bearing system.

Part I of this paper concentrates on an extended Jeffcott

model which was used as an approximate solution to a more

accurate transfer matrix procedure. Theory behind a

two-degree-of-freedom extended Jeffcott model will be presented.

Results of the natural frequency calculation will be shown

followed by the results of the forced response calculation. The

system response was predicted for two types of forcing. A

constant magnitude excitation with a wide frequency variation was

applied at the bearings as one forcing function. The normal

unbalance force at midspan was the second source of excitation.

The results of this extended Jeffcott solution gives useful

design guidance for the influence of the first and third modes of

a symmetric rotor system.

NOMENCLATURE

A shaft relative motion max amplitude for Ist mode (cm)

a mass eccentricity of imbalance (cm)

B shaft relative motion max amplitude for 3rd mode (cm)

C ratio of bearing damping to shaft damping (dim)

C 1 damping of AMB (N-s/cm)
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C 2 damping of flexible shaft (N-s/cm)

F_ constant magnitude force applied to journal mass (N)

i square root of -i, complex variable (dim)

K ratio of bearing stiffness to shaft stiffness (dim)

K 1 stiffness of AMB (N/cm)

K 2 stiffness of flexible shaft (N/cm)

KII row i, column 1 of stiffness matrix in Jeffcott solution

KI2 row i, column 2 of stiffness matrix in Jeffcott solution

K21 row 2, column 1 of stiffness matrix in Jeffcott solution

K22 row 2, column 2 of stiffness matrix in Jeffcott solution

L bearing span (cm)

M ratio of bearing journal mass to rotor midspan mass (dim)

M 1 equivalent bearing journal mass (kg)

M 2 equivalent rotor midspan mass (kg)

R shaft absolute displacement (cm)

X shaft maximum displacement in the X-direction (cm)

r I shaft deflection at bearing journal location (cm)

r 2 shaft deflection at midspan mass (cm)

r s shaft deflection at AMB sensor location (cm)

z axial distance along rotor (cm)

zs axial distance to AMB sensor (cm)

sensor relative position to midspan (dim)

normalized shaft motion at sensor location (dim)

angular velocity of shaft (rad/s)

Q natural frequency normalized to rigid bearing

critical speed (dim)
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INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of critical speeds and forced response for

turbomachinery with fluid-film and antifriction bearings is now

standard design practice for many manufacturers. The standard

transfer matrix solution technique (Myklestad, 1944; Prohl, 1945)

is the current industry standard for evaluation of rotor response

and undamped critical speeds. More recently interest in improved

forced response and stability of high pressure compressors and

pumps have forced designers to consider active magnetic bearings

(AMBs) for either retrofit or new machinery application. The

initial application of magnetic bearings to centrifugal

compressor was evaluated using standard critical speed codes

without consideration for sensor location (Hustak et al., 1987;

Schoeneck and Hustak, 1987). The comparisons of predicted

response and critical speed placement to actual test and field

results (Hustak et al., 1987; Schoeneck and Hustak, 1987; Kirk

et al., 1988) have drawn attention to possible improvements in

the analytical representation of the magnetic bearings.

This paper is the first of a two part paper which presents

an evaluation of the effect of sensor location on the predicted

undamped critical speeds and forced response of turbomachinery.

This paper concentrates on the solution of a

two-degree-of-freedom model developed by extending the original

Jeffcott model to include bearing stiffness and damping, journal

mass and accounting for non-colocation of bearing and sensor.

The second paper will discuss the evaluation of a modified

transfer matrix solution and will present results of a typical

rotor bearing system analysis.

The extended Jeffcott model will be considered to have

sensors either inboard or outboard of the bearing centerline.

The system response is calculated for two different types of

forcing functions. The first excitation force is the usual

unbalance located at the midspan mass. The second is a constant

magnitude excitation applied at the journal mass while the

excitation frequency is varied. The second type of rotor

excitation is available in an actual active magnetic bearin_ and

rotor system.

PRINCIPLE OF ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEARING OPERATION

The AMB is composed of two major mechanical parts, the rotor

and the stator. Both are made of ferromagnetic laminations. The

rotor laminations are placed on the machine shaft at the selected

journal location. The stator laminations are slotted and include

windings to provide the magnetic levitation and position control.

For each degree of freedom, two electromagnets are required since

they operate by attraction only. Figure 1 shows the stator
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lamination construction of a radial bearing and sensor with the

rotor lamination sleeve in the background.

Rotor position is monitored by sensors and this signal is

compared to a nominal reference signal with a closed loop

controller which supplies a command signal to the power

amplifiers. These amplifiers provide power to the electromagnets

to resist rotor movement from the nominal position. The design

of the control loop gives the option to select the effective

bearing stiffness and damping. The details of this design

procedure are not the subject of this paper but the values of

stiffness and damping must be carefully selected to give the

rotor system the desired optimum dynamic response and stability.

Before power is applied to the bearings, the rotor is

supported on two auxiliary ball bearings located in close

proximity to the AMB. The clearance between the rotor and the

inner race of the ball bearing is selected to prevent rotor

contact with the AMB pole pieces or the internal seals of the

compressor while the rotor is at rest or during an emergency

shutdown. When power is applied to the electronic controls, the

electromagnets levitate the rotor in the magnetic field and

rotation by the driving source, such as a motor or turbine, can

be started. The sensors and control system regulate the strength

and direction of the magnetic fields to maintain exact rotor

position by continually adjusting to the changing forces on the
rotor. Should both the main and redundant features of the AMB

fail simultaneously, the auxiliary bearing and rotor system are

designed to permit safe deceleration.

When the turbomachine is running the rotor shaft may take a

dynamic mode shape such that the displacement at the sensor

location may not be the same as the magnetic bearing centerline

displacement. The command signal is taken from the sensor

location but the actuator applies the force through the coil such

that the average force acts at the bearing centerline. This

variation in command signal and actuator location is unique to

the active magnetic bearings and may be used to the advantage of

the designer to help place critical speeds. The performance of

the AMB supported machinery may be more accurately predicted if

proper account is taken for sensor location. This requires a

modified, iterative solution strategy for current standard

state-of-the-art computer codes for critical speeds, forced

response, and stability. To initially evaluate the influence of

the sensor placement, a modified extended Jeffcott rotor model

will be developed with an assumed deformation to study the

sensitivity of rotor bending modes and response to sensor
location.
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AMB EXTENDED JEFFCOTT MODEL

The original rotor model developed by H. H. Jeffcott consists

of a single mass on a flexible shaft supported by rigid bearings.

Kirk and Gunter (1972) modified this model to study the effect of

support flexibility and damping on the synchronous response of

the single mass flexible rotor. This paper extends the original

Jeffcott model by assuming the existence of AMB supports. The

extended model adds journal mass, bearing stiffness and damping

at bearing locations, and assumes rigid bearing pedestals. The

AMB extended Jeffcott model is shown in Figure 2.

To develop the extended Jeffcott model the disk mass plus the

two center quarters of the shaft mass are lumped at midspan, M 2.

The journal and shaft end quarter masses are lumped at bearing

locations and modeled as MI/2. The model is assumed to be

symmetric; therefore, it can be simplified to a

two-degree-of-freedom (2DOF) system as shown in Figure 3. An

unbalance force is shown at M2, and a constant magnitude

excitation force is shown acting on M I.

The equations of motion (EOM) for the 2DOF system are written
as follows:

M2r 2 = M2_2aei_t - C2(r2-rl) - K2(r2-rl) [i]

Mlr I = F_ei_t + C2(r2-rl) + K2(r2-rl) - Clr s - Klr s [2]

In equations [i] and [2] the deflections at M 1 and M 2 are defined

as r I and r 2 respectively. The deflection at the AMB sensor

location is defined as r s. It is indicated by the EOM that the

bearing forces are proportional to the sensor location

deflection - not the bearing location deflection, as would be the

case with conventional fluid-film or antifriction bearings.

The sensor location deflection is calculated after assuming

mode shapes of a half-period of a sine wave. These mode shapes,

modeling the first and third modes, are shown in Figure 4. Using

Figure 4, the equation for the sensor location deflection is
written as follows:

r s = r I + (r 2 - rl) sin(_e/2) [3]

where,

= Zs/(L/2). [4]

Equation [4] defines the value _ as the ratio between the sensor

offset and the shaft half-span.
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After substitution of equation [3], equations [i] and [2]
can be written in matrix form as follows:

01rr1 Iclol[rl]Lo M2J LZ'2J LO c2J :Z"2
+ [KI°1[rl]r .ei t

0 K2J r 2 [M2_2aei_t j

[5]

By assuming a solution of r = Re i_t,

can be written in the following form:

the matrix equation [5]

IK11KI2 ERIIIF'1
K21 K22J R2 M2 _2

where,

Ell = ( KI(I-/_ ) + K 2 - MI_2 ) + i_( C 2 + CI(I-_) )

KI2 = ( Kl/_ - K 2 ) + iv( CI_ - C 2 )

K21 = -K 1 - i_C 2

K22 = ( K 2 -M2_2 ) + i_C 2

B = sin _e/2.

[6]

INFLUENCE OF SENSOR LOCATION ON UNDAMPED NATURAL FREQUENCY

The influence of sensor location on the critical speeds of

the AMB rotor system is initially investigated by calculating the

natural frequencies of the extended Jeffcott Model. The sensor

location is varied inboard and outboard of the bearing centerline

by as much as 20% of half-span.

Eliminating damping terms, C 1 and C2, from equation [6]; and

solving for the determinant of the resulting stiffness matrix,

results in the following equation for the natural frequencies:

K 1 (MI+M 2 )

_4 _ (i - 8)-- + K2_2 +

M 1 M 1 M 2

K 1 K 2

M 1 M 2

- o. [7]

Equation [7] can be written in the following non-dimens onal
form:
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K K

02 _ (i - - (i + K(I - _))Q + - = 0

M M

where,

M = MI/M 2

K = Kl/K 2

= _2/(K2/M2 )

[8]

Results from Natural Frequency Analysis of AMB Extended Jeffcott

Model

To show how sensor location influences the first and third

natural frequencies of various geometries of the extended

Jeffcott model, the solution of equation [8] was graphed fol"

alpha values ranging from -2.0 to 2.0. This exemplifies sensor

separations of 20% of half-span both inboard and outboard of the

bearing centerline. The results are shown for mass ratios, M, of

1.0 (Figure 5), and 0.25 (Figure 6). The stiffness ratio, K,

varies from 0.i up to I0 in each analysis.

The results are similar for both mass ratios. The

sensitivity to non-colocation of bearing and sensor is increased

in two different situations. An increase in sensitivity occurs

as stiffness ratios increase. This is attributed to the fact

that when the bearing stiffness increases relative to the shaft

stiffness there is more bending energy in the rotor. This causes

a greater difference between bearing and sensor deflection at

higher stiffness ratios. The sensitivity also increases as

sensor-bearing separation increases. This also results in

greater differences between bearing and sensor deflections.

The direction in which the criticals move depends on whether

the sensor, at an inboard or outboard location, gives more or

less response than the normal bearing centerline. For the first

mode, the inboard sensors have a greater deflection than the

bearings; therefore, the critical increases due to higher bearing

forces. Outboard sensors detect less deflection than at the

bearing, thus decreasing bearing forces and lowering the critical

frequency. The opposite occurs at the third mode. The inboard

sensors detect less deflection, while the outboard sensors detect

more deflection than at the bearing centerline. This lowers the

third critical frequency for inboard sensors and raises it for

outboard sensors.
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INFLUENCE OF SENSOR LOCATION ON FORCED RESPONSE SOLUTION

The response is calculated for two forms of excitation

applied independently to the AMB extended Jeffcott model

equations. In order to calculate the response, the matrix

equation [6] is solved for R 1 and R 2 using Cramer's Rule (Anton,
1984). The solution has the following form:

F_ K22 - KI2 ( M2a_2 )

R 1 = [9]

KII K22 - KI2 K21

KII ( M2a_2 ) - F_ K21

R 2 = [i0]

KII K22 - KI2 K21

The resulting response is complex, thus there exists an amplitude

and a phase angle associated with both R 1 and R_. The phase
angles can be obtained from the following equatlons:

81 = cos-i
s real (RI)
qrt[{real(Rl ) )2 + {imag(Rl) }2]

[11]

real(R2) 1
82 = cos -I [12]

sqrt[{real(R2) }2 + {imag(R2) }2]

It must be noted at this point that the unbalance force and

the constant excitation force are never applied at the same time

as this introduces additional complexities not accounted for by

the Jeffcott model. Physically, the constant magnitude excitation

force is applied in one plane only, therefore the motion of the

masses is in one plane only. However, for computational and

analytical simplicity, it will be assumed that the constant

magnitude excitation force acts in two mutually perpendicular

planes in a manner similar to the unbalance force. The correct

solution for the constant magnitude excitation force plane, is

then, simply the real part of the deflections R 1 and R 2 shown
above. However, since the motion is assumed to be circular, the

maximum amplitudes in the X-direction, X 1 and X2, will be the

same as R 1 and R2, for masses M 1 and M 2. similarly, the phase

angles calculated from R 1 and R 2 are also valid for motion in one
plane. Thus, regardless of whether an unbalance force or a

constant magnitude excitation force is applied, the solution

technique and the solution itself will remain the same.
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Results from Forced Response Analysis of AMB Extended Jeffcott
Model

The results that are to be shown are of the bearing journal

response. Similar results occur for the mid-span mass response;

therefore, they are omitted.

The response amplitude at the bearing location is plotted

versus shaft frequency in Figure 7. The excitation causing this

response is due to an imbalance at mid-span resulting from an

eccentricity of 0.076 mm at M 2. In this case M = 1.0, K = 2.0,

and the bearing damping is set to 0.283 N-s/mm. The shaft

damping is assumed negligible. The value of a, being varied as

in the critical speed solution, ranges from -0.2 to 0.2.

In Figure 7 it can be seen that the first mode peak resonance

frequencies increase from the colocation case, e = 0, when

inboard sensors, _ > 0, are used. The peak frequencies are shown

to decrease with outboard sensor, a < 0, use. For the third

mode, the peak frequencies are lower with inboard sensor use, and

raised for outboard sensor use. These results are very

consistent with the results shown from the influence of sensor

location on natural frequencies. The same reasoning can be used
to explain both sets of results.

The results from the case using a constant magnitude
excitation at the bearing location shows the same tendencies as

the unbalance case. Shown in Figure 8 are the results of the

bearing location excitation case.

CONCLUSIONS

This preliminary investigation into the effect of sensor

location on the rotor dynamic performance of AMB turbomachinery

gives very useful results. The natural frequency and forced

response results from the AMB extended Jeffcott model could give
the rotor-bearing system designer greater confidence in the
proper selection of sensor location.

From the test run of the AMB extended Jeffcott model the

following specific conclusions were made:

I. For inboard sensors, as the sensor is moved away from

the bearing, the first mode critical frequency goes higher. For

outboard sensors, as the sensor is moved away from the bearing,

the first mode critical frequency goes lower.

2. For inboard sensors, as the sensor is moved away from

the bearing the third mode critical frequency decreases. However

for outboard sensors, as the sensor is moved away from the
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bearing the third mode critical frequency increases.

3. The vibrational characteristics of the two mass rotor

system did not vary when a constant excitation force was used

instead of a rotating unbalance.

4. The effect of the sensor position on the critical

frequencies was considerable, when the stiffness ratio was high.

5. Higher mass ratios led to increased sensitivity of third

mode critical frequency to changing sensor positions. Vice

versa, low mass rations led to increased damping effects in the

third mode, making the rotor relatively insensitive to changing
sensor locations.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The AMB extended Jeffcott model is a simple but

very useful approximation of a much more complex rotor-bearing

system. The following recommendations are made for

extending the current approximate analysis:

I. The addition of pedestal stiffness and damping should be
included in this model.

2. A method for accounting for sensor location should be
included in the transfer matrix codes that are used to calculate

forced response.

3. This research should be extended to a stability analysis

in order to improve prediction capability for AMB turbomachinery.

4. Experimental test results must be generated for

comparison and verification of the analyses developed.
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ABSTRACT

The need for better performance of turbomachhaery with active magnetic bearings has necessitated
a study of such systems for accurate prediction of their vibrational characteristics. This is the second
part of a two part paper on the effect of sensor location on the forced response characteristics of
AMB turbomachhmry. This paper presents a modification of existing transfer matrix methods for
rotor analysis, to predict the response of rotor systems with activc magnetic bearings. The position
of the magnetic bearing sensors is taken into account and the effect of changing sensor position on
the vibrational characteristics of rotor systems is studied. The moditicd algorithm is validated using
a simpler Jcffcott model described in part I of this paper. The effect of changing from a rotating
unbalance excitation to a constant excitation in a single plane is also studied. A typical eight stage
centrifugal compressor rotor is analysed ushag the modified transfer matrix code. The results for a
two mass Jeffcott model arc presented in part I of this paper. The results obtained by running this
model with the transfer matrix method have been compared with the results of the .Icffcott analysis
for purposes of verification. Also included, arc plots of amplitude vs frequency fo. the eight stage
centrifugal compressor rotor. These plots will demonstrate the signitlcant influence' that sensor lo-
cation has on the amplitude and crilic_d frequencics of the rotor system.

NOMENCLATURE

E
1

K

k l

k,
M

Vrs

?
tl

i
1

m,
XC

XS

0,e

0_._

1"4'
Co

co

Modulus of elasticity (N/ram 2)
Momcnt of inertia of masslc._s shaft (turn 4)
Polar moment of hlertia (ram _)
Transverse moment of inertia (t;'Tt7/4)

Stiffness ratio, k,/k2 (dim)
Stiffncss in transfer matrix equations (N/mm)

AM B stiffness (N/ram)
Shaft stittiacss (N/ram)
Mass ratio, mdnh (dim)
Moment component in transfer matrix equation (N-turn 2)
Moment component in transfer matrix equation (N-rim?)
Shear component in transfer matrix equation (N)
Shear component in transfer matrix cquation (N)
Ecccntricity component in transfer matrix cquation (nun)
Eccentricity componcnt in transfer matrix cquation (ram)
Damping (N-scc/mm)
tixponcntial constant = 2.7182818 (dim)
Complex constant (dim)
Length of masslcss shafts in transfer matrix equation (ram)
Point masses in transfer matrix cquations (Kg)
Deflection component in transfcr matrix equations (ram)
De{lection componcnt in transfer matrix equations (ram)

Slope component in the translbr matrix cquation (rad)
Slope component in the transfer matrix cquation (rad)
Constant excitation forcc in Jcffcott modcl (N)
Constant excitation force component in the tr,'msfcr matrix equations (N)
Constant excitation force componcnt in thc transfer matrix equations (N)
Ratio of the distance between bcaring centerlhm and scnsor to half-span
of the rotor (dim)
Frequency of shaft excitation (tad/see)
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s Frequencyof shaft rotation (rad/sec)

Subscripts

Rotor station number in transfer matrix equations

INTRODUCTION

The use of active magnetic bearings in turbomachmcry is a comparatively new development but
one which has shown great promise for better control of rotating equipment. The idea behind these
bearings is not new however. The use of magnetic attraction to levitate the rotor shal't free of the
bearing had been tried before, but because the system is inherently unstable unless a real-time
control system is used, the use was not successful. The first actively controlled bearing was devel-

oped in the 1950's. Since then tile use of active magnetic bearings has gained widespread acceptance
particularly in North America and Canada. Weisc [2] has given some examples of the varied uses
to which active magnetic bearings have been applied. Kirk [5-1 lists a number of turbomachincry
installations where active magnetic bearings have been used. Magnetic bearings possc._s a number
of advantages compared to conventional bearings. They give an almost unlimited control over rotor
vibrational characteristics due to adjustable stiffness and damping. Automatic hat,racing is possible
by allowing the rotor to spin on its inertial axis. This leads to decreased vibrations and noise. Active
mamaetic bearings do not require lubrication, and since they are non-contact bearings, they elimi-
nate the possibility of wear and tear of the stator and rotor surfaces. Wcisc [2] demonstrates the

tolerance of magnetic bearings to a wide range of temperatures and also their insensitivity to hostile
environments. Zlotykamicn [ 1] gives a good description of the various advantages of active mag-
netic bearings.

Most of the research in active magnetic bearings has bccn in the control systems used. Schwcitzcr
[7] shows a method for controlling an elastic rotor so that it can be represented by a low order
model amenable to control techniques. Willianas, Kcith and Allairc 1-6] have developed theoretical
relationships to relate the characteristics of a controller transfer function to the stiffness and damp-
ing properties of an active magnetic beating. Burrows and Sahinkaya 1-8] have evaluated various
strategies for applying a magnetic bearing to control the synchronous vibration of a flexible rotor.
Kirk et al[ 5] have presented results of shop tests on a high speed eight stage centrifugal compressor
supported by active magnetic bearings along with some design recormncndations. Keesee 1-3] has
examined thc effects of sensor position on the critical frequencies of rotors with active magnctic
bearing. This work is an extension of Kecsee's work to include sensor position effect on forced re-
sponse vibration amplitudes, using the modified transfer matrix method.

RESEARCtl OB,IECTIVI_

As stated before in the introduction, the sensors are not located at the place where the attraction
forces are appfied on the rotor shaft, but at some distance away along the axis of the shaft. Due to
this "non-colocation" of the sensors from the bearing position, the deflection sensed by the sensors
is not the same as the actual deflection at the bearing but diflbrs from it by some magnitude, dic-
tated by the mode shape of the rotor shaft. Because of this, the stiffness and damping forces of the
active magnetic bearing depend not on the dctlcction at thc bearing h)cation, but on the deflection
at the scns_>r location, l;or such cases, the vibrational charactcri._tics of the rotor system is dillcrcllt
from that obtained using conventional analysis programs. The objcctive of this research is to take
into account, the effect of sensor non-colocation on the vibrational characteristics of rotors with
active magnetic bearings.

This research is an extension of the work done by Keesee [3] and involves the moditication of an
existing transfer matrix code to account for sensor non-colocation. But whereas Keesce's research
was limited to studying the effect of sensor non-colocation on critical frequencies, this work also
considers sensor non-colocation effects on forced response amplitudes. The other objective of this
research was to compare the vibrational characteristics of rotor syslcms, when they are subject to
unbalace excitation with circular synchronous shaft rotation, and constant excitation in one plane
with no shaft rotation or whirling. The cffcct of changing mass ratios and stitthess ratios was also
studied.

The modification of the transfer matrix prograna was validated by comparing its results for the two
mass model with the results obtained from a simple program written to specifically analyse the two

Q_LL _
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massmodeldescribedin partI of this paper. A typical eight stage ccntrifi_gal compressor rotor
model was also analysed using the moditied transfer matrix method and its Jcsulls were compared
with thc results of the Jcffcott model to veril}¢ the trend of behaviour of lhc rotor system with
varying sensor locations.

TIlE MODIFIED TRANSi ER MATRIX METHOD

The first analytical study of flexible rotors using the transfer matrix mett od was presented by
Myklestad and Prohl. The rotor is divided into several discrete masses cal ed stations and these

masses are joined by massless flexible shafts. The response of the system is computed by using in-
fluence coefficients, and formulating a set of equations. The equations arc solved and a final sweep
is made to obtain the solution. J. W. Lund analysed the equations involved in the transfer matrix
mcthod for the case of elliptic non-synchronous response of the rotor system and wrote a program
using these equations to study the vibrational characteristics of rotor systems. The program was
subsequently simplified to analyse circular synchronous response of rotor systems, qhis paper de-
scribes the modification of precisely this simplified transfer matrix program written by I3. J. Gunter
Jr. and R. G. Kirk at the University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia. The modification was
done to take into account the non-colocation of sensors in active magnctic bearings.

To understand the classical transfer matrix method, consider a typical rotor section element as-
sumed to be composed of a point mass and a massless elastic shaft to its right.

Consider the forces acting on the mass to formulate the equations required for equilibrium. Rcfcr-
ring to figure I

,L (mi_o 2 Ki)xic Ciwxis + FXCt + axmi(o2xic + -- --

I/xLs + Ci_xic + (rn/o 2 - Ki)xis + I:XS t - ayimio,2

,,R
I xic =

_R

• =

,uL =

OR L__!c = Oxic

R 1.
Xic = ?tic

R 1,
Xis = Xis

L+ - tr) 

,u_. + (Ip - Ir)_/0_i,

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

,L R
l'x_+lc = Vxic

V_'i+ ls = V_s

! R
= Pxic

[_]

The solution in tile Y direction can be obtained from the solution in the X direction since it i5 as-

sumed that the motion of the shaft is circular, llcncc equations in the Y direction are not required.
Now consider the equations tot the masslcss elastic shaft of station i. l:rom tigure 2

[9]

[10]

[ll]

[12]

3

O_i+ls=Oxis + Vxis +--_

[13]

[14]
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Xi+ Ic = Xlc +

L R R
= Xis + lvOxis +Xi+ls

( +? ,;N,)z;Sc+ +?

( )4:3 GN i VxRis+ [16]
6El 2El ""Y_s

These equations can be presented in matrix form and the matrices are called transfer matrices. As
can be seen from this matrix, a correction to account lbr the shcar deformation cffcct has also been
included. The terms of this correction factor are explained below

t,. [17]
G_] = ai.Gt.s£

a, = area of section i
G, = shear modulus of section i

[(7. + .6U)(1. + dr2) 2 + (20. + 12.#)dr 2]
sft= [18]

[6.(1. + st)(l |.+ dr2) 2]

St is poissons ratio = E,[2G,- 1
dr, is the diameter ratio = ilmer diameter/outer diamcter

MODIFICATION FOR SENSOR NON-COL(ICATION

Due to sensor non-colocation, at the station representing the bearing location, equations
[3.1] and [3.2] are modified as follows

.L 2 [l',]= l/xt c + mico Xic -- Kixic,,,, - CitnXis,," + t;'XC i + ax,mico 2

,R ..L 2
l"Ms _xis + Ci¢°Xic_,. + m� °2= Xis -- Kixis,,,, + FXS i - ayim:o [211]

The bearing stiffness is mcdtiplicd by the dcflection scnscd at the sensor location instcad of the ac-
tual deflection at the bearing.

AI.GORI'I'IIM FOR MODII:if'ATION DUE TO SENSOR NON-COIAI( ;A'IION

"lhe modification in the point matrix for the bcaring station, due to the sens _r non-colocation hzts
already been discussed, tlowever a straight forward sweep of the rotor is p _ssible only in certain
cases of sensor location. Upon examination, three cases of sensor location clative to the bearing
location can be listed.

1. One sensor before the bearing

2. One sensor after the bearing

3. Two sensors, one each on either side of the bearing.

Case 1
For case 1, the sensor deflections are saved in the sweeping process and tt ,m used at the beating
station. The sweeping process is straightforward. Refer figures 3.

Case 2

In tlfis case, since the sensor comes after the bearing, the scnsor dctlcction, are not known when
the sweeping process reaches the bearing. Thus the sensor deflections are assumed to bc some ar-
bitrary value. Generally, the dcflections at the station betbre lhe bcaring are used as these arbitrary
values. The sweeping process is then continued until the sensor location is reached, tlerc a
comparison is made between the assumed scnsor detlection and the sensor deflection calculated by
the sweeping process. If the two quantities agrce to within a cert',fin margin of error, the sweeping
process is continued from the sensor station onwards. If the two quantities do not lie within lhe
error margin, the program iterates back to the bearing location and uses the sensor deflections cal-
culated by the current sweeping process. These sensor dcflcctions are used, as explained bcfore, in
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the bearing station point matrix calculations amt the sweep process is continued. This leads to a
series of iterations between the bearing station and the sensor station and thcse iterations are con-
tinued until the sensor deflccti(ms used at the bearing station agree with the ensor deflections cal-
culated at thc sensor station by the sweeping process, i.e. convergence is obt_ reed. refer figures 3.

Case 3

With two sensors, one each before and lifter the bearing, the case can bc split lp into two cases one
resembling case one and the other resembling case two. P,cfcr tigurcs 3. W ,en the sensor bcfo,c
the bearing is reached, the sensor detlections arc saved. 'lhesc arc used, the ]rst time the bearing
location is reached. The sweep process is then continued and the sensor aft r the bearing is dealt
with in a manner similar to case two.

DISCUSSION OF TIlE CONVERGENCE PROCESS

To aid the process of convergence to the correct values of sensor dcflcctio _s, the Taylors series
convergence technique in two variables was used. This method was the m ,st suitable one since
there is cross-coupling between the stillness mad damping terms, l lowever, due to the very.' low
magnitude derivatives involved, the convergence process fails and leads t(" divergence from the
correct solution.

When the cross-coupling of the stillness and damping terms was ignored, and the Secant method
of convergence was used to converge on the sensor dctlcctions along the t_vo axes independently,
the algorittun converged with diminishing oscillations. I lowcvcr the number of iterations required
wcrc more than those required, when no convergence algorithm was used.
Thus simply using the sensor deflections obtained from the sweeping proce- ,, back at the bearing
location, gave the fastest convergence. Refer table 1.

MOi)IFICATION TO SEPARATE GYROSCOPIC STIFFNESS I:R_)M TRANSVERSE
SI'IFFNESS

When the rotor is subjected to an external vibrational force assuming no uvbalance to be present,
the gyroscopic stiffness will depend only on the rotor spinning spced and n_ t on the frequency of
excitation. Considering the rotor spinning t?cquency to be "s", equation, [3.3_ and[3.4] are
modified as follows

= + - E 13

R L w(slp [223m_,_s= M_, + - _Ol r)O_s

ltcre w is the frequency of excitation.

COMPARISON ()F "HIE RESULTS OF TIIE 2 MASS ROT()R SYSTEM, FOR "HIE
JEH:COTI" MODEL AND TIlE TRANSFER MATRIX METIIOI)

The results of the 2 mass rotor system as obtained by the Jeffcott Model program have already bccn
shown mad discussed in part I of this paper. The same ,otor system data was used with the modified
transfer matrix method program, so its to compare the results with the .h:fl'cott model and thus
validate the correctness of the modifications. The Jeffcott model is imporlant, bul because of its
simplicity, its results are of hmiled use. Also it does not model a COml,lcx rotor system composed
of many disk masses and possibly different shafl cross-sections akmg the rotor length, l lencc, it is
the transfer matrix meth_)d that is more useful for application purposes, and the Jcffcott model will
serve t0r the purpose of comparison only.

"fables 2 and 3 give the comparison between the two programs. As can I, : seen from the tables,
there is a fairly close agreement between the results obtained from the two pn,gran>. The agreement
in the critical frequency values is much better than that between amplitude values and again, am-
plitude v',dues agree better than phase angle values. This is because, the critic. 1 frequencies of a rotter
system depends mostly on its mass and stillness properties, both of which are accounted for in a
similar manner in the two programs. The amplitude and phase angle values show _eater disagree-
ment due to the fact that the Jeffcott code assumes a sine-wave shape for th mode shapes and this
assumption is only an approximation of the actual mode shape. It can be st 'n from the tables, that
the Jell'cott code underestimates amplitude values in most cases. Also, at,_plitude values show a
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higherdisagrccmcnt when a constant force excitation is applied instead of an unbalance force
cxcitation.

THE EIGIIT STAGE CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR ROTOR SYSTEM MOI)EL

To obtain a more realistic idea of the influence of sensor position, ,an eight stage centrifugal
compressor rotor system was used with the transfer matrix code. This rotor system is illustrated in
figure 4 and its design parameters are given in table 4.
The program was run with all the four cases of sensor positions, namely sensor colocation, inboard
sensors, outboard sensors and two sensors on each side of the beating, a values of -0.18, 0 and 0.18
were used, as is indicated by the sensor locations.

RESULTS OBTAINED I:ROM TilE EIGIrI' STAGE COMPRESSOR ROTOR SYSTEM

The results obtained from the eight stage compressor rotor system are summarized below and il-
lustrated in figures 5 to 11.

, The first mode critical frequency increases as the sensor is moved from the direction of the
outboard location in the dircctkm of the inboard location. This is in agreement with thc results
obtained from the two mass rotor system.

. A significant difference between these plots and those of the two mass model, is the hi_lcr
amplitudes exhibited by the compressor rotor system when the sensors arc moved inboard.
To verify this deviation, an approximate two mass model of the compressor rotor systcm was
run with the Jeffcott program. The results obtained with tiffs approximate model arc shown
in figures 7 and 8, and show agreement with the results obtained by the transfer matrix program
with the compressor rotor system data as input. The reason for this behaviour will become
clcar when the mode shape shown in figures 9 is examined.
The dctlection at the sensor location is less compared to the deflcction at the beating location.
I)ue to this, a lesser stiflhcss and damping force is applicd at the bcafing location and this leads
to higher amplitudes of the rotor system. For a certain inboard scnsor location, the deflection
at the sensor location is reduced to zcro and this condition will produce the largest amplitudes
in the rotor system. The peculiar first mode shape that produces this phenomenon is similz_r
to that obsen'ed in tI_e third mode, and seems to be the result of the high bearing damping
values. It has been observed that as sensors are moved inboard, the first critical frequency it'_-
creases and the third critical frequency decreases. This is shown in figure 10. lligh bearing
damping may bring the first and third critical frequencies together in such a case and thus
produce a first mode shape similar to the third mode shape.

. Additionally, it was observed that when the mass ratio was increased, the maximum amplitudes
occured with inboard sensor locations nearer to thc bcaring location. Refer ligurcs 11. "l'hi_
can also be explained from the plots of the mode shapes. The maximum amplitude is observed
when the dctlection at the sensor location is zero. In such a case, the stiffness and dampin,_,
forces at the bearing location are rcduced to zero and the rotor system cs:,entially exhibils
free-free vibration. Due to this, the detlection along the rotor longitudinal axis will depend only
on the mass distribution of the rotor system and not on the bearing stiffness and damping. A
higher mass ratio means greater mass at the bearing location and therefore, lesser deflection in
free-free vibration than that at midspan. In such a case, the point of zero deflection occurs
nearer to the bearing location and a sensor placed at this point will produce the maximum
amplitude of vibration of the rotor system.

CONCLUSIONS

The modification of the rotor dynamics codes to account for sensor non-colocatior, show a definite
change in the vibrational characteristics when the sensors are moved away from the bearing lo-
cation. The following conclusions can be drawn flora this research:

. The first mode criticM frequency increases as the sensor is moved from the outboard to the
inboard direction. This is due to the tact that for the first mode, the sensors sense a greater
deflection as they move inboard and away from the beating location. This increases the tilL'c-
live stiffness of the active magnetic bearing and results in higher critical frequencies. Because
of this effect, it is possible to bypass the first critical by using lhe inboard sensors while starling
the rotor and when the rotational ti'equcncy nears the first critical, switching to the outboard
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sensors.ThishasbeensuggestedbyKeesee[3]. Thehighercriticalfrequenciescanbchandled
similarly.

. The amplitudes at the lirst critic',d will be higher with outboard sensors and decrease as the
sensors are moved inboard and away from the beating, ltowever, this is not true in certain
cases where the first and third mode coincide. In such a case, the amplitudes at the tirst critic:d
increase as the sensors arc moved inboard upto a certain point and then decrease again. "l'he
reason for such behaviour can be traced to the presense of high damping values along with the
condition of inboard sensors. The behaviour of the critical frequencies and amplitudes, with
rcg_d to changes in the sensor position, can be predicted by exanfining the mode shape of the
rotor shaft at or near the critical frequencies.

, The results indicate a fairly close agreement between the Jeffcott model and thc transfer matrix
model. The comparison indicates greater differences in amplitude values compared to critical
frequency values and greater deviation in phase angle values compared to amplitude values.

. The behaviour of the rotor system, with respect to changes in sensor location, does not indicate
any significant deviation when a constant force excitation is used instead of an unbalaJlce force
excitation.

. The effcct of sensor location on first mode critical frequency increases with hi_hcr stifthess ra-
tios. This has been explained in the second chapter, l ligher mass ratios lead to fi_crcascd
damping effects in the ttfird mode and hcnce lower the amplitudes con_ktcrablv.

The following recommendations can be made for future work in this area:

The transfer matrix model modified tor this work, does not consider the eflcct of pedestal
stifl'ness and damping, ie it assume.s a rigid tbundation. The program can easil 3 be moditicd to
take this factor into account.

2. The existing translbr matrix code can only handle circular synchronous rotati,m of the rotor
system. It can be extended to analyse non-circular and non-synchronous motion of the shall

, The constant force excitation in the transfer matrix progrmn is applied as a force function, di-
rectly on the jounml mass. The behaviour of the rotor system, when the constanl force
excitation is applied as a displacement functkm, and on the bearing or pedestal mass, m'cds to
be investigated.

. 'lhe modified transfer matrix code assumes that no couplings arc present in the rotor lon_-
tudin',d cross-section. The code can be modificd for thc presence of a coupling, which then,
would only transfer displacements and shc_s across the connection, but would not transfer the
moments.
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Figure 4. The eight stage centrifugal compressor rotor system
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2 MASS MODEL, UNBALANCE EXCITATION, M = I, K = 2, AIIPIIA = 0.3
FREQ = 130 HZ, CONVERGENCE TO XC, TRUE SOLU I'ION = 7.649442

i ....

No. of Taylor's series
Iter. Convcrgence

1
2
3
4
5

8
9
10
|1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

3.51)0004
8.051951
7.737319
7.581234
7.849375
3.625942
69.54724
-959.629
15109.55
-235777.3
3681287.0

% Diff. from
true Soln.

54.24
-5.26
-I.15
0.89
-2.61
52.60
-809.2
12645.1
- 197425
3082381
-48124809

Secant method

Convcrgence

3.51)0004
8.051951
7.737319
7.931)811
7.605373
7.642738
7.655252
7.65003O
7.649057
7.649363
7.649458
7.649447
7.649434
7.649441
7.649443
7.649442
7.649441
7.649441
7.649442

% Diff. from
truc Soln.

54.24
-5.26
-1.15
-3.68
0.576
0.088
-O.O76
-0.0077
0.0050
0.001
-0.0002 I
-0.00o065
0.000 I
0.000013
-0.00t)0 ! 3
0.0
0.000013
0.000013
0.0

Si,nplc
Iteration

3.500004
8.051951
7.737319
7.628863
7.648726
7.650135
7.649398
7.649425
7.649445
7.649442
7.649442
7.649442
7.649442
7.649442
7.649442
7.649442
7.649442
7.649442
7.649442

% Diff. fl'om
true Soln.

54.24
-5.26
-!.15
0.27
0.0094
-0.0091
0.00058
0.00022
-0.00004
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Table 1. Comparison of different convergence schemes
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FIRST MODE, UNBALANCE EXCITATION, M = 2, K = 2, BEARING/(.MIDSI'AN)

= -0.2

Critical Frequency
Amplitude
Phase Angle

= 0.0

Critical Frequency
Amplitude
Phase Angle

= 0.2

Critical Frequency
Amplitude
Phase Angle

Jcffcott Code

32.167 / (32.167)
2.285 / (4.425)
103.48 / (102.57)

35.333 / (35.333)
1.408 / (3.402)
90.214 / (88.398)

40.333 / (40.333)
0.539 t (2.282)
92.571 ] (86.391)

Transfer matrix
Code

32.167 / (32.167)
2.302 / (4.482)
86 / (85. I)

35.333 / (35.333)
2.408 / (3.402)
92.6 / (89.8)

40. !67 / (40.000)
0.571 / (2.310)
104.1 / (81.8)

% Difference

0 / (0)
-0.74 / (-!.29)
i 6.89 / (17.03)

o / (I))
o / (-0.o3)
- t.54 / (- 1.59)

0.41 / (|).83)
-5.94 / (-1.27)
-12.45 / (5.31)

]'able 2. Comparison of the results of the 2 mass rotor system, for the Jeffcott model and the transfer
matrix method
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FIRSTMOI)E, CONSTANT FORCE EXCITATION, M = !, K = 2, BEARING/(Mll)SPAN)

= -0.2

Critical Frequency
Amplitude
Phase Angle

- 0.0

Critical Frequency
Amplitude
Ph:tse Angle

,, = 0.2

Critical Frequency
Amplitude
Phase Angle

Jeffcott Code

32.167 / (32.167)
4.577 / (8.896)
104.24 / (104.24)

35.333 / (35.333)
3.045 / (7.352)
90.214 / (90.214)

40.333 / (40.333)
1.335 / (5.643)
88.527 / (88.527)

Transfer matrix
Code

32.167 / (32.167)
5.410 / (10.522)
86.8 / (86.8)

35.333 / (35.333)
3.262 / (7.882)
91.6 / (91.6)

40.0o0 / (40.0o0)
1.420 / (5.709)
83.9 / (83.9)

% Difference

0 / (0)
-18.20 / (-18.2_)
16.73 / (16.73)

0 / (I))
-7.13 / (-7.21)
- 1.54 / (-1.54)

0.83 / (0.83)
-6.37 [ (-I.17)
5.23 / (5,23)

Table 3. Comparison of the results of the 2 mass rotor system, for the ,leffcott model and the transfer
matrix method
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ROTOR SYSTEM PROI'ERTY SI UNITS ENGLISIt UNITS

Total rotor length 1879.6 mm 74.0 in

Distance to bearing 1 centerfine 304.8 mm 12.0 in

Distance to sensor at bearing I."

Outboard sensor

Inboard sensor

190.5 mm

419.I mm

7.5 in

16.5 in

Distance to bearing 2 centerline 1574.8 mm 62.0 in

Distance to sensor at bearing2."

Inboard sensor

Outboard sensor

1460.5 mm

1689.1 mm

57.5 in

66.5 in

Mid-span diameter 177.8 mm 7.0 in

Journal diameter 177.8 mm 7.0 in

Journal length 254.0 mm l(O in

Tolal rotor weight

Reaction at bearing 1

Reaction at bearing 2

2.9,5 KN

1.4/KN

1.54 KN

317.0 lb/

346.2 lbl

'Fable 4. Data for eight stage centrifugal rotor system model
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!. INTRODUCTION.

This research is part of a NASA program to investigate the feasibility of applying
high-T c superconducting ceramics to the development of a high-field (5-6 Tesla) magnet,
with an ultimate objective of utilizing these materials in a liquid nitrogen cooled wind tunnel
mag.netic suspension balance. The current state of the high-'F c superconducting ceramics
inhibits their immediate application to high-field magnets for a number of reasons. Their
superconducting properties are strongly anisotropic, with preferential critical performance
perpendicular to the perovskite c-axis, i.e., in the a-b plane of the crystal. As a consequence,
the bulk ceramics, which have largely random crystal orientations are not suitable for
optimal engineering. Epitaxial films can be prepared in which the c-axis is parallel to the
plane of the substrate, i.e., perpendicular to the substrate surface, ttowever, since the
design and demonstration of a high-T c superconducting high-field magnet will require
preferential c-axis orientation over a large topological surface, many of the w, cuum epitaxial
deposition techniques are not suited for this application because of the limited surface areas
which can be coated.

Thesc issues :an be circumvented by adwmcing chemical spray pyrolysis as a means
to deposit large are_ fihns on to a tape wire which can then be configured into the geometry
necessary to drive the magnetic field. Chemical spray pyrolysis has a number of adwlntages.
It is inexpensive. It can produce good quality films over very large areas. It is an open
system deposition technique so continuous strips of film can be prepared, and it has already
demonstrated feasibility in a number of electronics applications, particularly in the field of
solar cell fabrication.

This paper reports on the deposition of TI-Ba-Ca-Cu-O thick films by spray
pyrolyzing a Ba-Ca-Cu-O precursor film and diffusing thallium into the film to tk)rm the
superconducting phase. This approach was taken to reduce exposure to thallium and its
health and safety hazards. The TI-Ba-Ca-Cu-O system was selected because it has very'
attractive features which make it appealing to device and manufacturing engineering.
T1-Ba-Ca-Cu-O will accommodate a number of superconducting phases. Thi,, attribute
makes it very forgiving to stoichiometric fluctuations in the bulk aJ_d film. It ha,, excellent
thermal and chemical stability, and appears to be relatively insensitive to chemical
impurities. Oxygen is tightly bound into the system, consequently there is no orthorhombic
(conductor) to tetragonal (insulator) transitio'n which would affect a component's lifetime.
More significantly, the thallium based superconductors appear to have harder magnetic
properties than the other high-T_, oxide ceramics. Estimates using magnctorcsistance
measurements, [t], indicate that at 77 K TI2BazCaCt, eO_0 will have an upper critical field,
I_2, of 26 Tesla for applied fields parallel to the c-axis and = It)00 q'esla for ficlds _riented in
the a-b plane. [2]

Results to date have shown that superconducting films can be reproducibly deposited
on 100 oriented MgO substrates. One film had a zero resistance temperature of 111.5 K.
Furthermore, x-ray diffraction analysis of the films showed preferential c-axis orientation
parallel to the plane of the substrate. These results have now made it possible to co'lsider
the manufacture of a superconducting tape wire which can bc configt, red into a tOl_ology
useful for high-field magnet designs. This paper will review the research which lead to the
preparation of these films and plans fl_r further development.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

In chemical spray pyrolysis soluble salts of the metallic components of the
superconducting ceramic are dissolved in solution in stoichiometric amounts. In this work
the nitrate precursors of barium, calcium, and copper, (Ba(NO3)2, Ca(NO3)2, ('u(NO3)2).
were used. Once thoroughly mixed this solution can be sprayed onto a surface which is hot
enough to volatilize the transport fluid and then allow ttle salts to decompose, oxidize and
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form a polycrystalline ceramic. Ultrasonic techniques were used to nebulize the solution
into droplets. The sprayed surface is thermally treated in the presence of oxygen, air is
suitable, to decompose the nitrates into their respective oxides. Once a Ba-Ca-Cu-O oxide
precursor film had been formed thallium was diffused into the film which was then thermally
processed to produce the superconductive TI-Ba-Ca-Cu-O phase.

Stoichiometric control is crucial to the electromagnetic performance of high-T c
superconducting ceramics. Thus a primary objective of the Phase I effort is to tune the
spray process to produce Ba-Ca-Cu-O precursor thin/thick films with stoichiometric control
and uniformity. A second objective of the program is to fuse all the individual metallic ions
into a uniform polycrystalline ceramic prior to thallium diffusion processing. Oxides of Ba
and Ca fused into crystalline copper oxide structures are less likely to outgas during
subsequent thermal annealing and thallium diffusion processing than would amorphous
barium or calcium oxides loosely distributed in the film. Furthermore, a fused crystal
structure will have better order and chemical uniformity.

It is therefore a fundamental c_bjective of this program to eliminate single species
clustering or agglomerations in the films, enhance grain alignment, and to promote superior
microstructure. This can be achieved by using a suitable chemical "binder" in the solution
which favors thorough dissolution, intermixing and complexation of the different reactants
prior to deposition. Ideally, this solvent should enhance mutual reactivity of the salts during
the crystal fusion process.

A. PRECURSOR DEVELOPMENT AND S'roIcIIIOMETRIC CONTROL.

To develop stoichiometric control over the process and to avoid single component
clustering in the films the effect of solution solvent and substrate temperature on metal ion
incorporation, surface morphology and chemical uniformity were evaluated. The thermal
behavior of each of the individual nitrate compounds was measured. These measurements
were then used to evaluate the effect of a particular solvent by comparison to thermal
analysis on a dried residue of that solution in which the nitrates were mixed in stoichiometric
amounts.

Since nitrate compounds are generally hygroscopic and their molecular weights can
be altered by ambient humidity conditions, stock solutions of each nitrate were prepared.
Stock solution concentration was measured using Atomic Absorption spectroscopy, (AA),
by Northern Analytical Laboratory, Amherst, NH.

1. Metallic Nitrate Precursor Denitration/Decomposition
The denitration of the individual cation precursors was studied by drying Ba(NO3)2,

Ca(NO3) 2, and Cu(NO3) 2 water solutions on alumina substrates. The thin fihi_ material
was scratched off the surface and analyzed using differential thcrmogravimctric analysis,

DTGA). These measurements were performed by Robcrt J. Andrews with the S()lid State
ciences Directorate, of the Rome Air Development Center, Hanscom AFB, MA ush_g a

Perkin-Elmer Delta Series TGA7 Thermal Analyzer.

a. Thermal Denitration/Decomposition of Cu(N03) 2 in Water Sohaion.
X-ray diffraction spectra on sprayed fihns shows that Cu(NO3) 2 in an aqueous

environment breaks down at elevated temperatures to form Cu2(Olt)yNO 3. DTGA
analysis of the dried Cu(NO3)2-water complex, shown in Figure 1, indicates that the
temperature for maximal denitration/dehydration of the Cu(NO3) 2 is 265 ° C. All thermal
analysis measurements were done in oxygen atmospheres. It appears that between 10° and
210 ° C residual water is driven from the film residue. A very sharp transition is observed
between 210 ° C and 310 ° C which is attributed to the denitration/dehydration of
Cu2(OH)3"NO 3. The 33.7% percentage weight change between 210 ° C and 1010 ° C agrees
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favorably with the formation of CuO from Cu2(OH)yNO3, on the basis of the following
fractional weight percents:

Cu2(OH)3"NO 3 ---> CuO + oxides of nitrogen.
fractional
wt% 100% 66.2% 33.8%

The chemical stability of CuO in oxygen at higher temperatures is evident.

b. Thermal Denitration/Decomposition of Ca (NO3) 2 bz Water Solution.
Analysis on Ca(NO3)2, (see Figure 2), shows dehydration below 200 ° C, and a

percentage weight change of 66.1% between 400 ° C and 750 ° C. Unlike the cupprous
reaction, a series of weaker outgassing peaks are observed in the first derivative spectra
prior to a very pronounced rate of weight loss at 733 ° C. This data agrees quite favorably
with the formation ('aO through the following path:

Ca(NO3) 2 --> CaO + oxides of nitrogen
fractional
wt% 10(1% 34.16% 65.84 %.

CaO appears to be stable in oxygen above 740 ° C, after denilration.

c. Therrnal Denitration/Decomposition of Ba(N03) 2 & Water Solution.

The barium nitrates, Ba(NO3)2, are the most stable of the starting comt)ounds. (See
Figure 3). First derivative spectra indicates pyrolytic phenomena starts above 600 ° C. A
stable regime is noted between 800 ° and 900 ° C. This stability breaks down above 900 ° C,
but first derivative spectra shows the film tends towards stability again above 1010 ° C. The
percentage weight change between room temperature and 1010 ° is 40.4%, which is close to
the fractional weight which would be lost in the formation of BaO:

Ba(NO3)2 --> BaO + oxides of nitrogen
fractional
wt % 100% 58.65 % 41.35 %

The stable oxynitrate phase observed in the Ba(NO3) 2 derivative between 800 ° and
90(1° C can not be identified at. this time. The Ba(NO_ 3)_9 DTGA data su_z_g,ests._ that unless.
the presence of the other mtrates, (Cu(NO3) 2 and its derivatives, or Ca(NO3)2), can
accelerate conversion of Ba(NO3) 2 to BaO at'lower temperat ures, annealing above 1000 C
will be required to completely denitrate the BaCaCuO precursor fihns.

2. Effects of Solvents and Chemical Binders on Nitrate Denitration/Decomposition in Mixed
Precursor Solutions.

To study identify optimal solution chemistry and chemical binder activity the nitrate
precursors were mixed in stoichiometric ratios of 212 Ba:Ca:Cu and dissolved in:

A) A water-only solution

B) An ethanol-(20% vol)/water solution

C) A glycerol-(20% vol)/water solution

Each solution was dried on a hot (120 ° to 230 ° C depending on solvent volatility) alumina
substrate. DTGA scans were run to observe effects of the solvents anti the other nitrates on

chemical reactivity during denitration. Ethanol solutions were considered to reduce
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Ba(NO3) 2 precipitation from solution. Glycerol solutions were considered to reduce single
nitrate species agglomerations in solution and to enhance the chemical reactivity between
the different nitrate compounds. The glycerol molecule provides a longer chain with
hydrogen bonding sites which could conceivably complex different _litrate species in close
physical proximity to one another.

The fractional chemical weight distributions for solutions tested were determined

using a 212 ratio:

Ba(NO3) 2 Ca(NO3)2 Cu(NO3)2
Ratio 2 1 2
wt% 49.12% 15.49% 35.39%.

a. The Effect of a Water-only Solvent.
Figure 4 shows DTGA spectra for the nitrates when dissolved in water only.

Thermogravimetric changes below 200 ° C are being attributed to water absorbed in the
nitrate film by exposure to air. Copper denitration proceeds as before, unaffected by the
presence of the other nitrate complexes. Its characteristic spectra in the first derivative is
once again observed at 265 ° C. The percentage weight change observed between 228 ° C
and 369 ° C was roughly 11%, and is attributed to copper denitration. This is in general
agreement with an 11.9% weight differential that would be expected using the fractional
weight percentage change observed during Cu2(OH)3"NO3 denitraticm/dehydratic_n
between 220 ° C and 300 ° C.

In mixed-water solutions Ca(NO3) 2 and Ba(NO3) 2 denitration appears to be shifted
to lower temperatures. Principal first derivative spectra for the denitration transiticms are
observed between 375 ° C and 700 ° C. This is in rough agreement with the Ca(NO3) 2
spectra, but is contrary to the findings for Ba(NO3) 2. It appears as though Ca(NO3) 2 and
Ba(NO3) 2 denitration is accelerated by each other's presence or by the copper oxides in the
films. It is also plausible that Ca(NO3) 2 and Ba(NO3) 2 complex together in aqueous
solutions. Calculations of the fractional weight percent changes using the individual
denitration data predicts a total percentage weight change of 57.56%, in rough agreement
with the 54.35% weight change observed in the mixed films. It seems reasonable to assume
that in water-only solvents most denitration should bc complete above temperatures of 700 °
C.

b. The Effect of a Water-20% vol Ethanol Solvent.
Figure 5 shows DTGA spectra from the 20%-vol ethanol solution. Spectral

signatures in the 0th and 1st derivative spectra are identical, indicating Cu2(OIt)yNO 3
denitration again proceeds unaffected by the presence of either Ca(NO3) 2 c_r Ba(NO3) 2 in
ethanol solvents. An analytical comparison was not possible.

Figure 6 shows the Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) measurements in
oxygen on the dried residue of the precursors mixed in water and 20% vol ethanol solution.
Strong endothermic peaks are noticeable at temperatures just below outgassing

temperatures identified by DTGA. (See Figure 5). This suggests that the individual nitrates
are breaking apart seemingly unaffected by each others presence. The l_ck of any

exothermicpeaks in the spectra shows that no latent heats of crystal fusion are being
released. Although the use of ethanol may help dissolve Ba(NO3) 2 and prevent its
precipitation from solution, it does not promc_te the formation of fused crystal
microstructures.
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Furthermore, the addition of ethanol to the solution reduces the liquid surface
tension to such a degree that boiling during the drying process caused liquid drops carrying
raw materials powders to spew from the substrate. Ethanol experimentation was
discontinued at this point because of the adverse effects splattering would have on
stoichiometric control.

c. The Effect of a Water-20% Glycerol Solvent.

Experimentation with glycerol solutions was conducted to try to improve film
uniformity. Since glycerol is a chain molecule with many hydrogen bonding sites the
individualnitrate species have a better chance of being physically complexed closer to each
other if they bind at different sites along the chain. It is intended that the close physical
proximity of the individual nitrate species provided by the glycerol chain would improve
uniformity, inhibit single species clustering, and enhance the formation of BaCaCuO
crystallites. Stoichiometric formation of BaCaCuO crystallites is preferred to CuO
crystallites segregated from CaO/BaO polymorphous phases. This will help ensure chemical
integrity during subsequent processing and single phase formation during thallium diffusion.

Figure 7 shows that the qualitative character of glycerol-complcxed BaCaCu-
denitration in oxygen changes substantially. DTGA spectra below 182 C, (the boiling point
of glycerol) is due primarily to dehydration. Spectra between 182 ° C and 250 ° C is attributed
to glycerol outgassmg. The most notable feature of this spectra is that Cu2(OH)3"NO3, if it
is at all pre_ent in the glycerol residue, no longer denitrates by itself. Furthermore, the
largest relative change in weight occurs below 500 ° C. The weight change between 250 ° and
500 ° C accounts for roughly 67% of all outgassing above 250 ° C. This indicates that
Ca(NO3) 2 and Ba(NO3) 2 denitration participates in the copper oxide conversions and that

BaCaCu complexes are being formed in solution. Roughly one third of the relative weight
change occurs above 500 ° which can be solely attributed to Ca(NO3) 2 and Ba(NO3) 2
(complexed) denitration. This data also shows that the microcrystallites formed with a
glycerol binder are relatively stable in oxygen at temperaturcs up to =900 ° C. Change_ in
the first derivative spectra above 900°C suggest that the compound could break dow1_ at
elevated temperature.

Figure 8 shows DSC spectra under oxygen atmospheres for the mixed precursors
formed in water/glycerol solvents. Three exothermic peaks are evident at 204 ° C, =300 ° C,
and 34l ° C. This data, and the marked change in the DTGA spectra for glycerol soluti_)ns is
direct evidence that the glycerol molecule chemically binds the individual metallic nitrate
precursors, promotes reactivity between the precursors and the formation of microstrut:tural
crystallites in the sprayed films after thermal processing. An unusu_l feature of this spectra
is that structural relaxation is not observed at temperatures slightly below the principal
outgassing band between 251)° and 500 ° C.

3. Effect of Substrate Temperature on Film Deposition
In chemical spray pyrolysis substrate temperature can affect both surface

morphology and film stoichiometry. Thermal mass transfer, convection currents, vapor
phase dynamics or evaporative effects and secondary chemical re_ctions can adversely
affect chemical incorporation rates into the films. The thermodynamics of this deposition
technique has not yet been fully characterized so process control has t_ be obtained through
empirical study uniquely. To identil), suitable substrate temperatures che_aical
incorporation was studied by spraying 223 BaCaCu-nitzate ratios dissolved in all tlree
solvents at substrate temperatures between 180 ° and 350 ° C.

Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy was performed on the films to ev_,_uate
atomic ratios. Figure 9 shows the atomic Ca/Cu and Ba/Cu ratios obser_,ed in the films
sprayed using an ethanol 20%-vol solvent versus substrate temperature. The Ca/C,, and
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Ba/Cu ratios used in solution are also shown. By simple inspection it is apparent that during

the spray process both Ca and Cu are not fully incorporated since the Ba/Cu film ratio is
always greater than the solution ratio and the Ca/Cu film ratio is always less than the
solution ratio.

Figure 10 shows copper and calcium incorporation rates against substrate
temperature between 180 ° and 350 ° C. Incorporation rates were calculated assuming
Ba(NO3) 2 is incorporated at 100%. Under this assumption a system of three linearly
coupled equations can be constructed for which there are two tmknowns. Percentages of Ca
and Cu lost can be calculated against Ba incorporation using the ratio of each in the
solution. The accuracy of the calculation can be tested by comparing the ratio of Ca/Cu in
the films to value obtained through calculation. Figure 11 shows the percentage differences
between the calculated and observed values,

A very sharl_ increase in the copper incorporation and an enhancement in the
calcium incorporation was observed at 261 ° C. This matches the peak denitration
temperature for Ct_ NO3) 2. This would appear to suggest that film incorp_mlti_m rates for
the metallic catiov_ can be quite sensitive to oxidizing conditions and mass transter
phenomena at the s _bstrate surface.

Since subst ate temperature has such a strong influence on the resultant
stoichiometry in th, _ hydroxynitrate films a hot plate was ccmstructed to control substrate
temperature to wi hin 1° C. This construction employs an Omega(TM) Series 2000
Programmable Temperature Controller capable ¢_f ramp and scmk temperature cycling.

• .Films prepared from glycerol 20%-vol solvents were far less susceptible to surface
reactwlty, bcannmg Electron Microscopy (SEM) revealed that a 260 ° C substrate
temperature provided the best surface morphologies. Plates 1-3 show surface
characteristics of films prepared using water-only, ethanol (20% vol), and glycerol (2(1% vol)
at that substrate temperature. Both the ethanol and water-only films show signs of single
species agglomeration as indicated by the DTGA spectra. Althcmgh the films prepared with
glycerol had the best submicron microstructures, (See Plate 4), they remained quite p_)rous,
(Plate 5), with a high density of weak link interconnections between grain granules.

Continued r search using glycerol (20% vol)/watcr solvents sprayed ont¢_ substrates
heated to 260 ° C h._s shown that solution stoichiometries can be reproduced in the films.
Table I shows atomic percents measured in a series of films using semiquantitative t:,nergy
Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopic analysis, by Photometrics, Inc., Woburn, MA.. These
results indicate that a strong correlation between solulion and film stoichiometries can be
achieved using these process parameters. Plate 6 is a backscattcred scanning ctectron
micrograph of sam I,le 223-02. Good chemical ulliformity and small microstructures can be
formed using these _rocess conditions.

B. EFFECT OF SUBST|:ATES ON TilE QUALI'I'YOF ANNEAI,FDFII,MN.
Precursor fi ms were prepared cm < 100> oriented epitaxially polished ytterium-

stabilized zirconia I YSZ) and magnesium-oxide substrates. After spraying at a substrate
temperature of 260 ° C in air the films were immediately dcnitrated by thermal bake out
using a temperature cycle determined from thermal analysis measurements.

In both instances microcracking was obscrvcd in the oxide precursors. This is a
shortcoming to any solution process where the films essentially have to be dried fr_m a
slurry and large volumes of reactant by-product is driven from their interior. This results in
a generally porous texture. Films sprayed onto YSZ substrate had very poor adhesion t(_ the
substrate after the denitration process, and were not suitable tier Tl-diffusion. (See Plate 5).



Most of the YSZ-substratefilms were damagedduring the diffusion step either by film
evaporationor flaking.

Filmsdepositedonto MgO substrateshadsharplyreducedmicrocrackdensitiesand
far superioradhesion. The MgO substratefilms did indeedbecomesuperconductingafter
Tl-diffusion whensuitableprocessingparameterswere used. No increasedmicrocracking
wasobservedevenafter electricalcharacterizationin liquid nitrogen. Theseresultssuggest
very strong suitability of MgO substrateswith TI-Ba-Ca-Cu-O superconductingfilms
preparedusingsolutionprocessesovera rangeof temperaturefrom 77K to 1225K.

C. TilAIJ.IUM DIFFUSION PROCESSING.

The superconductive TI-Ba-Ca-Cu-O phase is formed from the Ba-Ca-Cu-O
precursor by diffusing thallium into the film. This can be done with a pellet of thallium
oxide in a small porcelain crucible. The pellet is of sufficient size so that it does not totally
evaporate during the short annealing step. The substrate containing the precursor films is
suspended over the crucible and the assembly is placed in a quartz tube furnace at 850 ° C
for 15 minutes. During the process, argon, air, oxygen, or a mixture of gasses are flowed
over the sample. Only oxygen atmospheres were successful in preventing the sprayed
precursor films from evaporating off of the substrate. The gas flow r_te is adlusted
empirically to optimize the oxygen content of the resulting fihn and to maintain sul icient
oxygen overpressures above the films.

D. ELECTRICM_PROn'ERTES OF TIlE SUPFRCONI)UCTINGFILMS.

Figure 12 shows the R-T curve for the first superconducting sample obtained. The
transition is sharp and the zero-resistance temperature is 112 K. While this is not the
highest temperature reached by the thallium containing superccmduclors, it exceed._ the
highest reported value for sprayed films by 15 K. [3] In all five superconducting films were
produced with zero resistance temperatures ranging between 97 K and 112 K.

Preliminary measurements of critical currents at 77 K in these spray pyrolyzed films
range between 100 and 250 A/cm 2. These values are low for high-field magnet applications
and result in major part from the porosity of the films, excessive weak link interconnections,
poor grain alignment, and nonuniform crystallographic orientation. Many _f these
deficiencies can bt reduced by finer tuning the process.

E. CRYSTAI.I,OGRAPlilC ORIENTATION OF T|iE CERAMIC.

An important consideration if the construction of useful magnets is the orientation of
the material in the films used. To obtain high critical currents needed fl)r high fields, the
crystal grains in polycrystalline films should be oriented with the c-axis perpendicular to the
substrate so that the current flows in the a-b plane. Thus, it was important for us to
determine whether or not films could be deposited with a preferential orientation. After
processing, we analyzed our fihns using XRD and determined that the films grew with the
c-axis perpendicular to the substrate surface.

Table II compares the x-ray diffraction patterns of TI-Ba-Ca-Cu-O bulk powders to

an epitaxial thin film prepared by rf-sputtering and the Tc = 112 K fihn prepared by
chemical spray pyrolysis and thallium diffusion. The epitaxial film has total c-axis
orientation in the plane of the substrate, and the powder diffraction has completely randtm_
orientations. The c-axis oriented panerns are highlighted and the normalized peak
intensities are given to show preferential c-axis orientation in the plane of the substrate for
the spray pyrolyzed film.
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F. SIINER-DOPING EXPFRIMVNTATION.

Silver doping into the precursor films can be easily achieved using silver nitrate,
Ag(NO3)2, which dissolves readily into water. Silver incorporation into the Y-Ba-Cu-O has
been shown to greatly enhance critical current densities, ductility anti other mechanical
properties. For these reasons the feasibility of silver-doping by chemical spray pyrolysis was
examined in Phase I.

Three silver-, loped films ()0%-, 20%-, and 30%-wt) were prepared _md each showed
negligible microcrack densities atter denitration baking, regardless of the substrate used, i.e.,
YSZ or MgO. Untortunately in an attempt to phase separate the Ba-Ca-Cu-O precursor
from the silver, by annealing at 1000 C, the silver-doped films evaporated. An undoped film

was annealed at the same time and it did not completely evaporate which suggests that silver
incorporation into the Ba-Ca-Cu-O precursor increases the vapor pressure of the
compound.

III. PLANS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT.

The successfld demonstration of a deposition process for high-To superconducting
films which can be applied to the preparation of large-area thick films has now n_ade it
possible to consider the manufacture of liquid nitrogen-cooled supe:conducling wirc tape.
A cross-section of a prototype design for this construction is giv:en in Figure 13. As
diagrammed, a stainless steel strength membered copper tape will be used as the base
structure. Spray pyrolyzed MgO film will be deposited upon it to provide good adhesion

between the superconductor and the support structure. Researchers at the Naval Research
Laboratories, Washin/_ton, D.C., have successfully demonstrated that spray pyrolysis can be
used to deposit 100 ortented MgO films on sapphire, fused silica, and silicon. [4]

Silver-dope_' TIBaCaCuO films will be sprayed through a mask to form tracks on the
MgO-coated base ;,pe. The use of silver is being considered to improve the ceramic's
ductility and mecl-,',nical workability, [5], as well as to enh_nce the m;_erJal's current
carrying capability. [eJ] Applying the superconductor in the wire as tracks should also reduce
A.C. losses and improve thermal and electrical shunting of the stored energies and stresses
which develop in the films and can quench a superconducting magnetic coil. A silver layer
will overlay the superconductor to improve conduction to the copper shunt, and an
insulating tape will cap the tape to inhibit high-voltage electrical discharging between
windings when the tape is assembled into an operating coil. This design is being considered
because it provides sufficient structural support to the mechanical stresses expected from
5-6 Tesla magnetic fields.

A major _,bjective in the successful dcmonstration of a high-field m_,gllet will be the
development of strong flux pinning potentials in the superconducting films. It will be
necessary to pin magnetic fluxoids at defect sites with sufficient strength to resist the I.orentz
forces induced by the driving currents. The free movement of fluxoids in the
superconducting wire tape will dissipate energy and pirlch-off critical current dcnsitic._
needed to operate in strong magnetic fields. The wdue of critical currcitt densities in all
type-ll superconductors is strongly affected by processing parameters and is n_)t nt.'ccssarily
an intrinsic property of the superconducting system T,,_ achieve this aim significam rcsezJrch
will be dedicated to optimizing c-axis orientation of the films by, adjusling dcp(_sition
parameters, and using other salt reactants or chemical binders in fabricating the precursor
films. The application of nuclear irradiation [71 and mechanical shock compression1 [,v] c;_n
improve flux pinning potentials and will be evaluated in this development as w,e!I.

Finally, once large are;_ films have been deposited onto the tape strucl tire whi_'h have

suitable electrical properties, the spatial characteristics of currents i]_)wing in thc,;e fihns
under applied magnet3c fields will be measured. These meast_remenl,s will b.c crtwi,,] tc_ the
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determination of the optimal topological surface structure for the high-field magnet. This

work will be done with the MIT Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory in Cambridge,
MA. Once these properties have been assessed, a coil utiliznng the wire tape in a pancake,
Bitter coil, or hybrid pancake-Bitter coil geometry will be designed to generate a 5-6 Tesla
field and tested.
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TABLE I

DESIRED ATOMIC MEASURED ATOMIC SURFACE
PERCENTAGES PERCENTAGES UNI-

Ba Ca Cu Ba Ca Cu FORMITY

223-02 28.57 28.57 42.86 30%+2 28%+2 42°/o+2 GOOD
233-02 25.00 37.50 37.50 28*/'=+2 41%+2 30%+2 POOR
243-01 22.22 '44.44 33.33 22%_-L1 46%+2 32%+__2 GOOD
253-02 20.00 50.00 30.00 20%+1 48%--+2 32%__2 GOOD
224-02 25.00 25.00 50.00 29%+2 29%+__2 41%+2 POOR
225-01 22.22 22.22 55.56 26%+2 25%+_..2 48%_2 POOR

Table I. Stoichiometric control achieved by spraying nitrate precursors
dissolved in water and 20%-vol glycerol on substrates heated to 260 C.

Table II-XRD orientation

POWDER PYROLYSIS RF SPUTrERIN(;

(hkl) I/h) (hkl) 1]!o (hkl) I/Io

002/5 002/2 002/9
004/2 004/5

006/5 006/4 006/8
008/4

103/5
105/1

0010__/9 001__0/8 001__0/9
] 07/87 107/3

110/2

200/100
118/14
119/5
205/5

2 l(1/17
212/10
2 t4/8
22O/47

300/18

316/14

001__2/,100

IOJLL/1
200/2
11jL2/21

OOL_/.loo

215/1
001___/25 001!8/18

X-ray diffraction patterns for TI2CaBa2Cu 2. The preferential orientations of a spray
pyrolyzed film prepared during Phase 1 is compared to those of an cpitaxial rf-
sputtered film, (Yolchikawa, et al., Appl. Phys., July 18, 1988), and to the random
orientations of a powder sample, (Hcrmann, PHYS. R.IZV.) LETT., Vol. (,(), No. 10,

l,)S8).
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Figure 1. DTGA spectra of Cu2(Ol-I)3"NO3-the residue of aqueous Cu(NO3) 2 dried
at 170 C.
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Figure 2. DTGA spectra of aqueous Ca(NO3)2 dried at 170 C.
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Figure 3. DTGA spectra of aqueous Ba(NO3)2 dried at 170 C.
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Figure 5. DTGA spectra of mixed 212-Ba-Ca-Cu hydroxynitri, tes dissolvcd in water
and ethanol (20% vol) and dried at 120 C in a,r.
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Figure 6. DSC me;_surement of 2-l-2-Ba-Ca-Cu hydroxynitrate residue'mixed in
water .'rod 20%-vol elhanol solution in ;in oxygen atmosphere.
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Cu/Cu and IJ_/Cu R_tion in Film ¢_nd Solution vernu_ Sub_trate Temper_Lture
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Figure 9. Ba/Cu and Ca/Cu atomic ratios in lilms sprayed from mixed BaCaCu
nitrates dissolved in water and ethanol (20_vol) versus _ubstrate
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Plate 1. SEM micrograph of a spray pyrolyzed Ba-Ca-Cu-O precursor prepared
using a water-only solution. (Magnification 1250 X).

Plate 2. SEM micrograph of a spray pyrolyzed Ba-Ca-Cu-O precursor prepared
using a 20%-vol ethanol/water solution. (Magnification 1250 X).
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Plate 3. SEM micrograph of a spray pyrolyzed Ba-Ca Cu-O precursor prepared
using a 20%-vol glycerol/water solution. (Magnifi{:ati()n 1250 X).
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Plate 4. SEM micrograph of the submicron _nicr-ostructufe c_fthe orain granules in a
spray pyrolyzed Ba--Ca-Cu-O precursor film prepared using a 20%-vol
glycerol/water solution. Weak links connectirlg granules limit high critical
current densities. (Magnification 12.9K X).
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Plate 5. SEM micrograph of a crack in a Ba-Ca-Cu-O precursor film lifting off from a
ytterium-stabilized zirconia substrate reveals the porosity of the preliminary
films. The high density of weak links in the films will have to be reduced to
obtain reasonable critical current densities. (Magnification 3.01K X).

Plate 6. Backscattered electron SEM micrograph showing the baseline chemical
uniformity of the Ba-Ca-Cu-O precursor film prepared using a 20%-vol
glycerol/water solution. (Magnification 321 X).
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Dantam Rao

The purpose of this session is to explore the interest of the magnetic bearing community in
applying superconductors to magnetic suspension systems and to discuss the issues related to these
applications. As most of you probably know, superconductors have good potential, at least
theoretically; the current density of superconductors is an order of magnitude or a couple of orders
of magnitude higher than the current density of copper. Typical values are about 10 Amps per
square millimeter versus about 100 Amps per square millimeter and flux densities are also fairly
high. The flux density of copper as used in magnetic bearings is limited by iron to about 2.3 Teskt
compared to the flux density of superconductors which could be demonstrated up to about 20 Tesla
for short samples but typically about 5 Tesla normally. So this theoretical potential could be
translated into some practical applications to improve performance. I think that this is the particular
motivation for this session. We have a panel that consists of people who I suppose most of you
know. On the right side we have Gerry Brown from NASA Lewis who was in the
superconductivity area about 30 years back dealing with superconducting magnets and Dr.
Abdelsalam from Madison Magnetics who has been working for the past 10 years on MSBS and
associated systems and on the left side we have Dr. Warren Kelliher from NASA Langley who is
working in the area of high Tc superconductor development and applications, and on the left most

side we have David Eisenhaure, President of SatCon Corporation who has expertise in Low Tc
superconducting suspension applications. The way in which we thought we could organize this
panel discussion was to give some time to individual panel members to give us their views about
the applications and possible potentials of superconductors and then to have audience participation
for interactive discussion to identify other potential applications. We'll start with Gerry Brown to
talk about his views.

Gerald Brown

As far as applications go, I will note the ones that we are interested in at NASA Lewis
where cryogenic temperatures are inherently available, such as turbo pumps for perhaps the Space
Shuttle main engines or orbital transfer vehicles. Liquid hydrogen is the most attractive from a
temperature viewpoint because its way below the critical temperatures of the superconductors we
are talking about and also its perhaps the safer application. I'm not sure whether people are that
ready to accept heavy current windings in a lox pump where every metal present can become fuel
We're also interested in vibration isolation in space at Lewis but because of the associated
cryogenic support that you would need with high temperature superconductors I don't really see
them as being applicable in that area except perhaps if you have a very large coarse isolation stage.
For instance if you were going to isolate the entire experiment payload bay; get a rough isolation at
that level where you could afford perhaps the cryogenic support system and then provide finer
isolation at the experiment level. One of the key problems of high Tc superconductors (many have
already been mentioned), current density, looks as if it will come along. I was talking to John
Steckly and he mentioned that there had been reports of current densities that riwd that of NbTi,
Niobium Titanium. Structural integrity of the ceramics is often focused on but this is not a new
problem. It has always been assumed that the inter-metallics like Niobium-Tin and that sort of
compound would fail if you ever allowed the superconductor to go into tension so it's always a
prestressed compressive situation that you want this type of superconductor to be in. So that is not
an entirely new problem. The degree of the problem may be different. AC losses seem to me to be
a major consideration and these have been beaten for the lower temperature superconductors to the
extent that AC coils can be operated at power line frequencies. There are about three different
kinds of AC losses and they all respond to making finer filaments and twisting these filaments with
ever tighter pitches and transposing these filaments by twisted twist and so forth. Whether you c;m
actually manufacture the ceramic materials in this form is certainly not clear, we don't even have t_
big bulk superconductor that's usable yet, but if we expect to carry any substantial component of
AC current in the superconductors these items will have to be faced up to. On the other hand, it's
been suggested by some of the people at the University of Wisconsin, Roger Boom and company,
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thatperhapsyoudon't need to carry the highest frequency components in the superconductor
itself. If you do have a normal sheath then that part of the Fourier analyzed current that is of high
frequency can perhaps be carded in the sheath and what is of low enough frequency to soak in
through the skin depths of that conductor could then be carried by the superconductor, so perhaps
you don't have to get the entire AC signal or AC current to soak clear into the core superconductor.
Then finally just harking back to the days of the old superconductors, it could take a long time.
From the time that people started showing really good current densities in short samples of
Niobium Titanium and Niobium Tin it was probably 10 years or more before we had decently
stable magnets that you could depend upon. So it won't happen over night in my opinion. As far
as the thing that's going to work first, I was very pleased to see what Dantam had presented a
couple of talks ago. Everybody's attracted to superconductors because they can produce so much
field and since force goes as the square of the field, if you can get five times as much field, say 10
Teslas as versus 2, it's very attractive, but the structural problem is substantial when you take that
big of an increase so I think that easiest first application is going to be just the replacement of
copper by superconductor as Dantam was talking about. In the first place the conductor is not
subjected to very much stress, the relative permeability of the iron or iron cobalt core gives some
indication of relative stress. In fact I guess it may even go as a square of that but the winding in an
iron core system doesn't see that much stress unless you try to bend it around a square comer or
something. Furthermore, the AC loss situation would be easier to handle there. One advantage
that Dantam didn't go into in his particular study is that you can push the core materials into the
saturated range if you have plenty of ampere turns to burn and I think that is an attractive thing that
could yield another factor of 2 on the load capacity. One further thing - people that come to this
discussion from superconductivity tend to think of big coils running at 10 Tesla and no core and
people that come from magnetic bearings tend to think of just replacing the copper windings. One
thing about using the cores is that you do not have much in the way of fringe field. The distance
that fringe fields go is going to be more in the order of the gap than of the coil diameters. Many
applications that we're interested in such as space applications, may be applications where
substantial fringe fields are unacceptable. Without a core it's hard to build a compensating set of
windings where the field doesn't project a long distance. If you did go with the pure higher
temperature windings without a core you can get pressures that rival the best that you can get in oil
films. I forget the numbers exactly, more than 2000 psi I'd say would be easy. At least the field
strength indicates you could get that much. If you are willing to put coils on the rotors you can not
only get attraction but also repulsion but again the fringe fields are worse. I have already
mentioned the AC loss but one final thing before you actually go and design a high temperature
superconductor winding for liquid hydrogen temperature: I think an analysis should be done to
determine whether high purity aluminum could do better. Somebody this morning or yesterday
mentioned that you can get resistance ratios between room temperature and hydrogen temperature
of 400 or better with very high purity aluminum so you really ought to check where you'd be better
off.

Dantan_ Rao

Thanks, Gerry, I would now like to hand it over to Moustafa to talk about his experience.

Moustafa Abdelsalam

Mine will be easier than Jerry because 1'11talk about the Magnetic Suspension and Balance
Systems for example. This is where you have to use superconducting magnets for the support
system. If you try to use copper magnets the size would become too large and some of the
magnets would get away from the model so that you will not be able to use reasonable size
magnets for the wind tunnel. So I think the first application of low temperature superconductors
would be in large gap magnetic suspension and levitation and there I think that it would be a
mistake for somebody to wait for high temperature superconductors to use for those applications,
because as Gerry said, and I think that everybody agrees, that development just to make a
superconducting solenoid may be 10 years along the road, not something that will happen in the
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nextcoupleof years.Thegainthatyou will get there from high temperature superconductors
versus low temperature superconductors is not thin great. You still have to use a cryogen to cool
the magnet and the structural supports are the same, so unless you can make the high temperature
superconductor material itself cheaper than low temperature superconductors, the gain there is not
necessarily that much. You gain some on the refrigeration power but that is most of what you get.
You know the comment about the aluminum for hydrogen temperature - you can use high-grade
aluminum. You could actually get down to 2000 resistance ratio for that current density and that,
with liquid Hydrogen, might be in the range of somewhere between 2 kiloamps per centimeter
squared and 4 kiloamps per centimeter squared depending on the size and where you can get the
surface cooling. The only problem that you find there is that the high-grade aluminum is very soft
so something has to be done to structurally support it. Another application where you have to, just
by nature, use superconductivity is for energy storage where you can just store energy in
superconducting coils and for that you can't use any other methods. You know you are forced to
use, just by the nature of the problem itself, superconducting material.

Dantam Rao

Thanks, Moustafa. Now I will turn it over to Warren.

Warren Kelliher

Thank you very much. Can I see a showing of hands of the people who attended the
Magnetic Suspension Workshop two years ago? Do we have any of the people here? Just a few
of you. One of the things that was outstanding to me is comparing the papers and the presentations
that we have today versus what we had there two years ago. Because two years ago the
announcements of these superconductors had just come out, you had the hype saying that they will
solve the world's problems etcera. Then we went into the dismay of finding that these materials
were not that easy to work with and everything else. What we have now is sort of a hard-core
group of people who are working with the engineering properties of these materials and putting
them into a fabricated shape so they can be put into magnets, both small and large gap type of
materials and the work is progressing quite well from what I can see because we've learned an
awful lot in those two years about what causes the high Jcs that are necessary for keeping these

materials in the superconducting state. We've got up to, in some of the single crystal materials, 106
amperes per square centimeter. It shows the possibilities, even in the bulk, of getting into
thousands of amperes per .square centimeter and that's all we really need for most wire type
applications. One of the things that I disagree with a little bit on the MSBS is that we do have an
NTF tunnel here and that handles a cryogen and therefore you automatically have the cryogen to
run an MS BS system. However, going to a Helium-cooled system causes the cost to become very
prohibitive (a million dollars a day or something like that). So high Tc material will provide a very

nice MSBS system, at least for the NTF tunnel here, that will be able to support the model and get
rid of the interferences associated with the sting. One of the persons that attended two years ago
was Dr. Jack Crowe. I was hoping that he would be able to show up this time but he couldn't.
He is in Florida state right now and is now Head of the Magnetics Institute. 1 hope the problem is
solved there between Boston and Florida but this is again its thought of focusing some of the
activities in the superconductor materials towards the magnetics field and I see much more of that
going to take place in the future. The high Tc materials are goir_g to find much more practical use

as a magnetic material in the future.

Dantam Rao

Thanks Warren. I think we appreciate your comments on real world applications and how
far we are today towards these real world applications. Now, I would like to turn it over to David.
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David Eisenhaure

As advertised, I'm Dave Eisenhaure and I am currently employed by SatCon Technology

Corporation up in Cambridge, right down the street from the magnet lab that's in question. In fact
we can talk to the people during lunch hour and get their views on the whole problem. SatCon
specializes in magnetic bearing and suspension systems; we've worked with both conventional
magnetic bearings and superconducting bearings and suspensions. In fact the linear optical disc
beating in the back of the room is one of our products - just to get in a little advertisement while
I'm up here and got the mike. What I thought I would do, since I didn't bring any viewgraphs, is
tell you a little bit about some of our experiences with superconducting magnetic bearings and what
drove us down that path and what realty created the need. I think our experience may be very
typical of other applications. I think it was four and a half years ago when we received a contra:t
to design an electromagnetic actuation system for laser radar mirrors. For people who aren't
familiar with them, these are extremely agile mirrors; they weigh several hundred pounds; they lake
two to three hundred kilowatts to drive them; and they require control frequencies as high as 400
Hertz. The typical approach to that problem is hydraulic. That's the "competition" in this
application. The problem is that if you lose a drop or two of that hydraulic fluid you ruin the
optical surface in the mirror so there's a lot of need to go to a magnetic suspension and drive
system, or there's a lot of belief that going that way will eliminate some of these problems. The
difficulty is when you begin to look into that problem you find out that the inenias associated with
conventional soft iron magnetics suspending and driving these systems are so high that you can't
meet the system performance specifications. You,basically can't drive the actuators themselves
even without the laser radar mirror attached. We began looking at superconducting magnetic
suspensions and drives and these superconducting suspensions and drives were basically
superconducting fields coupled with either normal conducting or hyperconducting armatures.
What we found out by going down that path was that with normal conduct ng armatures we could
basically beat the specific performance requirements of hydraulics by a little bit and with
hyperconducting armatures we could beat them by a lot. Since then we've had several addition al
hyperconducting laser radar mirror development programs and we've extended that technolog) to
the advanced concept CMG that Jim Downer reported on yesterday. I think one thing to keep n
mind is the comment that Pat Wolke made during his talk describing the different kinds of actt, ators
that are available and which can be built for magnetic suspension and torq_fng systems. I think
you know that when you're developing superconducting systems you havt_ the same options.
Every one of those actuators has a superconducting analog and perhaps you have even more
because it is not necessary to use iron in all of these applications because of the very high current
densities. I have been to a number of these magnetic bearing and suspension conferences and noxv
we're kind of talking about a niche within a niche here because we're talking about
superconducting mag_|etic bearings within the general realm of magnetic bearings and su._.pensioJ s
and if you look at ma';netic bearings and suspensions in general it's kind of a niche techt ology.
It's emerging and the _lace that it can attract research and development funds are the area _ whert:
it's either an enabling technology (you can't do it any other way) or just has an overwhel_ning
advantage to convenlional technologies. It's got to be a lot better than the way it's curre_tly beilag
done or nobody's goi,_g to do it and for magnetic beatings you see a few of those places being
found right now. It's happening in canned pumps, it's happening in certain specialized kinds of
compressers. Some t,eople believe it's happening in attitude control wheels and in some parts of
the world it's happeni ng in machine tool spindles for extremely high speed very precise machining.
I think by looking at low that's happening with conventional magnetic beatings and suspensions,
you can look at the p oblem and say: where can we really use superconducting suspensions -
where they have aun que place in the world and there are some areas. One area is the applicat ion
that we found for hig i performance CMGs, laser radar mirrors, those kinds of very high spet ific
performance requirer, lents. That same kind of requirement is what's driving the people that aJe
trying to build Gigav att size power systems on space or to put multi-thousand horsepower
electrical drives in submarines. They want to make them small, compact, and light. On the other
side of things, there are some people that want to build rotating machinery with microwatt kinds of



powerlevelsthatthey'regoingto sendto Neptuneor somethingandmaybethezeroresistivity
requirementsof superconductivitywill enablethat.Maybeit's hardtobuildthatmachinerywith
conventionaltechnology.There'sacoupleof thingsthathaven'tbeenmentionedhere(Dave
Trumpermentionedit a littlebit) thatis relatedto veryprecisepositionings:'stems.Onethingyou
don'tusuallythinkaboutin servosystems,becauseusuallyyou'rebeingbuffetedbyeverything,
is theinternalnoisein thesesystems.If you'rebuildingaveryquiet,veryprecisepositioning
system,whatyoumayfind is thattheJohnsonnoisein theactuatorsis thepredominantnoise
sourcein thesystem.Well,superconductorsgiveyouamechanismtoeliminatethat. I think,
alongthesamelinesin verymanyprecisestablesystems,like perhapselectronmicroscopeslides,
wherepeoplearetalkingaboutpositioningaccuraciesof anangstromorbetter,introducingany
heatintothosesystemsis abigproblem.Youdon'thavethestabilityin thematerialsif you're
introducingmilliwattsorhigherlevelsof heatandsuperconductivityprovidesanenabling
mechanismfor thatkindof aproblem.I thinkoneof thethingsthatagrouplikethiscandois to
providesomeguidanceto designerslike myselfasfar aswhataretheapplicationsthatarereally
neededandwhataretherequirementsfor thoseapplications.Whatshouldwebedesigningand
whyandthat'sall I haveto say,Thankyou.

Dantam Rao

Thanks, Dave. Now, 1 have a few words to say about the experience that we have at MTI.
We have, of course, had a couple of contracts dealing with superconducting applications from SDI
and NASA and basically the object of the study was to identify potential applications in SDI
systems where superconductors could form a good marriage with the system requirements. I, is a
rather difficult study because of the fact that, as you know, most of the SDI systems are politically
oriented - they change from day to day and what you see today in the newspaper may not be found
the next day. Within that kind of uncertainty we did in fact study the Phase I architecture of SDI
systems and found that there is a certain _ope where the cryogenic fluids are naturally available
within the system. Basically, in the space based engines, that is the power engines where the
cryogenic turbo machinery exists and the cryogenic turbo machinery already has liquid hydrogen
available as a fuel. That is one potential application. The other applications which we feel are
there, as was pointed out earlier, the space shuttle main engine hydrogen turbo pump and similar
turbo pumps that are being planned. The liquid hydrogen is already available and there is a good
marriage between the requirements of the superconductor with the applications needs. The
application demands that the bearing should be very stiff and high load. The high load and the
high stiffness requirements are normally met now by rolling element bearings and it is difficult to
meet the same requirements by any other bearing other than a very high stiffness superconduc_ ing
bearing. In addition to that I may digress a little at this stage to say that when I looked into th_
applications I saw the basic trends in the world and I saw a divergence in the trends between what
Japan does and what the United States does. The Japanese, most of the time, focus mostly on the
commercial multi-unit kind of applications where the research dollars are spread over a number of
units so that the people will benefit. They probably start to identify an application right at a top
level where people will use it, mass produce it, and then develop the technology from that state
whereas in the United States I see that most of the applications are targeted at one-of-a-kind
applications and the research dollars that the government spends are concentrated on that
application and there is actually a problem there. Let me assure you that is basic_lly a socio-
economic issue which probably some other audience member could comment on The other
applications which we would have in mind - I think most of you are aware of the magnetically
levitated trains where superconductors are used by the Japanese to levitate the entire train. You can
consider that as basically a 5 degree-of-freedom controlled magnetic bearing except for the fact that
the particular device is driven by a linear motor. Instead, the rotary bearings are driven by some
prime mover, except for that difference the superconductors are being used there and the advamage
of the superconductors there is that they open the gaps quite substantially because of the higher
ampere turns that are generated by the superconductors. They use an eddy current levitation mode
there and that could be a basic technology which the United States could adopt if the Maglev Trains
come around here. The third application I think, which probably some of the members of the
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audience are aware of, potentially multi-unit applications, are Cryo-coolers where current Cryo-
cooler bearings are right now either rolling element bearings or gas bearings. I believe that there is
a potential for the high Tc superconductors playing a role in the sense that they could levitate the
rotating shaft permanently. Once it is levitated it could run without contact and that would reduce
the wear and the power requirements. Right now the gas bearings they use in the Cryo- coolers
are limited by the very short clearances - roughly they are under about a 12 micron clearance. You
could see that the wear and tear potential is very high there with the gas beatings and the high Tc
passive bearings could be probably be an application there. The other applications which I think
some of the members of the audience are already dealing with are the MSBS suspension systems
and micro-g isolators. I think there we probably need some participation from the members where
we could extend the applications into potential space devices. With this I'll turn over the floor to
the members of the audience and invite them to participate in the discussion.

Pat Wo!k¢ -Honeywell

Just another chance to editorialize little bit I guess but to reiterate what Dave said these
applications have to be enabling technologies, or something where you get a significant
performance increase and I would be wary about overselling the capabilities of some of these
devices. Maybe in the realm of spacecraft applications we talked about ball bearings having a
limited life and wear out mechanisms. One of the key wearout mechanisms is eventual loss of
lubrication and I see in superconductivity that you "also have effectively a consumable in the
cryogen and if we talk about applications where they've got a lot of liquid hydrogen onboard
anyway, all for this other stuff, we've got it available for us. Well typically, in control applications
where you might be tsing magnetic bearings, those are operational for the entire life of the
spacecraft and the other consumables are sitting ready for a particular application. They don't want
to pop the canister for those. Once you pop the can you can't reseal it, it leaks. So that
consumable that you have is part of your control system and must be included in calculations of the
lifetime of your device, so we have to be careful about overselling these things, getting people too
excited and then being basically disappointed at the end. We have to be realistic up front and
include all of the things that are necessary in the system.

Dantam Rao

Thanks, Dave, it is your turn to answer the question.

Dave Eisenhaure

I get to answer that'? Yes, I agree and I think we see two kinds of things; one thing is
people are going to send up satellites that they really need and they are going to get data back from
those; the other is the kind of thing we see at SDI and that is where some grandiose Battle Station
is going to be built in the sky and that may never happen. I guess there are two levels. My
thought was that superconductivity is a niche within a niche. 1 personally think that for a lot of
spacecraft applications, conventional room temperature beatings without superconductors are. just
fine. It is not at all that clear you need superconductors to do those things. If you go down the
path a little bit and you say, "we have some applications where we really need superconductors,
we have to build a torquer that weighs 5 pounds and produces 4-5000 foot/pounds of torque in a
direct drive application," maybe what we need is a space-rated refrigerator to really use these
things. That's what the people that are trying to put superconducting electric drives into ships
believe. They believe that one of the critical pieces of equipment they need in order to use these
guys is a refrigerator and whether that refrigerator makes 70 degree Kelvin or whether it makes 4,
it's a critical part and we don't have it. You can buy it for your lab, but you can't buy one to put in
a ship and you certainly don't have one that can fly. Now, maybe magnetic bearings, either
superconducting or maybe not superconducting are a part of that system, and you know, I'm a
little bit prejudiced and I think that perhaps they are, but you know that's one of the things that has



to bethoughtabout.If this isgoingto happen,that'soneof the pieces that has to be done and
someone has to do it and someone has to pay for it.

D_ Rao

Thanks, Dave. I think that I'm going to offer a small comment on that. I would tend to
agree with Pat's comment that there might be a likelihood of overselling, because of the fact that
for over the past 50 years of activity in the superconductivity area we have a very few mature
applications where the dynamic environment is involved. One particular application where the
experience was gathered over 15-20 years that comes to my mind was the superconducting
alternator program and the government spent a lot of money on that program and the only
comments I heard from the funding agencies were that the multimegawatt alternators haven't
produced a single watt.

Gerald Brown

Just one quickie, in some missions the cryogen may not be a consumable. If it's supposed
to last long enough so that they've found a refrigerator is better than just a certain amount of
storage, then you're just using power instead of the fluid.

John Stekly - Intermagnetics General Co _rporation

I'd just like to make a comment. When you mention the superconducting alternator, I think
that this is certainly one area that has been explored. However, magnetic resonance imaging i._an
area where superconductors are being applied on a commercial basis. It's the largest single
commercial application of superconductivity. For those of you who are older you probably know
what it's all about, for those younger fellows that don't need to have MRI scans this is a Computer
Tomography (CT) type device and you use 1 meter bore superconducting magnets. Now the_e
didn't show up all of a sudden fully developed. You needed to have extremely high uniformity,
measured in pans per million. You had to have magnets that didn't decay to better than one part in
ten to the seventh per hour and you also needed to have a refrigeration system that was compatible
with use in a hospital. Now, I think that this goes back to the system comment, you need all of
this in order to make it work, plus you have to have it economical. You can't just have somebody
that wants to use superconducting wire for MRI because it just won't work. You have to use the
wire that's available with the cryogenics system that exists now with a cryostat and with the costs
that it takes to assemble all of this. I think again that this is the reason magnetic resonance imaging
is a viable application today. 1 think that any other application needs all of these elements. The
other area that's very successful, again it's not quite as difficult, is high energy physics. They
make large accelerators; there's 1000 superconducting magnets that are operating at Fermilab that
have been operating for the better pan of a decade and there's the supcrcollider which is just in the
process of being started in Texas that will have 12000 superconducting magnets. All very
successful applications of superconductivity, but again, it involves cryogenics, it involves
magnetic design that is particular to that application and the correct economics, and I think that
when you have that the application will work.

Dantam Rao

Would anybody like to add to what John said?

Moustafa Abdelsalam..

I think I agree with John, that if you have the application, you don't wait and I think that
this was pan of that recommendation that I will offer. For example, for MRI, if we waited until
we had high temperature superconducting wires to make the magnets, we would still be waiting.
And at the same time, we would have lost all the experience that we got along the way. Somebody
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elsemighthavebuilt them.Forspaceapplications,letmeaddthatsincewehavehydrogenon the
spacestation,it wouldm_e senseto usehightemperaturesuperconductorenergystorage.Since
youarenotgoingto payfor therefrigerant,youknowfor hydrogenyoucanactuallystoreit in the
systemandyoucanusethemagneticenergystoragesysteminsteadof batteriesin space.Thereare
somestudiesthatusetoroids,in thatcase,youdon'thaveanystrayfieldsonthestationandyou
canactuallystoreenergythereandit's weighteffectivecomparedtoothersystems.Anotherarea
for thehightemperaturesuperconductorthatI thinkcanprobablybedonesoon,is theleadsfor
low temperaturesuperconductors.A majorpartof thelossesfor lowtemperature
superconductors,especiallyfor magnets,is theleadsfor thosemagnets,I'mtalkingaboutfor
exampleMSBSwhereyouhaveto havetheleadsconnectedall thetimefor controlandthenif you
canmakethoseleadshightemperaturesuperconductorthenyoucandecreasealotof the
refrigerationpowerthatyouneedfor that.

Dantatm R_Q

Thanks, Moustafa. Regarding John's comment, I think that I would fully agree with what
John said, that the current experience of superconducting magnets is quite extensive, that is we
have very mature and technologically proven applications; as he pointed out, there are quite a lot of
MRI systems which are being used all of the time. The superconducting supercollider is one of the
systems that is being projected and an MSBS system could probably be one of the potential
applications but what I was trying to point out when I selected the cryo-alternator or
superconducting alternator for my comments was that in my mind when we are dealing with
magnetic suspensions we are dealing with mechanical devices and when tht, mechanical devices are
rotating or vibrating or whatever, they are distinctly different from steady-state devices like MRI
and superconducting supercolliders. Its dynamic machines that we are dealing with and their
dynamic environment. The distinct and unique opportunity that the superc, inducting community
had to demonstrate the utility of the superconductors in a dynamic envirom rant was the
superconducting alternator and that was _l_eonly system 1 thought could be compatible with the
magnetic suspension requirements which the superconductors may face in the future if we think of
inserting the superconductors into mechanical systems.

Robert Humphris - University of Virginia

I have a question for the panel concerning superconductivity in magnetic bearings for
rotating machinery. In most of the magnetic be:rungs with rotating machinery today they are using

switching anaplifiers as the power amplifier, to save power again, and of course these switching
amplifiers work at frequencies from 20 kilohertz up to 100 kilohertz, and I can just imagine the AC
losses involved at these frequencies. Is this going to be a real problem?

Dantam Rao

Let me comment on that. 1 think that lhc_c arc 3-4 ways in which we could see the
superconductors inserted into magnetic bearings. One approach was, which Gerry Brown
probably feels comfortable with, and I also feel comtortable, was immediate insertion by replacing
the copper by superconductors. That is an approach which could be viable. If you do that then
you are going to face the problem which you mentioned but there are alternative approaches. That
is, instead of trying to expose the superconductor:a to high frequencies you can design the flux
circuit such that the superconductors will act as permanent magnets in persistent current mode and
the flux circuit is away from the alternating fields m a decoupled mode. If you do that then you can
avoid the problem.
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Bob Humphris

In that case, what would be the advantage of superconductivity over a permanent magnet
bias?

D tam Rao

Okay, there I think the answer is that permanent magnets have a maximum flux-density of
1.3 Tesla whereas the magnetic materials saturate at around about 2.3 Tesla. There's a difference
of 1 Tesla, so probably the superconductors could play a role by increasing the bias flux-density.

Un-identified SHaker

I'm intrigued by the idea of energy storage that was alluded to a little bit ago. Maybe this is
slightly out of the field which you're discussing here, can somebody give me a thumbnail sketch of
what you're alluding to?

Moustafa Abdelsalam

Okay, there was a study at the University of Wisconsin, on superconducting magnetic
energy storage for space applications, where you can ship toroids, D-shaped toroids, to the space
station and use them to store energy. What you do there is like a persistent mode electromagnet,
where you have the current flowing all of the time in the electromagnet. You are storing the energy
as a magnetic field and you can draw in and take part of that energy, you can charge and discharge
the electromagnet. It works much like a battery except that you are storing the energy as a
magnetic field not as a chemical reaction and actually there is a Defense Nut lear Agency (DNA)
Phase I contract study on building 20 megawatt hour superconducting mag_letic energy storage.
That's for utility applications where you level the utility power. You charge it over night where
you don't have much load for the utility and discharge it during the day when you have a peak load
and this way you can level the load on the utility. The first phase of this study was just submitted,
I think, in August, beginning of August of this year and DNA is studying two designs and I think
that sometime next year DNA will decide which design is going to be built for the next tour years
so that's Phase II of the study.

Kirk Logsdon

I had a question for the panel. Given the practical limitations of keeping flux contained in
the circuit and not spewing all over the place in certain applications, does anyone on the panel feel
that research on better soft magnetic materials should be, pursued in light of the superconducting
coils that we have potentially coming on the scene some day?

Dantam Rao

I don't know, maybe rll try to answer that question. It depends upon the system which
you have in mind. If you have in mind aerospace systems, at least the systems that I have come
across - the SDI space systems, most of them are extremely sensitive to flux lines. Let me back
up. I think that there are two types of systems in SDI. There are Sensor Systems which sense the
oncoming missile where they use infrared detectors. Those systems are very sensitive to magnetic
flux lines. There are Weapons Systems which throw the missiles on the oncoming missile a_ld
those Weapons Systems may not be that sensitive, like lasers for example. But the Sensor
Systems are going to be quite sensitive to flux lines. One way of containing the flux lines is soft
magnetic materials as you were suggesting. The other way could be using the superconductor in a
diamagnetic mode, which could probably be attractive, I don't know. Probably there is a need to
see the system tradeoff between the weight of a diamagnetic shield versus the weight of the



magneticmaterialshield. I thinkthatis asystemsstudy,everyspecificsystemhastobelookedat
to seewhichapproachlooksbetter.The approach which we thought could be better is to channel
the flux, to solve that particular problem using iron, at least right in the begnning.

Don Rote - Argonne National Laboratory_

We did a study a couple of years ago on applications of superconductors and high
temperature superconductors to transportation, and one of the things that we looked at was the
question of SMES, Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage, and what we found was that in
terms of the amount of energy that you could store per unit weight you simply cannot beat a batter,,
for storing energy. There's no way around it, the mechanical stresses are sufficiently great that b3
the time you include the components necessary to retain the magnet form, and it gets even worse in
the case of a toroid, that you simply cannot beat the battery. But there are certain cases under
which you can beat a battery and it therefore becomes the same question that was raised before and
that is what are the special applications where superconductivity does provide some benefit. It
does not provide benefit in terms of energy per unit mass stored, but it does provide benefits in
terms of how fast you can charge the system, how fast you can discharge it, how many cycles you
can go through. Chemical batteries are very bad, notoriously bad, when you try to charge them
very fast, discharge them very fast, or expose them to many deep cycles. If the superconducting
coil is properly designed you can charge it fast, discharge it fast, and recycle it many, many times
provided the mechanical stresses can be properly accounted for. So there may be applications in
the space environment, as there are on the ground, where you can take "advantage in that regard,
but don't be mislead by the notion that you can beat a battery for energy storage per unit mass,
because to our knowledge, at least at the present time, it cttn't be done.

Dantam Rao

Yes, that is an interesting observation, and I think that Moustafa would be the right person
to answer the questions raised. I'm aware that the sponsor to the SMES project had the object of
demonstrating the trade-off between the energy storage device versus batteries by experiments.
Probably Moustafa would be able to add something more to that.

Moustafa Abdels_al_n

I tend to agree with you. I'm talking about power per unit mass. If you try to get a certain
level of power from batteries, you will not be able to do it. You will have an energy storage
magnet to do that. Its not energy per unit mass. 1 should have mentioned that.

David Eisenhaur¢

One of the things that hasn't been mentioned too much today and which we hear about in
the newspapers is the need to ground-test large space structures and I hear stories about NASA and
other agencies flying larger and larger space structures and the question of how these things c_n be
ground-tested and how you simulate a space environment. There hasn't been much discussion of
that here and it seems like we're probably at the right NASA Center to discuss that. I was
wondering if any of the NASA people could comment on what the needs are and whether some of
these large gap suspensions would be applicable to that task?

Dantam Rao

I think the comment is open to NASA personnel here.



Nelson Groom - NASA Langley Research Center

Well, in answer to that question, I think that there are applications Jbr magnetic suspension
to ground tests. As you pointed out, ground testing is very important. Thcwe are problems testing
anything on the ground, as you know, but with large space structures, it is even more so. The less
influence that you have on a structure, the better off you are, so the answel is yes.

John Murphy. Rockwell

rd like to comment on current space vehicle design and currently it s influenced very
heavily by the propulsion system and currently we think that the HO propulsion system
(Hydrogen-Oxygen) is the best for specific impulse. There are other servicing fluids that we could
pick, but for other reasons, the current design is for that. That leads you to hydrogen and oxygen
in a cryogenic form or a slush form with high density fuel cells that we currently know about
through Air Force technology. It looks like superconducting technology as a complement to that is
very applicable to future space vehicle design and I have alluded to this with several of the speakers
but it is certainly a fertile area that we should explore for future space vehicle design, specifically
for SEI or interplanetary application where maintenance becomes a big problem and in-flight
maintenance becomes a reality which you must address.

Dantam Rao

I tend to agree with what we tentatively conclude in our SDI sponsored study - that is
basically liquid hydrogen was one of the most abundant fluids in the SDI systems and maybe the
applications could target liquid hydrogen temperatures. But instead of targeting an application like
that before you start experimenting with liquid hydrogen fluid straight away, maybe you could start
gaining experience by conducting demonstrations using liquid nitrogen at a higher temperature,
gaining experience then go down to liquid hydrogen. The two-tier approach could be a viable
approach to develop and demonstrate the technologies.

Colin Britcher - Old Dominion University

I have a comment. I guess I'm sort of a believer in technology demonstration exercises for
their own sake. I think that is a throwback to the early operations of NASA where they built X-
Aircraft because they were kind of nifty things to build. (They learned an awful lot on the way of
course.) I guess the LGMSS experiment that was described this morning counts as a technology
demonstration exercise and I got the impression from Pierre DeRochemont that there was some
effort to build a high temperature superconducting magnet with the National Magnet Lab, which
may also qualify. Are there other efforts underway or should there be other efforts underway? Is it
the right time for people to try to build large magnets that can carry high AC currents, that kind of
thing?

Dantam Rao

If I understand your question, I think the question was--are there applications other than the
MSBS for the large magnets--am I right?

Colin Britchcr

No. The question is: should people be trying to do technology demonstration exercises;
build hardware almost for its own sake, just to show the practicality of using superconductors on
large scales or for ursteady load applications or for large force applications, that kind of thing.
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Dantam Rao

I don't know. My comment may sound personal but the research dollars available are
rather stringent unless a specific application is targeted. It will be very difficult to get funding to
start demonstrating that High-Tc magnets or Low-Tc magnets could be used for a specific dynamic

environment. I think that maybe nay comment is to target the application first, to understand the
dynamic environment, then try to simulate the dynamic environment, simultaneously keeping in
mind that there could be a potential payoff. Payoff is very critical to demonstrate that the dollars
are spent wisely. I think that a rather difficult issue is to see that payoff. In superconductors most
of the ctuxent payoffs come from paper studies but unless it is demonstrated it is difficult to have
the continued funding from the government.

David Eisen.hat_r_

I have another perspective on that. If you look at some of this technology, conventional
magnetic bearings have been around for about 50 years and you could build quite nice ones for the
last 20 and the question is--why aren't they flying? Why can't you get a program manager to put
them on his spacecraft or into his submarine or whatever? I think that the other view is you know
no one believes paper studies. If you are going to put things in space, put them into real systems.
You have to do some demonstrations. I agree with you. I think you've got to build some things
and you've got to fail a few times and if you do that, you are really going to demonstrate the
technology that people will believe. The question of how you get the research dollars vectored into
those programs, I don't know, I think that's an institutional problem and I think you have to figure
out a way that all the money just doesn't go into funding, that some of the money is kept uut and
some of these things we're going to do. So I believe what you said, that's a good thing and it
should happen.

John Murphy

David, to comment that the next flight vehicle that _s a good candidate for demonstration is
the X-30, the NASP experimental vehicle, that is due to come on line in about 1997 to the year
2005, to demonstrate some of the space application for this new complementary technology.

John Stekley

I just wanted to make a comment on the fact that low temperature superconductors have
been developed recently with very low filament sizes using matrices that are resistive rather than
copper and these have been developed in order to be used at power frextuencies, for things like
transformers, power conrail equipment, and agait_ these are avaikible today. You can't buy them
in the same sense you can buy Niobium-Titanium but they are available for a few individual
magnets and I think certainly for some of the applications here. I think it makes a lot of sense to
see how these operate before you get up into very large sizes l think you need some experience.
Generally the losses are frequency dependent, only so nmch per cycle, and these conductors
typically operate reasonably well up to fields of aNmt one Tesla (AC operation).

Dexter Johnson. NASA Lewis

I've only been on Ix_ard with NASA Lewis for aboul 4 weeks now and l'm just getti ",g into
learning about magnetic applications and so torth but I wa.,_a NASA Fellow and I did my M,_sters
thesis research here at NASA Langley. Just to address your inquiry into the suspension of large
space structures, earth-bound testing and so forth. My Masters thesis had to do with trytng tO

minimize the dynamics which you have coupling to the suspension system, in which you're doing
testing on an earth-bound structure. I see from my experience that most of the work that has been
done has been passive applications. My particular work was active, and I could see ve_ well
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where magnetic bearings or magnetic actuation could play a part. Some of the other things that
have been used have been air tables and that type of thing, although those have caused problems.
I'm sure that magnetic suspension could very well be used and it's a big area that magnetic
suspension could be applied to.

David Eisenhaure

Where did you do your thesis?

Dexter Johnson

In the Structural Dynamics Branch, but now it's Spacecraft Dynamics Branch here at
Langley and I did it with the University of Buffalo.

Dantam Rao

Are there questions? I think we have stretched it a little bit beyond our scheduled time,
because it's tea time. Anyway I hope you are very, very thirsty. In conclusion, I would like to
thank all of the audience who participated in the discussion and hope we have increased the
awareness of superconductors in the magnetic bearing community and that the next time that we
meet, we will have the opportunity of listening to more presentations where superconductors have
been used in bearings or suspensions or similar devices. Thanks very much.
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Active Vibration Isolation Mounts

By

H. Ming Chen

Richard Dorman

Donald Wilson

Abstract

Several approaches toward reduction of vibration from operating machinery t,3

ground through active electromagnet mounts are discussed. The basic approach

to active mount design is to take advantage of the force attenuation charac-

teristics of soft mechanical spring mounts and supplement their limitations

with an active electromagnetic system. Techniques discussed include

vibration cancellation approaches, as well as a method of altering mount

stiffness and damping properties at the disturbing frequencies. Analytical

and experimental results are presented encompassing the magnitude of force

reduction and the stability characteristics of each technique.

Description of Figures

Figure 1

The advantage_; and capabiliLies or an active mount are sL_mmarized in th _ tabu-

lation o_ Figure I.

Figure 2

The objective ot the active mount as summarized in Figure 2 is to isolate

machinery or platforms from ground. This is accomplished by _;ensing the force

transmitted to ground to drive an electromagnet.
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Figure 3

This figure illustrates a typical mount using an elastom_r to support the

weight and an electromagnet to provide dynamic forces.

Figure 4

Vibration control techniques to be reviewed include the use of fitters to

control the stiffness and damping properties of the support (fixed or tracking

filters), or the use of an inverse transfer function.

Figure 5

The force transmissibility curve illustrate_; the reduction in transmitted

forces that can be achieved by altering the support stillness and damping

properties. This figure also illustrates that the primary advantages of force

attenuation occur _t the lower frequency range.

Figure 6

Figure 6 further illustrates the influence of stiffness and damping modifica-

tions to the trans_ issbi[ity of forces through the mount.

Figure 7

Controls of the active mount depend upon adiu,;ting the stil_ness and damping

of the electroma_qet as a function of the transmitted forc_ as detecLed be a

force gage or [oa_t cell.
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Figures 14, 15

These figures refer to the technique used [n developing an inverse transfer

function. The test rig is excited with a sinusoidal signal to the electromag-

net. The amplitude and phase are recorded at the force gage relative to the

excitation. This information comprises the transfer function across the

mount. The control technique is to develop a similar amplitude and phase

function through a series of filter networks. A 180 ° phase inversion of thi_

signal will drive in opposition to the force gage signal and cancel the trans-

mitted force.

Figure 16

Figure 15 is a block diagram of the proposed filter netw,_rk to create the

inverse transfer function.

Figures 17, 18

These fiBures illustrate the constructed circuit to duplicate the character-

istics of Figures 14 and 15. Tests are presently in proBress to check out the

performance of this approach.
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Figures 8, 9, 10

These figures illustrate a test rig used to demonstrate force attenuation

techniques. In Figure 8, the mount supporting a vibration shaker is shown in

:he foreground. The control function is performed digit Lily in a desk-top

iBM-PC. The control signal is amplified with a linear amplifier shown as the

box alongside the rig. A close-up of the rig in Figure 9 shows the force gage

,Jsed as the control pickup. In Figure i0, the electromagnet is visible with

:he mount disassembled.

Figure 1 1

this figure shows the computer CRT screen and the software control command_.

Figure 1 2

[n this figure, the real time vibration wave is shown above an FFT plot of the

vibration as picked up on the force gage. In this figure, the force gage i::

inactive.

Figure 13

This [s a repeat p[oE Jf F[g.Lre 13 with _h_ active mount activated. The o_Jtput

from the force sensor has been reduced from an amp[itule of 0.3151 v. to

0.0252 v., as noted from the value of Y at the bottom of the plots.
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Mechanical Technology Incorporated

ACTIVE MAGNETIC ISOLATION MOUNTS

Objective:

Isolate Platform from Both Platform Induced

and Ground Induced Vibrations

Method:

Sensor Driven, Actively
Controlled Electromagnet
to Cancel Dynamic Forces

I Static andDynarn.: Loads

I Platform

C_cxJr_

Dynamic Ff>rces

Potential Benefit

• 15 to 1 Ampfitude Reduction

• Eliminate Multiple Rafting

• Compatible with Current Mount Designs

• New or Retrofit Capability

• Applicable to a Variety of Platforms

V LCURF. 2
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Mechanical Technology Incorporatea

ACTIVE MAGNETIC ISOLATION MOUNTS

Approach:

• Electromagnetic Support in Parallel with

Existing Mount

• Elastomer/Spring Mount Carries

Gravity Load

• Electromagnet Reacts Dynamic Load Only

• Platform

I

Result

Minimize Size, Weight, and

Complexity of Active Mount

FIGURE 3
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Mechanical Technology Incorporated

ACTIVE MAGNETIC ISOLATi()N MOUNTS

Approach:

Minimize Dynamic Force Transmission
by Actively Altering Support Stiffness and Damping

_80 • ,,,

I;,''°

==

O0 1.0

_¢ _"o.osL_._.."

2.0 3.0 4.0

Fmmu_,cym=.o(.._)
S.O

2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

m
Frequency Ratio

Result

20 to 30 dB Attenuation

at Discrete Frequencies

(;(;4

FIGURE 5



I,"IFLUENCE OF REDUCED STIFFHESS AND

INCREASED DAMPING ON FORCE TRANSMISSION

tj
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Mechanical Technology Incorporated

ACTIVE MAGNETIC ISOLATION MOUNTS

Approach-.

Control Circuit Alters Stiffness and Damping

Electromagnet

Load Cell

1

C V

Adjustable
Stiffness

Result

Control Parameters to Achieve
Reduced Elastomer Stiffness

FIGURE 7
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VIBRATION ISOI,ATION of SCIENCE EXPI']I{,IMI _]NTS in SPACE

I)ESIGN of a I,ABORATORY TEST SETUP

Bilwti B. Bancrjec, Paul E. Allairc, Carl R. Knospc

l)cp_rtn,cnL of Mechanical and Aerospace Enginecring

Univcrsi(.y of Virginia

Thornton tlail, Mc('ormick Road

(_harlott, esville

VA 229O1
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University of Virginia / NASA Lewis

DISTURBANCE LEVELS

Quasi-Steady or "DC" Accelerations

Relative Gravity

1E-7

1E-8

1E-7

Frgouencv (Hz)

O to IE-3

O to lE-3

O to lE- 3

Source

Aerodynamic Drag

Ligh t Pressure

Gravity Gradient

Periodic Accelerations

R_lative Gravity

2E-2

2E-3

2E-4

FreQuency (Hz)

9

5 to 20

17

Thruster Fire
(orbital)

Crew Motion

Ku Band Antenna

Non-Periodic Accelerations

R_lative Gravity

rE-4

1E-4

FrQauencv (Hz)

t

1

Thruster Fire
(Attitudinal)

Crew Push-Off



University of Virginia / NASA Lewis

VIBRATION ISOLATION OBJECTIVES

1. The Problem

Vibration Causes
• Thruster fire

• Machinery operation
• Crew motion

Desired Isolation Range

• 10E-5 to 10E-6 g

• 0 to 10 Hz frequency

Passive Isolation Capabilities

• IOE- 2 to 10E-3 g

• Not good at low frequencies

2. The Solution

Active Control Isolation

• Electromagnetic Actuators

• Low Frequency Accelerometers

• Digital Control
• Effects of Umbilicals

681



University of Virginia / NASA Lewis

INITIAL EXPERIMENT - 1-D ISOI.ATION

1. Long-stroke Shaker

2. Umbilicals

3. Electromagnetic Actuator
• Lorentz Type

• Long Action Magnetic

4. Sensors

5. "Experiment" Mass

6. Magnetic Supports

7. Base

Actuator (LAMA)
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University of Virginia / NASA Lewis

LONG STROKE SHAKER

6.25-in, 158-mm p-p stroke

Modet 113

ELECTRO-SEIS _

SPECIFICATIONS UoOet 113

-t "_;Tr - - , -

,'w t;t" ; - -

APPLICATIONS

FEATURES

", i - ...... . , : i''" -

-_ . T_ ¸k _ . . _

._ ''1 _ , -

G85



University of Virginia / NASA Lewis

Mockd 114 Powe¢ Amp_lfll¢

DESCRIPTION "-e,%PS ",4 _rd _,PS '24

DUAL-MODE " Powo, -_,_chhers are

:es,gred _13ec t,cady !_ LJro'.,,de drive

ccwe, ff_t e*e.:l,OdVnam.c ._na_.efs The

;_Iou{ stage ,ses ;roveo mgr, ,ehaOlh_

£Cwer "}DefahQCal amonhers },'ranged

% srcduce a Da,anced Oulgul

" re .lmOi4pers "ave _eatufes _r._cf_ ,maKe

',-e _ .;rhque,v _.u_led 'c .r _ludy+ng [he

_naim_c :_aracler ShCS Of 51ructure$

""ey mJv De ,]Der31et3 r e.lner a _,ollage

r :LJr_'enl almOnfEer mode _e_eclaDle _ro¢'I

'_e _ror'f D.]re: T_S 0oefalhnCj mo{3e

_,ecIQr _w,h:_ '_lc;t,lales .;r'aKer Ir _e

vc, we_ f_tetrjDl_CP ." 9;tb_ _ I _u_'r¢'_l

• , _ 13i;e _Cde *or 3DSer_a¢,0 r_ 0f

T_e ,_SmDleleiv Self-cor'la,eed .r'Is are

Jacwage(:: r_ rJgged a_um,m._ er'c<;s_:es

Su_taDie *or oe_cr' Or rack _C,<.rhr_

_orce_ alr COc_,ng ar,d maS$_'.e _eat

slr_s _or IDe O_IDul _ev.ces ('s_J_e _-c_' r

uous oDerallor /_,li,_a $1_aKer _e,,,,er rc_

",-31edforce ,'11¢_oc:_ed res,s1,.,e 3r

_e&cllve oacl$

A _t,r'enl .".Or'_Or _,gc,al a'va aoie ;_

'r'e .ear _aPe_ Der"_rlS "PoPifor'r'_ 3! !r'e

m%tar_laneous ?.,t,ou! c_rr_ r_rar'_c,:tu,(ge

3r'd sr)ase E,ectr&_;c srcte ,_!or" - •__!r ¸,

N,_I _eTecl ar_ uIDul S_Cr_-"_ '_rOu"C C r

.'r_e sgral

_"e _ode _ "_4.=D _eatures aP e_1_-r'cec

L_we' jJtlor ,,_"C_ 3roy CeS _ig_e' peak

£,cw_r _i1r_ !r't_sa_'-e a_e.a_e Dcw_" _]f

"_ _s,_ _oce '24

SPECIFICATIONS

=,,_-(t;e _;uI£_u( nlo 5Pa_er ,eac!ive 4,!

_'eaK r_u_Ut I'_lO shaker ,eaChVe (;,_d

jrer.l L_ul_ul peak ira_(lO rr_ r'c_%e

_rreo! Oul_ul i.:O_t_PUt,JS

---_cue_'cy _anqe

", _I 3,;ca '/o,taGe

"': ul r,'oecance

',* S_ -- _,te_red t_J '_a[ ,ulDL, I

• .i _e'H *_IOt' IO r ]U_L,I

_'t,,,l 'Dr}we!

c_e r _re' _ ,;rmec!c, r5

: _er .._L.IDul

"St,{ "_r,er't Mcr_'lOr

_.C_ P,3_er

.Ne,gnl

'_,ze _,WxO

Model t14

'25 : A '_5

& ". A 3ea,_

,_ , SeaK

'£_0 K ;PI '_

:', :B

", :, -' A

L2'3 240 J _tr._]i

_;_3-3'5 _.armr,

-:_ b " J,_,

'3.3 _ 4;2 , 235 _m

6_(i
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University of Virginia / NASA Lewis

DASHPOT SERIES 160

MAX OlA

627" (16.0ram)

I)=ml_ng Coefficient:
Regular damping: 2.5#1
in./sec,
Super damping: 10#/in./
SaC.

Maximum Pull Force:

4# (1 .akg.)
Maximum Friction Force:

Less Ihan lgm.

ORIGINAL PAGE IS

OF POOR QUALITY

Operating Temperature
Range:
-750C to + 1500C

Approximate Piston
w,_lm:
3gm

Cylinder Weight: 1st inch:
8gm.
Each additional inch:

3.6gin
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University of Virginia / NASA Lewis

SUNDSTRAND DATA CONTROL'S

Q-FLEX_ SERVO ACCELEROMETER

J

Cost-Effective High Accuracy

Field-Adjustable Voltage

Sensdivffy and Range

Cons#stently Repeatable

Accuracy and Stability

Self-Contained Sensor and

Electronics _n One Small

Hermelic Package

Defter than I micro g Threshold

and Resolution

Dual BuJll-ln Test Capab4ity

Wide Dynarmc Range

Internal Temperature Sensor

Thermal Modeling

QA-70O Technical Data

PERFORMANCE

Output Rarge _30_._

8,as ........... _.__a t

91as T_erma_ Coeff:c ent "0._ 'C " _.

Current _ca_e Faclor " 3mA _ Cm

Scale Factor T_'erma_ C:_e_cie r 2C_) z'_m C c,r'-

InOut _x,S M,sal4gr'"e r_ . _r _ad

P'_equecc, _es_onse

%atnral _"eQc, epc'v ,30C, _'z

Damomg n:_ho 3 3 ';: - a

ELECTRICAL

mOu_ Vsdage -_q 2C)C to :'8 _CQ

,soiabov, _,a$_' [0 dl! P,ms ""., '_ego_ms aT _0 • _C

Temperature _ensor OtJfO"Jl*" _a& _K
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University of Virginia / NASA Lewis

LORENTZ ACTUATOR . DESIGN EQUATIONS

•

°

7.

.

Assume permanent magnet operating point
for maximum energy product • (-H1, B1).

Compute magnet flux, fm - B1 , Am.

Compute circuit flux, fc " H1 * Lm / R,
where R is the circuit reluctance.

Compare fm and fc.

Adjust operating point until fm - "c

when actual operating point has been
(In case of saturation, f - saturation

in saturated circuit segment.)

- f,
found.

flux

Calculate air gap flux density, Bg - f / Ag.

Compute force capability, F - i * I • Bg,
where i is the actuator current and / is the

total length of coil wire in the air gap.

Change actuator geometry or

circuit / magnet material until
force level is achieved.

desired
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University of Virginia / NASA Lewis

LORENTZ ACTUATOR. INITIAL DESIGN

Total length -- 3.17 in

Magnet outer diameter - 3.20 in

Magnet inner diameter - 2.10 in

Magnet length -- 1.00 in

Shell outer diameter -- 2.80 in

Shell base thickness -- 0.30 in

Pole-piece thickness - 0.40 in
Core diameter - 1.10 in

Air gap -- 0.17 in

Shell-to-core gap -- 0.50 in
Gap ratio -- 1 • 2.9

Coil wire diameter -- 26.67

Number of layers - 4
Total number of turns -- 450
Maximum coil current - 2.52 A

Air gap flux density - 0.50 T

Saturation flux density - 1.20 T

Maximum force generated - 2.33 Ibf

Actuator weight (excl. coil)- 4.12 Ibf

4

mils
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University of Virginia / NASA Lewis

LORENTZ ACTUATOR :COMPACT DESIGN

Total length - 3.17 in

Magnet outer diameter = 1.95 in
Magnet inner diameter - 1.40 in

Magnet length - 1.00 in

Shell outer diameter - 1.95 in

Shell base thickness - 0.30 in

Pole-piece thickness -- 0.40 in
Core diameter - 1.00 in

Air gap - 0.17 in
Shell-to-core gap -- 0.20 in

Gap ratio - 1 : 1.18

Coil wire diameter -- 26.67 mils

Number of layers - 4
Total number of turns -- 450

Maximum coil current - 2.52 A

Air gap flux density - 0.45 T
Saturation flux density - 1.20 T

Maximum force generated -- 1.93 Ibf
Actuator weight (excl. coil)-- 2.18 Ibf



University of Virginia / NASA Lewis

LORENTZ ACTUATOR: FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Motivation

- Different

- Leakage
- Saturation in core

- Minimum weight
- Reasonable cost

- Circuit materials with
saturation levels

- Effect of current-carrying coil
on air gap flux

- Fringing

geometric configurations

across shell-to-core gap

different

Other Considerations

- Mesh effects (coarse/fine)

- Nonlinear analysis (B-H curves)

- High gradient regions
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University of Virginia / NASA Lewis

CONCLUSIONS

Design complete

- Experiment
- Lorentz Actuator

Construction in progress

- Concrete base in place

- Shaker and its amplifier bought
- Magnetic supports under construction

- Data acquisition system being
developed

Experiment operational by late 1990
- Background vibration measurements

- Testing with "disturbances"

generated by the shaker
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DEVELOPMENT OF A SUITABLE INDUCTIVE DISPLACEMENT
SENSOR FOR MAGNETIC BEARINGS

David P. Plant

FARE, Inc.

Dr. Ronald B. Zmood

Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology

Dr. James A. Kirk

University of Maryland

I. ABSTRACT

The work presented in this paper covers the recent developments in the area of non-
contacting displacement sensors for a 500 Watt-hour magnetically suspended flywheel
energy storage system. "Pancake" [permanent magnet, PM, and electromagnet, EM]
magnetic bearings are utilized to suspend the flywheel. The work includes a detailed review

of commercially available non-contacting displacement sensors and their suitability of
operating with magnetic bearings. In addition, several non-contacting displacement sensors
were designed and constructed for this magnetic bearing application. The results will show,
currently available, commercial non-contacting displacement sensors will not function as
desired and that an inductive sensor was developedto operate within this magnetic bearing.

II. INTRODUCTION

A prototype 500 Wh flywheel energy storage system is being built for the NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center. This energy storage system is targeted for spacecraft
applications, for it exhibits high specific energy densities and can be used for attitude
control. A conceptual view ot the 500 Wh energy storage system can be seen in Figure 1.
The energy storage system incorporates three key technologies, interference assembled
multi-ring composite flywheel, high efficiency brushless motor and generator, and magnetic
bearings. This paper focuses on displacement transducers, which are a vital element in the
suspension of fl)_', heels, via magnetic bearings. These transducers or sensors detect the
displacement of the flywheel relative to the stator portion of the magnetic bearing. This
displacement is referred to as the measurand. In practice, measurement systems seldom
respond directly to the measurand. More often, for ease in measuring, it is desirable to
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convert from one physical quantity to another by means of a transducer. The conversion in
this case is from displacement to a voltage level which is proportional to the displacement of
the flywheel. Next this voltage signal is fedback through the control system, compared to a
reference voltage, and a control current is applied to the electromagnetic coils, in the
magnetic bearings, to center the flywheel.

MAGNETIC BEARING _---_

COMPOSITE MATERIAL

FLYWHEEL o/

/

/

MAGNETIC BEARING o-/ MOTOR GENERATOR

Figure 1. 500 Wh Flywheel Energy Storage System

In selecting a non-contacting displacement transducer for a magnetic bearing
application, reqmrements for these sensors must be specified. The requirements include, the
nominal linear range, the resolution, the sensitivity, the frequency response, the.size of the
transducer, the wire bend radius of the sensor's lead wire, and the power consumption. The
main performance requirements of the displacement transducer for the 500 Wh energy
storage system are listed in Table 1. For this 500 Wh energy storage system the
displacement transducers were to be moved from sensing the outside periphery of the
flywheel to sensing the inside surface of the fl_vheel. The initial location chosen for the
sensor was on the reside of the magnetic bearing.
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Linear Range: 20 mils

Sensitivity: 60 V/in.

Resolution: 20 pinches

Power Consumption: less than 40 mW

Size: Must fit on inside

of a magnetic bearing
0.250 dia. 1.000" lcnght

Operating Environment: Must operate in strong
magnetic fields

Table 1. Sensor Specifications for 500 Wh Energy Storage System

III. BACKGROUND ON COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE TRANSDUCERS

Some of the types of non-contacting displacement transducers presently accessible
are inductive, capacitwe, and optical transducers. Although there are other types of non-
contacting displacement transducers, such as radiation, ultrasonic, and air gauging, only
inductive, capacitive, and optical types were investigated. The general advan rages and
disadvantages [for use in the 500 Wh ener$y storage system] of the inductive, capacitive, and
optical sensors are presented next. Inductwe sensor have adequate frequency response,
small size, and have a relatively large linear range. The main disadvantage of the inductive
sensor was uncertainty of operating in a strong magnetic field. Also the inductive sensor
produced a sensing area that was the shape of a cone protruding from the sensor's orobe tip.
Any conducting mateT ial that would intersect this conical sensiffg field would affect the
output of the sensor. The capacitive sensor could be custom sized to tailor fit the 500 Wh
energy storage system, due to several companies that build custom designed capacitive
sensors. Problems of low frequency response, very high cost, and stray capacitance fields
basically prohibited the use of capacitive sensors m the 500 Wh energy s_,stem. The optical
sensors were quite promising with very high frequency responses, large hnear ranges, very
low cost, and very small probe size with the use of fiber optics. The only disadvantage of the
optical sensor was the problem of non-uniform surface reflectivity of the target surface.
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A survey, of the commercial vendors, was conducted to locate a displacement sensor
that could be utilized with the 500 Wh energy storage system. From the search, several
potential displacement transducers were identified and several sensors were obtained for
testing with the 500 Wh energy storage system.

IV TRANSDUCER TESTING

The experimental testing of each displacement transducer was separated into two
parts. The first consisted of voltage output of the transducer versus target displacement
testing and the second dealt with performing experimental tests using the displacement

transducer in an actively co_ltrolled magnetically suspended flywheel system. This test
system utilized one magneti : bearing, see Figure 2. In the following paragraphs the results
of several of the sensors test ed are presented.

_ON /STATO "__LYR" _ WHEEL

ENSORS I-

Figure 2. Actively Controlled Magnetically Suspended Flywheel System
r

Two different model sensors (KD-2400 and the KD-2300-1SU) were tested from
Kaman Instrumentation Corporation of Colorado Springs, CO. The KD-2400 sensor was an

inductive type sensor and was the sensor used in the previous magnetic bearing sy.stems built
at the University of Maryland. The voltage output curve for this sensor is shown m Figure 3.

This sensor was able to meet all of the stack system's sensor rec)uirements except for the size
requirement. The sensor's probe was too large to fit on the inside of a magnetic bearing.
Th_s sensor was tested for the reason that it was readily available and worked successfully in
previous magnetic bearing systems. The other Kaman sensor, KD-2300-1SU, passed all
requirements for the stack system and proved to be very versatile. The voltage output versus
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displacement curve is shown in Figure 4. The sensitivity was easily adjustable to 60 volts per
inch. The linear range for the KD-2300-1SU was only approximately 40 mils for an
aluminum target and35 mils for a stainless steel target. An advantage of this sensor was that
it did not detect ferromagnetic materials.

The last sensor tested was the SPOT optical sensor designed and built at the
University of Maryland. This sensor's voltage output versus displacement curve is shown in
Figure 5. Optical sensors produce voltage output versus displacement curves that have two
linear portions, these portions are named the fl'ont slope and the back slope. Since this
sensor was built in-house it proved to be quite flexible. The sensitivity and linear range were
easily adjustable to match the required specifications of the stack system.

Figure 3. Voltage Versus Displacement for Kaman KD-2400 Sensor
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Once all the displacement transducer's sensitivities were calibrated to 60 volts per
inch, further experiments on the sensors were performed to reveal if these sensors could
function on the inside of a magnetic bearing. The first experiment that was performed on all
displacement transducers was to substitute one of the displacement transducer being tested
with an existing Kaman KD-2400 inductive sensor in an existing magnetic bearing. All of the
displacement transducers passed this test except for the SPOT optical transducer. The

SPOT displacement transducer failed the test because of the target's non-uniform surface,
reflectivity. The target in this case was the outside surface of the magnetic bearing system s
flywheel which is constructed of aluminum. The problem of non-uniform surface reflectivity
was documented in Figure 6. This figure displays the voltage output of the SPOT and
Kaman KD-2400 transducers versus time for a flywheel speed of 100 rpm. The peak to peak
displacement of the Kaman KD-2400 sensor was approximately 0.05 volts, whichtranslates
at 60 volts per inch to 0.8 mils. The peak to peak displacement of the SPOT sensor was
approximately 0.14 volts or 2.3 mils. In an attempt to eliminate the non-uniform surface
reflectivity problem, different colored target surfaces and polished target surfaces were
utilized. All these types of surfaces did not correct the problem. For this reason the SPOT
sensor was dropped from further consideration.
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Figure 6. Reflectivity Testing of Spot Sensor

All the inductive sensors passed the suspension test. To conduct further experiments
it was necessary to design and fabricate a mechanical fixture to house the displacement
transducers within the magnetic bearing. Once the sensors were placed in the magnetic
beating two experiments were conducted, a voltage output versus displacement experi mer.t

and a suspension test. The voltage output versus displacement test was conducted using both
the Scientific Atlanta and Kaman KD-2300-1SU sensors. For this experiment, an alunl,num
ring had to be placed on the inside of the return ring to provide the sensors with an
aluminum target to detect. Figure 7. shows the curves created by the Scientific Atlanta
sensor. There are three curves in Figure 7, one curve for no current applied to the EM coils
and two curves with different currents applied to the EM coils. These three curves show that
an inductive sensor can still function within a static magnetic field. For both the Kaman and
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Scientific Atlanta sensors the sensitivity of the sensor decreased once inside the magnetic
bearing. This change in sensitivity was due to the large magnetic fields originating from the
magnetic bearing. The sensors were recalibrated to 60 volts per inch for the next test of
suspension with the inside sensor. The flywheel was rotated to a low speed of a few hundred
revolutions per minute and the output signals from the Scientific Atlanta and Kaman KD-
2400 sensors were compared. The Scientific Atlanta sensor was tested on the inside of the
magnetic bearing and the voltage output of this sensor was compared to the voltage output
of one of the Kaman KD-2400 sensors, which was used to suspend the flywheel. The output
signal of the Scientific Atlanta sensor did not match the signal produced by the Kaman
sensor. The reason why these two graph do not correspond was because the Scientific
Atlanta sensor was affected by the dynamic magnetic fields produced when the magnetic

bearing was actively saspending the flywheel. To confirm this hypothesis a second
experiment was run. Fhis ext)eriment produced a strong alternating electromagnetic field
directly in front of the Scientific Atlanta sensor. The sensor was fixed relative to the target
which was the iron pin at the center of the EM coil. The output of the sensor was monitored
and found to vary although the sensor and target were fixed. This test concluded that
inductive sensors were affected by varying magnetic fields and could not be utilized within
the magnetic bearing. This test was also conducted on the Kaman and Bently Nevada
sensors and similar results were obtained.
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Figure 7. Testing of Sensor Within Magnetic Bearing

Since inductive transducers rely upon magnetic effects they are particularly prone to
interference from external magnetic fields generated by the magnetic bearings actuators.
Subsequent experimental investigation of one commercial transducer has shown the
probable cause to be due to the transducer sensor casing. This casing is manufactured from
a stainless steel which is mildly, but sufficiently, ferromagnetic so that the transducer
calibration is affected by changes in the saturation level of the steel when it is immersed in
an external magnetic field.
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V. UOMD, RMIT & FARE TRANSDUCER DEVELOPMENTS

From the above experimental work, it was concluded that the displacement
transducers tested could not be adapted to the inside of the magnetic bearing. Commercial
inductive sensors will not work because of the alternating magznetic fields and the optical
sensors have problems with non-uniform surface reflectivity. It is for this reason that effort
has been devoted to developing suitable position transducers for 500 Wh flywheel energy
storage system, which meet fairly stringent requirements of reliability, simplicity of concept,
robustness, and ease of application. In this work attention has been largely concentrated on
inductive transducers.

Both the inner and outer bores of the flywheel grow significantly as it spins from zero
to a maximum speed of 80,000 rpm. In the case of the inner bore the radial growth has been
estimated to be 0.43 mm [17 mils] at a speed of 80,000 rpm. On the other hand the rotor
translational motion is limited by the touchdown bearings to + 0.15 mm [6 mils] about its
nominal center position, which it is observed is significantly less than the radial growth.
Consequently any rotor position measuring system which senses the position, of either the
flywheel outer rim or its inner bore, must be able to differentiate between displacements due
to these two sources. To overcome this difficulty differential transducers need to be used. In
the case of inductive elements positioned to sense on diametrically opposite sides of the
flywheel inner bore. If these inductors are connected in an electrical bridge circuit the
bridge balance will be unaffected by radial growth, and will only sense changes in inductance
due to translational motion.

Experience has shown that sensitivities in the range 2 to 40 V/mm are achievable
with acceptable out put signal-to-noise ratios, but the sensitivities are usually limited in
applications to the range 2 to 4 V/mm. Commercially available inductive transducers
typically operate with carrier frequencies of 1 to 2 Mhz, and sense physical displacement
signals having bandwidths up to 10 khz.

Inductive transducers require a metallic target, and if they are to sense displacement
on the flywheel outer rim then it must have a metallic surface attached by some means. The
limited strength of metals combined with the very high surface speed of the flywheel makes
this a difficult task. While the difficulty of attachin_ a metal surface to the outer rim may
possibl), be overcome, mounting the position transclucers so as to sense displacement on the
outer nm of the flywheel is not recommended for other reasons. Firstly, there are problems
in maintaining concentricity between the fl.ywheel outer rim and its inner bore, both during
manufacture and especially when it is running at high speed. The latter situation arises due
to the effects of large rotor growth with increase in rotor speed, and the in homogeneity of
the composite structure causing an eccentricity to develop between the flywheel outer rim
and the inner bore which changes as a function of speed. Secondly, the transducer sensors
need to be rigidly and accurately fixed to the flywheel outer support structure which in turn
must be accurately positioned with respect to the bearing stator; a complicated
manufacturing problem. Thus for both manufacturing and operational reasons it is sensible
to mount the position sensor internally so as to measure the displacement of the flywheel
inner bore relative to the magnetic bearing stator.

Vl. RELATIONSHIP TO MAGNETIC BEARINGS

The remainder of this discussion will center on how inductive sensors may be used in
electrical bridge networks to solve the collocation problem by ensuring the effective

displacement sensing planes are along the bearing actuator planes of symmetry. Four ,
p£ssible arrangements for the inductive sense coils of the transducers are shown in Figure _4.
l lae most ideal arrangement is shown in Figure 8(a) where the coils are mounted between

the pole faces, as th:s enables direct displacement measurement in the bearing planes
XAX A' and XBX B . For practical reasons this arrangement is difficult to implement and so
will not be considered further.
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Figure 8. Alternative Location for Sensors. Sensor Positions Indicated by Arrows

The remaining possible arrangements can measure the displacements in the bearing
planes of symmetry provided it is assumed that the bearing actuators and the
motor/generator are rigid bodies. For example, let us consider the alternatives shown in
Figures 8(b) and (c) where the inductive sense coils are shown by the arrow bars in each
case. From simple geometry the displacements xI and X2 can be calculated from
measurements Xl' and x2' and for the case shownin Figure 8(b) are given by

,[f_; t A: ) 'I A: _](I) '"--: :':' /r _.--2--A-i'l_-:r_ r-:v_,s

and

(2)

As long as J/t is small the error due to uncertainties in t¢ can be neglected and the

computed values of xl and x2 can be used in place of their exact values in the respective
bearing controllers.
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If the motor cannot be considered to be rigid then the arrangement shown in Figure
8(d) needs to be used. Here the sense coils A 1, A2, coils A3, A 4, COl'Is B 1, B 2 and coils B 3, B4
are separately connected in a series. Since these coils are symmetrically displaced about the
bearing planes of symmetry the transducer outputs will be xl and x2, where

2: + :r
al 3,')

(3) .TI ...........
.)

and

(4) X2 --

Zbl + Zb2

In Figure 9. is shown a simplified schematic of the experimental inductive bridge
transducer, which can be used with any of the mechanical arrangements shown in Figure 8.
The sensor inductors are connected in a Maxwell impedance bridge whose output is fed to a
synchronous demodulator. The output of the demodulator passes through a low pass filter
which filters the residual high frequency modulation products as well as any extraneous noise
induced into the circuitry. The filter output is an analog signal whose magnitude is
proportional to the displacement.

_ OSCILLATOR

: - 9 MHz

8L z
LO + _-i

R R

1

[ S_'NC]]. D_Jk'IOD.

t>

LOW PASS

FILTER

fc = 20 kHz

INDUCTIVE BRIDGE

Figure 9. Schematic of Inductive Bridge Sensors

From the remarks given above concerning the use of stainless steel in commercial
inductive sensors care was taken to only use non-ferrous materials, such as aluminum in the
construction of the experimental sensors. Aluminum was also used for the transducer target
Experiments showed that using this construction made the transducers insensitive to changes
in external magnetic fields.

The inductive sensors describe above will be utilized with the magnetic bearings in

the prototype 500 Wh energy storage system. The specifications of this inductive sensor are
presented in Table 2. A view of the location of these sensors within the 500 Wh energy
storage system in shown in Figure 10.
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Operating Principle: Differential eddy current induction

Linear Range: 80 mils. Can be increased to 200 mils

Sensitivity: 60 V/in. Maximum exceeds 130 V/in.

Resolution: 20/zinches at 60 V/in. sensitivity

Frequency Response: 5 kHz (3dB)

Output Range: _.+10 V (offset can be
adjusted to zero output)

Mounting: Sensors remote from signal
conditioning (0 - 4 ft)

Target: Metallic- non-ferrous

Adjacent Metal: Insensitive to external magnetic fields

Coil Inductance Range: 50/xH to 130/zH

Table 2. Inductive Sensor Specifications
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Figure 10. Location of Inductive Sensors Within 500 Wh Energy Storage System

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The research conducted, showed that commercially available displacement sensors

could not work with the 500 Wh flywheel energy storage system. Optical sensors were too
sensitive to the non-uniform surface reflectivity and the inductive sensors were affected by

the dynamic magnetic fields produced by the magnetic bearings. These conclusions led to
the development of an inductive sensor, which was built and tested with the 500 Wh
magnetic bearings. The placement of this inductive sensor within the 500 Wh energy storage
system was altered and several sensors were used in a differential arrangement. The sensors
will soon be incorporated with the final 500 Wh energy storage system.
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ABSTRACT

The development of a five channel electro-optical model position

measurement system is described. The system was developed for the

13 Inch Magnetic Suspension and Balance System (MSBS) located at

NASA Langley Research Center. The system consists of five linear

photodiode arrays which are illuminated by three low power HeNe

lasers, an assembly of lenses and mirrors for shaping the beams,

and signal conditioning electronics. The system is mounted to a

free standing, pneumatic isolation table to eliminate vibration

susceptibility. Two distinct channels are used for sensing

vertical displacement and pitch, providing an angle of attack (AOA)

measuring range of 40 degrees with a ±.02 degree precision.

INTRODUCTION

The 13 Inch MSBS was originally constructed by Arnold Engineering

and Development Center in 1965 and was relocated to NASA LaRC in

1979 [I]. Model position was sensed by a system of X-ray sources

and detectors which produced an analog signal proportional to their

exposure to the beams. Four beams were directed diagonally across

the test section at the model to detect pitch and yaw, while a

fifth vertical beam detected axial motion. A suspended model would

partially block the X-ray beams, leaving a portion of the detector

unexposed, or shadowed. Although the X-ray syst(_m was suited for

detecting model position through the aluminum test section, the

potential safety hazard prompted development of at, optical system.

The optical system operated on the same principle of blocking a

portion of a laser beam (light sheet) with the wind tunnel mod_l

and sensing position using light sensitive detectors. A new

subsonic wind tunnel with a transparent test section was designed

to accommodate the optical system.

The original optical system design was dictated by existing

hardware used for mounting of the X-ray system. A series of poles
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surrounding the test section allowed fore and aft sliding of the

detectors for different lengths of models. Many custom adapters

were required to mount the optical system components to the

existing structure. The optical components themselves, were

limited to very short focal lengths in order to fit in confined

areas.

Installation of this system was completed in 1986 and it was

successfully used for several years with minimal modifications.

The system did suffer some deficiencies, however. Building

vibrations were parasitic because of the critical optical align-

ment. The position sensors were mounted to precision translators

partially constructed of magnetic materials. Magnetic field

intensity variations would sometimes vibrate the position sensors

into a resonance. Optical realignment for various models was

tedious and time consuming, often consuming an entire day. The

limited AOA range of ±8 degrees did not meet the requirements of

the 13 Inch MSBS, initiating design improvements.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The original system consisted of five identical channels using

the same 1-inch position sensors. The new system uses longer

position sensors for two of the channels to improve the AOA range,

resulting in a combination of two separate subsystems. In

addition, a new mounting system for the optics and sensors has been

implemented. The following is a detailed description of the new

system components.

Position Sensors

Linear, self-scanning photodiode arrays (PDA) were chose_ to

detect model position. A pair of 1-inch arrays are used for

sensing position in side and yaw while a third senses axial

position. Each of the 1-inch PDAs contains 1024 individual
elements on 25 micron centers. Each device is mounted to a 3 inch

square factory supplied circuit board. The circuit boards contain

all necessary clock circuits for operation. Modifications allowed

the circuits to be operated in a master-slave configuration,

driving the arrays with the same 500 KHz clock.

A pair of 2.4-inch arrays are used to detect vertical and pitch

position. Each of these arrays contains 4096 elements on 15 micron

centers. The commercially available units are presently driven by

modified factory circuit boards. A master-slave configuration with
a i.i MHz clock is also used for these units. The 13 Inch MSBS

system computer provides a 256 Hz scan initiate signal, which i_

synchronized with both of the PDA sampling clocks.

Light Sheet Generatinq Optics

Two different light sheet generating methods are used for PDA
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illumination to accommodate different requirements for each

subsystem. The method used to illuminate the 1-inch PDAs is less

critical since these are normally operated in saturation. While

the device is saturated, it is not sensitive to small intensity
variations along its aperture. Minor scratches on the test section

windows and dust on the optics generally do not degrade the system
operation.

A 5mw HeNe laser beam is fanned by using a 4mm diameter glass rod

as a high power cylindrical lens. This quickly expands the beam

into a wide angle, reducing the optical path length and saving

space. The sheet is then collimated by a 50mm diameter plano-con-

vex cylindrical lens with a focal length of 150mm. Since this

combination loses very little power, two PDAs can be illuminated by

use of a plate beamsplitter. Figure 1 illustrates how the two side

and yaw detectors are illuminated in this manner. The axial array

is on its own axis and is, therefore, illuminated by its own 2mw

laser and associated optics for simplicity.

The two 2.4-inch arrays used for detecting lift and pitch are not

operated in saturation and are very sensitive to intensity
variations along the aperture. Several different lens combinations

for beam expansion, including commercially available units, were

evaluated before satisfactory results were obtained. A double

glass rod expander, which spreads a section of the first light

sheet a second time to overcome the Gaussian profile was successful

but very inefficient since the resulting light sheet is many times

wider than the diameter of the collimating lens. A plano-convex

cylindrical collimating lens was believed to be necessary to avoid

increasing the thickness of the light sheet. A lens was custom

ground to meet size and focal length requirements without realizing

the effects of distortion on the system accuracy. A laboratory

calibration revealed that the collimating lens caused large errors

due to spherical aberration and was replaced by a spherical

achromatic doublet of longer focal length. Construction of a

second light sheet by inserting a plate beamsplitter caused

diffraction patterns, ghost images, and added to the intensity
variations.

Figure 2 illustrates the present light sheet generation for the

two vertical sensors. The expanding optics are basically Keplerian

design so that a spatial filter may be used. A 5mw multimode laser

was found to improve the uniformity of the light sheet due to its

flatter profile. A single plano-convex cylindrical lens with a 6.4

mm focal length spreads the beam while a plano-convex spherical

lens with a focal length of 600mm and diameter of 95mm performs the

collimation. The inherently small spherical aberration of the high

f-number lens reduces system errors at the expense of a long

optical path length. Errors may be further reduced with a

substantial increase in component cost. Unlike a cylindrical lens,

the spherical collimating lens causes the light sheet to (:hange

thickness over the path length. If the PDA is located near the

focus of the lens, the resulting line will be extremely narrow,

making alignment more critical. The greater the distance between
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the detector and the lens focus, the thicker the light sheet.

small amount of spreading is desirable to make the system less

susceptible to vibration.

A

Several advantages are gained by splitting the laser beam prior

to expansion using a cube beamsplitter. The cube beamsplitter does

not rely on uniform metallic deposition and the splitting process

has no direct effect on the quality of the light sheets. Although

a duplicate set of components is required, the height of the two

optical channels may be independently adjusted to the required

optical axis. By rotating the beamsplitter about the laser beam

axis, the reflected beam angle is varied without affecting the

original beam. This feature allows a much higher AOA when equal

positive and negative angles are not required during the same test.

Signal Conditioninq Electronics

Two signal conditioning schemes are used for each of the PDA

types to accommodate two different video signal formats. The

1-inch arrays are operated in saturation and produce a serial train

of pulses proportional in amplitude to the exposure of each of the

1024 photodiodes sampled during a scan. The 2.4-inch arrays

produce a sample and hold analog signal. The longer array is also

more likely to encounter two shadow edges, resulting in two level

transitions on the video signal. Detecting two shadow edges and

their location requires more sophisticated electronics. The

following will describe the two signal processing schemes.

The pulse video signal is carried by coaxial cable to the signal

conditioner where a voltage comparator with an adjustable th£eshold

level shapes the signal into TTL compatible rectangular pulses.

The pulses are fed to binary ripple counters which count the total

number of pixels exceeding the threshold level. The total number

of illuminated pixels is then retained by latches for the duration

of the following scan. The actual location of the shadow edge is

easily determined by the system computer since one end of the PDA

must always remain illuminated.

As with the pulse video processing, a voltage comparator is used

at the input c f the sample and hold video signal conditioner. The

comparator tr. nsforms the video signal into a clean TTL level pulse

by triggering on the voltage level changes occurring at the shadow

edges. The comparator's hysteresis band along with various timing

delays of other components help reject the diffraction effects on

the video signal level transitions. Polarity sensitive monostable

multivibrators are used to detect light-dark and dark-light

transitions.

The location of a shadow edge is determined by counting PDA

sampling clock pulses during each scan. The count is continuously

fed to two separate registers during the scan. At the occurrence

of a video level change, the appropriate register is enabled_

temporarily storing the data until the end of the scan. The data

is then shifted to the output registers, where it remains for the
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duration of the following scan. An output enabl_ pulse from the

system computer controls which tri-state register _ill be accessed,

requiring only one set of lines for both outputs. A balanced,

optically isolated, line driver/receiver system is used for signal

transfer between the computer and signal conditioner. The 256 Hz

scan initiate pulse from the system computer is used for various

resetting and clock synchronization. Shown in Figure 3 is a block

diagram for one of the two channels.

Mechanical Assembly

An aluminum framework was designed for mounting the position

sensors and a portion of the optical components. The mounting

system basically consists of two arches joined by two sets of poles

allowing fore and aft translation of the thr, e 1-inch PDAs.

Precision linear translators allow fine lateral positioning of the

1-inch arrays. The arches were designed to fit between the test

section and the electro-magnets. Optical rails mount to either

side of the assembly, supporting the entire optic_l system for the

vertical sensing channels. The 2.4-inch PDAs are mounted to custom

built aluminum translators for vertical adjustment. The framework

assembly is attached to a commercially available 36" X 24" optical

breadboard on which the remaining optical components are mounted.

The aluminum breadboard provides flexibility of optical layout as

well as accepting a broad range of optical holders. Ambient

building vibration and magnetic field induced vibrations are

minimized by floating the entire system on a pneumatic isolation

table. The table, which suppresses vibration above 2 Ilz at a rate

of 12 db/octave, physically isolates the position sensors from the

electro-magnet structure. Figures 4 and 5 are photographs of the

optical system before and after installation.

CONCLUSIONS

A new model position detection system has been installed and

demonstrated at the 13-1nch MSBS. System AOA r_nge and general

reliability is superior to that of the original system while

meeting cost and development time requirements. Although the

system has not been calibrated in the test environment, separate

laboratory calibrations of the 2.4-inch and 1-inch systems were

performed [2], [3]. Overall precisions of ±.002 and _.0005 were

displayed in linear measurements while angular precisions of ±.02

degrees and ±.015 degrees were exhibited by the 2.4-inch and 1-inch

systems respectively. Mechanical difficulties remain to be a

primary shortcoming. The physical size of the factory circuit

boards limit the vertical adjustment range of the 2.4-inc:h PDAs,

directly affecting the AOA range. Smaller clock-g_nerating circuit

boards are currently under development to allevilte this proklem.
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Summary

A photogrammetric optical position measurement system is currently being built as part of the NASA Langley
Research Center Large-Gap Magnetic Suspension System (LGMSS). The LGMSS is a five degree-of-freedom,
large-gap magnetic suspension system to be built in the Advanced Controls Test Facility (ACTF). The

LGMSS consisLs of a planar array of electromagnets which levitate and position a model containing a permanent
magnet core. Information on model position and attitude is required to control the position of the model and
stabilize levitation. The optical position measurement system determines the position and attitude of a levitated
model in six degrees of freedom and provides this information to the system controller. Eight optical sensing
units positioned above the levitated model detect light emitted by small infrared Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs)
embedded in the surface of the model. Each LED target is imaged by a cylindrical lens on a linear Charge
Coupled Device (CCD) sensor. The position and orientation of the model are determined from the positions of
the projected target images. A description of the position measurment system, tracking algorithm, and

calibration techniques, as well as simulation and preliminary test results of the position measurement system
will be presented.

Introductiotl

A Large-Gap Magnetic Suspension System (LGMSS) is currently being built at NASA Langley Research
Center to test control laws for magnetic levitation for vibration isolation and pointing. A photogrammetric
optical position measurement system has been designed and is currently being fabricated at NASA Langley as a
part of the LGMSS. The optical position measurement system will measure the position and attitude of a

levitated body in six degrees of freedom and supply this information to the LGMSS control system. This paper
will describe the requirements for the position measurement system, and present the design of the system as well
as some preliminary test results on a prototype sensor. A high level description of the system will fh'st be
presented. This will be followed by a discussion of the tracking and calibration techniques. Lastly, details of
the system design will be presented and some conclusions about the performance of the optical sensing system.
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Position Sensing Requirements

Tile requirements for the position measurement system are derived from the requirements for the LGMSS. There
are three fundamental requirements for the position measurement system. These requirements are: 1) that the
sensing system be able to track the levitated body to an accuracy consistent with the accuracy requirements for
the LGMSS; 2) that the position information supplied by the sen_ing system be supplied at a high enough rate
that the LGMSS can stabilize levitation of the model; and 3) thai the measurement made by the sensing system
not interfere with the function of the LGMSS.

To meet the three requirements specified above, a phologrammctric optical sensing approach was selected.
Small point largets embedded in the surface of the levitated body are detected by multiple cameras positioned
about the model. The locations of the projected target images are determined and triangulation techniques are
used to determine the position and attitude of the model from this information. The accuracy requirement for the
optical sensing system is set by the accuracy requirement for the LGMSS. The LGMSS is required to position
a levitated model to an accuracy of +/- 0.01 inches in x, y, and z, and +/- 0.02 degrees in yaw, pitch, and roll
(defined by the Euler angles psi. thcta, and phi). The optical sensing system is allowed thiry percent of the error
budget and thus the required accuracy for the sensing system is +[- 0.003 inches in x, y, and z, and +/- 0.006
degrees in psi, them, and phi. The frequency response for the optical sensing system is 20 samples/second.
This is not a fast update rote, but is fast enough that the LGMSS can control the levitation of the model to the
accuracy specified for the system.
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Position Sensing Requirement

Position Measurement Accuracy

+/- 0.003 inches xcm, ycm, zcm

+/- 0.006 degrees in psi, theta, phi

Frequency Response

20 samples/second

Noninvasive Measurement
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Overview of the Optical Scnsing System

In figure 1 is a block diagram of the optical sensing sytem. Eight infrared light emitting diode (LED) targets are
embedded in the surface of the levitated model. The targets are multiplexed in time for target identification. As
each target is flashed on, it is detected by sixteen linear charge coupled device (CCD) array _nsors. A
cylindrical lens, positioned in front of the detector focuses the light emitted by a target as a line of light on the
detector array. Each array has 2048 photosensitive elements. A voltage signal is output from the array which is
proportional to the light falling on each element or pixel. (figure 2) The location of each target image along the
CCD array is determined by calculating the location of the centroid of the light distribution falling on the
detector. The analogue video signal output of each CCD sensor is digitized and stored in a random access

memory (RAM) which can be accessed by a high speed digital signal processor (DSP). There are a total of
sixteen analogue to digital converters (one for each sensor), and sixteen DSPs (Texas Instruments
TMS320C30s). The location of the centroid of light is calculated by the DSP and stored in a central memory.
The locations of the target images in the sensors are used to detennine the position and attitude of the levitated
model. Data flow from the DSPs to the central memory is controlled by a 68000 based microcontroller. The
calculation of model position and attitude is performed in an I860 based array processor. The array processor
resides on a VME bus and is controlled by a SUN computer.
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Optical Sensing System

I Targets I

Sensor

A/D Converter
DSP

Camera
Controller

(X 16)

(X 16)

Position and Attitude of Model

Figure 1. Block diagram of the optical sensing system showing signal flow.
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Sensing Unit

Eight sensing units are located symmetrically about, and approximately five feet above the levitated model.
Each sensing unit consists of two linear CCD sensors oriented orthogonally with respect to one another.(figure
3) The output ofeach sensing unit is thus an x and y camera location for each projected target image. Each
sensing unit is mounted to the sensing system support structure. The sensing unit mount allows the
orientation of the sensing unit to be adjusted in two angular directions as well as the verticle direction.(figure 4)
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Coordinate System Def'mition

The coordinate system for the LGMSS and position measurement system is a right hand cartesian coordinate

system.(figure 5) The z axis points up. The position of the levitated model is defined by the x, y, and z
position of the origin of a body fixed reference frame in the laboratory (or fixed) reference frame. The orientation

of the model is defined by the Euler angles ¥, 0, tp (yaw, pitch, roll). The rotation sequence is yaw, pitch, androll.
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Xb Yb

h

Figure 5. Diagram showing cylindrically shaped model levitated by a six coil magnetic suspension system.
Coordinate systems of body and suspension system indicated by subscripts b and f, respectively.
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Transformalion Equations

The position and orientation of tile mcxlel are determined by solving a set of nonlinear equations which relate the
measured x and y camera coordinates of each target to the six parameters, Xcm, Ycm, Zcm, _, 0, and cp. Two

sets of transformation equations are listed below. The first set of transformation equations describe the
transformation from bcxly fixed reference frame coordinates (x b, Yb, Zb) to laboratory or fixed refercnce frame

coordinates (xf, yf, zf) in terms of the coordinates of the origin of the body frame in the laboratory frame (Xcm,

Ycm, and Zcm) and the orientation of the body frame with respect to the fixed frame, given by the sines and
cosines of the Euler angles psi (_), them (0), and phi (q_). The second set of transformation equations describe
the transformation from laboratory reference frame coordinates for the jth target (xfj, yfj, zfj) to the ith camera

(xij, Yij) in terms of the x, y, z position of the perspective center of each camera in the laboratory reference

frame, denoted by Xi c, Yic, and Zi c, and the orientation of each camera with respcct to the laboratory reference
frame. In the second set of equations, the mij are elements of the rotation matrix and are functions of the camera

pointing angles. The terms Xpi and Ypi are the principal points for the ith camera, and fx,yi is the focal length
of camera i. The positions and orientations of each camera arc determined by an independent survey and through
calibration.

Substituting the first set of transformation equations below into the second produces a set of nonlinear equations
which decribes the dependence of the xij and yij positions of the projected images of target diode j in sensing
unit i in terms of the position and orientation of the model. The position and orientation of the model are given

by the six paramctcrs Xcm, Ycm, Zcm, _, 0, q_. With eight targets and eight sensing units, 128 equations are

thus generated. These equations are linearized and solved using an iterative technique (Newton's Method).

xfj = Xcm + Xbj(COS(0)cos(W) + Ybj(-cos(q_)sin(_) +sin(q))sin(0)cos(_))+

Zbj(sin(cp)sin(_ ) + cos(q0sin(0)cos(_))

Yfj = Ycm + Xbj(COS(0)sin(_l/) + Ybj(Cos(q_)cos(_) + sin(q0)sin(0)sin(_)

Zbj(-sin(cp)cos(_ ) + cos(_p)sin(0)sin(_))

zfj = Zcm + Xbj(-sin(0)) + Ybj(sin0p)cos(0)) + Zbj(COS(q))cos(0))

+ fixFmll(Xfj- Xxi c) + ml2(Yfl- Yxi c) + ml3(Zfl- Zxi c) "1

xij= Xpi Umx3 I(Xij - Xxi c) + mx32('Ytj - Yxi c) + 'nx33(zfj - ZxiCiJ

Yij = Ypi + fiy_n21(Xl) - X_'ic) + m22(YlJ- Y_i c) + m23(Zfl - Zy ic) ]

_y31(xlj - Xyi c) + my32(Y(j - Yyi c) + my33(zfj - ZyiC)j

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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As stated previously, eight infrared light omitting diode targets are embedded in the top surface of the model.
Each target consists of an LED chip soldered into a small parabolic reflector.(figure 6) The wavelength of the
light is 850 nm. The diameter of the reflector is 0.047 inches. Figures 6 - 11 show a diagram of the cross
section of a target, a picture of a target compared to a dime, a graph of the spatial distribution of the light output
from an LED target, a picture of a cylindrical model with the targets embedded in the surface, a picture of the
circuit board for the target driver electronics, and a diagram showing the timing pulses. The larger diameter
shown in diagram 6 is a heat sink. Special bonding techniques had to be developed which would provide
adequate heat conduction when the diodes are driven at high current levels. The materials which are used to bond

the LED and leads to the reflector are noted in diagram 6.

The driver electronics and power supply for the targets are all located on the model. The size of the driver
electronics package is about 1 inch in diameter and 0.25 inches in thickness. Two nickel cadmium
(recharge,able) batteries are provided. The dimensions of the batteries are 1 inch in diamter and about 1 inch in
length. These batteries can provide sufficient power to operate for about 2 hours.

In addition to the target diodes, two additional strobe diodes, located on the bottom surface of the model are used

to time the sensor acquisition of each target and detect the flashing of the first of the eight targets ( or the
beginning of frame). Diagram 11 shows the timing pulses for the prototype model. The timing diodes are
separated from the target diodes in wavelength. The photodetectors used to detect these diodes, which are located
beneath the levitated model, are filtered..

During tracking of the model, each of the eight target diodes is turned on in sequence for a period of time which
may range from approximately 1.25 ms to 3.75 ms. (The length of time is determined by resistor values which
are set in driver circuitry located in the model.) During this time, the CCD sensors integrate the light failing on
the array. Following integration, the signal is read out and the centroid location is determined. After all eight
diodes have been illuminated they are turned off during the time the sensing system is calculating the position
and attitude of the model. The length of time required to calculate the position and attitude of the model is 15
ms. Following the calculation, the computed position and attitude information is sent to the LGMSS controller
and a new frame is begun.
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Figure 7. Picture of a target LED next to a dime.
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Figure 8. Graph of spatial distribution of light emitted by LED target.
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Figure 10. Picture of LED target driver electronics circuit board.
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Sensor Electronics

Figures 12 - 14 show pictures of the various sensor components. Figure 12 shows the front and back view of
the camera board. Also shown is the thermoelectric cooler circuitry. Some of the components on the camera
board are being opcrated at high clock speeds. As a result, without active cooling, these parts will overheat and
be destroyed. A thermoelectric cooler is provided to actively cool these parts. A thermoelectric cooler was used
to avoid inducing vibrations which could disturb the optical measurement. Figures 13 and 14 show pictures of
the analogue to digital convener and digital signal processor boards, respectively.
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Figure 12. Pictures of camera board (front and back view) and thermoelectric cooler board.
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Figure 14. On the following page is a picture of the digital signal processor (DSP) board. The DSP is a
Texas Instruments TMS320C30. The clock speed is 32 mHz which yields an instruction cycle time of
approximately 60 ns. The total time to perform the calculation of the centroid, background, and signal-to-noiseratio is about 1 ms.
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Graphs of Output of Prototype Sensor

Figure 15 is a graph showing the digital output of a prototype CCD sensor when imaging the cylindrical model
of figure 9. The integration time of the camera was set to integrate over the entire frame time of all eight
targets. Figure 16 is a graph of a portion of the digital output of a camera when imaging a single LED target.
The light distribution spans approximately 1 ! pixels.
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Concl_$ion_

Early simulation results were used to determine the level of signal-to-noise which would be needed to achieve
the accuracy specified for the position measurement system. No model dynamics were taken into account in the
simulation. Rather, the model was assumed to be stationary over the total 10 ms time in which the target
locations were being sensed. The signal-to-noise ratio required to achieve the specified accuracy for the sensing
system has been demonstrated. Also, it appears that a sample rate in excess of 20 samples/second can be
achieved. However, further tests are required before it is known how much faster the system can track.
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Conclusions

* Simulation and test results indicate that the
accuracy requirements for the sensing system
will be met

* Software is being streamlined to improve the
frequency response, should be possible to
sample > 20 samples/sec
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